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CHAPTER I 
THE MATURE AND EVALUATION OF RESPONSES TO MUSIC 
The vast majority of Investigations in the areas of 
human behavior have been efforts to reveal and diagnose 
causes and to prognosticate results. Prognosis is depen-
dent in part, if not wholly, upon diagnosis. If the 
latter fully reveals the truth, a prognosis can be made 
efficiently and accurately. In many cases the act of making 
a prognosis Involves an overt, calculated shaping of the 
environment surrounding the organism in such a way as to 
effect a desired, predetermined course of behavior. A 
determination of what this course of behavior shall be 
gives rise to certain moral and ethical implications. The 
responsible citizen, the educator, the doctor, the cleric, 
the judge, and the statesman, to mention a few, profess to 
be vitally interested In the betterment of humanity. In 
their efforts to achieve this goal they attempt to shape 
future events, including human conduct, so that their 
criteria of betterment are satisfied in ao far as possible. 
The assumption is made that the investigations In 
the broad fields of medicine, psychology, education, and 
religion are, on the whole, worthy enterprises, since they 
strive first to understand man, and second, on the basis 
of such understanding, to shape events toward his 
2 
'betterment —physically, mentally, and morally. One small 
area of investigation embraces the effects of music on human 
behavior. The dictura which states that music is good In and 
of Itself , and that It can and does influence human behavior 
has been empirically verified according to criteria ranging 
from the rigidly scientific to the metaphysical. Investi-
gation in this area, as has been the case in many other 
areas, must progress through the continuum of rank conjec-* 
ture based on few arid imperfect scraps of evidence toward 
greater certainty of analysis and prediction. The dictum 
stating that music can and does affect human behavior la 
certainly more than pure conjecture. But the more signifi-
cant questions regarding the discovery of affective factors 
in music, their Influences on the individual, and their 
eventual manipulation and control remain largely unanswered. 
Present Investigations must lie somewhere between the ex-
tremes of conjecture and complete certainty. 
One of the factors of major and crucial Importance 
which complicates investigations in this area is the 
uniqueness of the Individual response. It is Improbable 
that a person will ever respond twice to the same music in 
exactly the same way, and It is even more Improbable that 
any two individuals ' responses will ever be exactly the same 
to any given musical stimulus. The prime determinant of the 
i n d i v i d u a l r e s p o n s e can largely, if not entirely, be 
3 
accounted for by his needs at the moment of listening. Since 
needs are a dynamic determinant of human behavior, which In 
turn are dependent upon a multiplicity of intra and extra-
organic forces, they constantly fluctuate in quality and 
intensity. Music which may fulfill a person's needs at 
one moment may actually be shunned a short time later. Even 
the music Itself becomes one of the Influencing forces upon 
need and can extend, fu l f i l l , or thwart it . 
In recognizing the variability of human needs the 
assumption should not follow that they are chaotic, unre-
lated, and are never approximated at recurring intervals. 
If this were true such a study as this would be pointless. 
Although a given need Is always unique, it can and often 
does reoccur with many of the same essential factors pre-
sent. An individual may "need'* to hear music of a certain 
strongly rhythmical, dynamic, and staccato nature and then 
a long time may elapse before the need is felt again. If 
he prefers, i . e . , needs, to hear such music much more than 
music of differing and/or contrasting qualities, it may be 
said that this is a characteristic and predictable preference. 
Vegetative needs are quite predictable; psychic needs, which 
include musical needs, are more complex, but frequently of 
such a nature that their general quality and intensity may 
be assessed and predicted with reasonable accuracy# 
if 
The Problem generally Stated 
This study is concerned primarily with the develop-
ment of a technique which will permit thorough investigation 
of the relationships that may exist between personality 
characteristics, the eliciting of musical likes and dislikes, 
and the analysis .and description of salient factors in the 
music. 
AS was indicated in the discussion above on "need," 
the problem becomes much more complex and the techniques 
used In attacking it become much more crucial when rela-
tionships are to be established between Individuals classi-
fied according to personality types and those musical 
factors to which they respond—either positively or nega-
tively. 1'hese relationships have yet to be determined and 
verified, as a subsequent review of pertinent literature 
will show. Empirical observation and a few bits of evi-
dence seem to lend some support to the hypothesis that 
Individuals whose personality structures are qualitatively 
and quantitatively essentially the same tend to have some-
what the same likes and dislikes In music. If the hypothesis 
is proved, then the prediction, within broad limits, of the 
musical preferences of a known personality becomes possible. 
In working out a technique whereby this problem can 
be attacked, and reliable arid valid data may be secured, It 
seems apparent that the following major steps must be taken: 
1. Analysis must be made of the personality struc-
tures of a significantly large number of people 
followed by the grouping of them according to 
certain significant personality variables. 
2 . The musical preferences and rejections of these 
Individuals must be elicited and analyzed to 
determine salient musical factors* 
3 . A comparison can then be made between personality 
types and their musical preferences to determine 
whether significant relationships exist or not. 
Fortunately the psychologist has been at work on 
the problem posed In the first step for many years and has 
developed techniques of Investigation which have proved to 
be, In most cases, adequately reliable and valid. On the 
other' hand, compared to the vast amount of research that 
has and Is being done by the psychologist on the nature of 
personality, little has been done toward solving the problem 
posed in the second step above. It is especially necessary 
here to devise techniques of investigation where none now 
exist, or which exist Incompletely or imperfectly* This 
is a complex problem of which the solution Is the sine <%ua 
non of the solution to the problem, posed In the third step 
above. The solving of this last problem should prove or 
disprove the hypothesis that like personalities have like 
musical preferences. 
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Again it must be stated that this study is concerned 
primarily with the working out of a technique of investiga-
tion which will adequately and efficiently provide pertinent 
data on the Individual*s personality structure and his 
musical preferences, the efficient means and methods of 
processing such data, and the outlining of the administra-
tion of subsequent needed research* 
The Influences of Music on Behavior 
The affective responses to certain types of musical 
stimuli are more or less stereotyped and so cstn be dls-* 
covered and analyzed with some degree of objectivity* 
Conformity to established patterns of response enables one 
to predict an individual's response within certain wide 
limits. This Is of extreme importance since heterogeneity 
of response would preclude many of the practical or clinical 
applications of music with any degree of success. Average 
responses to musical stimuli seem to be primarily deter-
mined by the most gross and significant aspects of music* 
The almost infinite number of refined subtleties that exist 
in the music, even if detected by the listener, provoke so 
wide a variety of response that an 11 average responsen to 
these more subtle factors is unrecognisable* Thus the re-
sponse to music with a fast tempo and pronounced rhythm 
can be predicted with good success, but some of the more 
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subtle and perhaps more profound influence3 of melody, ton© 
color, harmonic structure, and formal structure are more 
difficult"to determine and predict. 
Philosophical Concepts of the Nature of Musical Responses, 
Aesthetlclana and philosophers have attempted to 
explain human reaction to musical sounds according to non-
scientific criteria* Some of their theories are provocative 
and many appear to be baaed upon sound psychological evi-
dence* The psychiatrist has also taken an active Interest 
In the phenomena of musical responses* Coriat* claims that 
the aesthetic effect of music 1B the result of three factors: 
compulsive repetition, pleasure in economy, and the force 
of attraction exerted by the unconscious* 
The peculiar effect of music consists in the Induc-
tion of narcissistic and erotogenic pleasures J therefor© 
music expresses feelings and their relations J Its ab-
sence of objective content corresponds with Its narcis-
sistic nature*2 
The pleasure principle appears again and again in the writings 
concerning the affective effects of music* 
Of all the arts music is least contained by objective 
1 Xsador H. Coriat, nSome Aspects of a Psychoanalytic 
Interpretation of Music,11 The Psychoanalytic Review, Vol* 
32 , 19I45, pp. ^08-18. 
2 Ibid* , p* ifO8* 
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phenomena,. Its pathway to the conscious and particularly 
the unconscious is direct and remarkably free bf Inter-
mediary symbolism. The effects produced resemble to a 
great extent the psycho-physic logical reactions to an 
emotion In the personal sense. Yet, though the "emotion* 
produced is of a highly personal character, It Is a pecu-
liarly unique emotion which can only be associated with the 
aesthetic. There is general agreement that music produces 
this aesthetic emotion with the greatest directness and 
ease + Revest calls it a "specifIcally musical emotion/1 
* . # It would be Incorrect to assume that music is 
so bound up with our feelings and emotions as to be 
properly regarded as the adequate expression of these—a 
view that has already been refuted by Hegel and 
Schopenhauer, and which has been embodied in the theories 
of music expressed by various students of aesthetics. 
The emotions excited by music are specifically musical 
emotions, and even if they are not of' a purely HusTcaT 
character, the musical element in them is the element 
sustaining the whole.k 
The emotions of joy or grief, for example, are universal 
emotions, not identified with any object , yet they are 
personal in the sense that their unique structure is found 
only within the individual. 
iiltshuler^ supports Reveszfs rather Freudian approach 
3 Gr®za Hivesz, The Psychology of a Musical Prodigy. 
Hew York: Harcourt, Brace ana Co. , inc. , 
Ij- Ib id . , p* 19* 
5 Ira M. Altshuler, "Four Years' Experience With 
Music as a Therapeutic Agent at Elolse Hospital/1 American 
•Journal of Psychiatry, Vol. 100, I9kk> PP* 792-4. 
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to the pleasure principle. 
Why does music affect human beings? Because tone 
and rhythm., put into proper order, appeal to the 
pleasure principle. Musical rhythm • . * affacta the 
Id* offers an opportunity for the ego to Indulge in 
open erotlsation . . » The raw material of. music is 
Intimately linked with instinctual drives. ^ 
The association of music with instinctual drives Is 
interpreted in much the same way by Kosonyl*? 
The irrational basis of music is manifest from the 
point of view of psychoanalysis in consideratIon of Its 
connection with the pleasure principle as opposed to 
the reality principle. There is much evidence that 
music, in its original form, arises from ungleasure# 
It develops as a means of Irrational expression of 
powerful instinct Inhibited in other directions• 
. . . The direct application of this theory of music 
as a narcissistic fulfullment is mainly to primitive 
and non-instrumental music. ® 
The affinity of bodily movement to musical rhythm and the 
sensuously symbolic vocal inflections of much primitive 
music associated with totem and tabu are observable evi~ 
dences of Its close association with Instinctual drives. 
It Is certainly not within the province of this study 
to explain why humans react to music aa they do. As it has 
been previously pointed out, such explanations demand the 
training of a psychiatrist aa well as that of a rausiclan. 
6 Ibid. , p. 793* 
7 Mosonyi, "Die Irrationalen Grundlagen der Musik,,f 
Imago, Leipzig, Vol. 21, 1935* FP* 207-26• 
8 Ibid . , p* 207• 
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The above theories merely Indicate that there Is a sound 
and logical system of dynamics upon which the Individual 
responds to music. If it were not true that the physio-
logical concomitants of affective reactions were basically 
the same for all people arid that accompanying psychological 
reactions show sufficient agreement that average modes of 
response can be established, then the proposed investigation 
would prove fruitless. Moreover It is the interaction be-
tween the individual and the musical stimulus that must be 
studied as a meaningful entity. The problem of accurate 
analysis is so complex that Inferences most probably will 
outnumber conclusIons. 
Physiological Responses 
Physiological changes accompanying and caused by 
musical stimuli have been demonstrated and verified. No 
attempt will be made to document this statement here sine© 
its validity has bean so ably established in several sum-
maries, most recent of which is the one made by SoibeIrian.^ 
Music can increase or decrease rate of respiration and 
pulse, stimulate or inhibit blood flow, affect muscle tone, 
raise or lower aenaory thresholds, influence blood sugar 
9 ^oris Solbelman, Therapeutic and Industrial Uses 
of Music. Kew York: Columbia' University Press, 194^* 
chapter I I I . 
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content and cause changes to occur in electrodermal responses. 
In most cases and with certain types of musical stimuli, the 
individual1a responses can he predicted and controlled within 
broad limits• This fact has been and is now being exploited 
in industry and hospitals. Under suitable working conditions 
and with wisely chosen music,, individual output has bean 
Increased, fewer accidents have occurred, and the worker 
has been a happier person. More and more hospitals are using 
music both as an adjunctive therapeutic agent In hydrotherapy, 
shock therapy, anesthesia, motor reflex rehabilitation, and 
as a contributor to the general well-being of the patient. 
A study of physiological changes in themselves will 
not reveal in detail the true nature of the total response 
of the individual, much less the nature of the musical 
stimulus. Physiological changes occur in essentially the 
same manner for men of all races and cultures, whatever the 
musical stimuli which set them off may be, and thus there 
Is a common, physiological basis upon which man responds to 
music. An investigation of the physiological response may 
offer a clue but not a solution to the individual^ psycho-
logical reactions. For example, increased respiratory and 
pulse rate, blood sugar content, and muscular tension could 
be the physiological concomitants of either an ecstatically 
pleasurable or acxitely unpleasurabie listening response. 
Similarly, such physiological responses may be Identical 
for the exhibit ion of two opposed personality traits. The 
ease and frequency of their provocation by musical stimuli 
could be, on the other hand, a valid criterion of an indi-
v i d u a l s responsiveness or unresponsiveness to music In 
general or to a given type of music. 
Psychological Responses 
Though physiological and psychological responses to 
musical stimuli are codetermined and mutually Inseparable 
in their actual occurrence, one usually investigates a 
particular facet or facets of the total response uecause 
of its complex nature, and on the bases of numerous such 
investigations may begin to arrive at some reel understanding. 
Most Investigations by far have dealt with the psychological 
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reactions to muslcdl stimuli. Data has been gained chiefly 
through Introspective techniques. Little attempt has been 
made to investigate the "why" of musical responses. For 
the musician who is not a psychologist and psychiatrist as 
well, the question of "why* must be put aside, dealt with 
superfIcially in theorization, or massed over to Investi-
gate rs trained In these fields. Probably much future In-
vestigation which will slgnifleantly contribute toward a 
thorough understanding of responses to musical stimuli 
will be done by teams of trained musicians# psychologists, 
and psychiatrists.^ 
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Any individual1 s responses to a given musical stim-
ulus may at times exhibit variances and complexities which 
deviate from his normal responses. It Is assumed, however, 
that once an Individual1® average responses to given stimuli 
are known, one can rely upon them to remain stable enough 
that adequately reliable predictions of then can be made. 
It is important to be able to Identify and make allowances 
for certain important determining factors in the development 
of an Individual*s musical likes and dislikes. Deviations 
from the usual or average response may be caused by anyone 
or all of the following factors. 
The Immediate affective set of the Individual plays 
a role in determining the sort of response that will be 
elicited. Since the affective set may vary not only from 
day to day but even from moment to moment, the Individuals 
responses for any given musical stimulus may vary consider-
ably. 
Another determining factor ia the individual's musical 
experience and appreciation or, more properly, his affective 
response is often determined by musical insight. Insight 
is not thought of here as being merely intellectual awareness, 
but more especially of the ability to respond, either posi-
tively or negatively, to music with an increasing differen-
tiation. The response Itself is not primarily determined 
by an intellectual awareness and judgment of the music, but 
Xif 
is immediate and to a large extent unconscious. However, 
the more penetrating the Insight' becomes, the more likely 
is It to affect qualitatively and quantitatively the Indi-
vidual1 s response. 
Musical experiences cannot occur in a vacuum and are 
bound up with associations of a highly personal nature. 
These associations are a third determining factor of the 
individual1s responses to nus ic. The s e associations may 
play a significant role in the pleasure one gets from a 
given piece of music. They are not always recalled at the 
moment of hearing. Indeed, they may have long since de-
scended into the subconscious, but their influence Is no 
less real. 
Qf these three determining factors of the quality 
and depth of response to music, the first one concerning 
the affective set of the listener will probably cause the 
investigator the most trouble. As the mood of the indi-
vidual changes it may appear that his musical preferences 
change also* This would be particularly disconcerting to 
the investigator conducting a short term study. If the 
Individual is carefully observed over a long enough period 
of time, his typical and significant general behavior patterns 
should become apparent. 
In spite of these complexities and variations, average 
orders of response have been established for certain 
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homogeneous groupings of individuals. The assumption to be 
tested in this study and subsequent studies is that such an 
average order of response exists for the individual as well. 
11 
Mull investigated the preferred regions in musical compo-
sitions of thirty "musically sensitive11 music students of 
college age. She sought to determine (1) how much agreement 
exists among this group as to which parts of a musical com~ 
position are especially pleasing and (2) to note the salient 
factors in those portions of the music that was preferred. 
She concluded that there was no region in any of the compo-
sitions studied which was especially liked by the subjects 
even though they belonged to a fairly homogeneous musical 
group. It is not particularly surprising that Mull *s con-
clusion Is a negative one. If the students had been grouped 
according to criteria other than that of being ^musically 
sensitive,11 e . g . , such as is proposed in this study—according 
to personality type—perhaps a. positive correlation could 
have been established. However, those regions which were 
preferred by at least half of Mull1 a group proved in the 
main to be repetitions, sometimes slightly varied, of former 
well-liked themes. Upon successive hearings of these regions 
the pleasurable affect was produced earlier in the course of 
the composition as though the preferred region itself was a 
11 Helen K. Mull, MPreferred Regions in Musical Coin-
positions and the Effect of Repetition Upon Them/* American 
Journal of Psychology* Vol. 53, I9I4.G, pp. £83-6. 
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goal that was anticipated with more and more pleasure* 
The aesthetic principle of preparation-facilitation 
is demonstrated in the above study since the listener Is 
prepared, through past musical experiences, (In this case 
familiarity with what is coming) to expect a certain thing 
to happen. As it does happen, I . e . , as It is "facilitated, 
the resultant effect upon the listener is one of pleasure 
and release. Xrugrn&n's study12 done with a small number 
of subjects, nine, supported his contention that na positive 
affective shift can be produced by sheer repetition of 
musical experience, regardless of the classical or non-
classical character of the music.11 The music heard by his 
subjects was originally not liked by them. After hearing 
it once a weak for eight weeks it was disliked less. Weed-
less to say, "sheer repetition1* should be qualified. Without 
proper spacing of the musical stimulus there can be a point 
of diminishing return—a point where pleasure begins to 
wane. Rubln-Kabson^ also found that familiarity with types 
of music plays a significant role in how well It Is liked. 
She played two minutes each of twenty-four standard orchestral 
12 Herbert E. Krugraan, "Affective Response to Music 
as a Function of Familiarity, H Journal of Abnormal Psychology, 
Vol. 38, I9k3* P. 392-
13 G. Hubln-^abson, "The Influence of Age, Intelli-
gence, and Training on Reactions to Classic and Modern 
Music,11 Journal of general Psychology, Vol. 22, I9I4.O, pp. 
413-29. 
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compositions ranging from classical to modern music for 
seventy adults ranging In age from twenty to seventy years. 
Their musical training and intelligence were determined. 
The reaction of the groups was most favorable to the most 
familiar types ( i . e . , classical harmonies, melodies, and 
forms) of music, diminishing in proportion as increased 
distortion of the familiar obscured recognizable melody and 
form. 
Determination of Musical Preferences 
Most data on musical preferences have been the results 
of a single test wherein the subject was presented with a 
fixed number of musical stimuli and then asked to Indicate 
his preferences. There are several criticisms that might be 
leveled against this procedure. 
First, the musical stimuli have been either arbitrarily 
chosen, or chosen according to rather esoteric criteria, and 
the subject has had to make his choice regardless of how 
much or how little he liked the music* In many cases it 
must have been a matter of choosing the least disliked from 
among two or more tfeviIs.11 I f , however, the test is of 
sufficient length and range that It covers several examples 
of all types of music, and If the test is representative of 
a significantly large portion of musical literature, fairly 
valid results may be obtained. A pronouncement on an 
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individual fs preferences provided by any less a comprehensive 
test must certainly be tenuous and much qualified. 
Second, the distinction has not always been made be-
tween an individual1 s true and spurious preferences • Often 
this Is not the fault of either the investigator or the 
subject but rather Is an unfortunate and unavoidable attenu-
ating factor. The same difficulties arise in using intro-
spective techniques in personality assessment, but there the 
psychologist is most cautious about taking verbal responses 
at their face value. The subject may give an Intellectually 
honest answer that is not truly representative of his feelings 
in the matter, or with deliberate dishonesty seek to color 
or enhance M s position by giving falsa answers* The test 
situation should so be devised that temptation to falsify, 
or opportunity for honestly given but incorrect answers can 
be minimized as much as possible. Different kinds of tests 
and the careful weighing of discrete bits of data against 
the total response can serve as validation procedures. 
Third, an assumption on the part of the investigator 
can easily be made tHat he is eliciting from his subjects 
true preferences, rather than intellectual judgments• Here 
again voluntary or involuntary dishonesty on the part of 
the subject plays an Important role. Through a recognition 
of composer, composition, musical style, or other clues, the 
subject may choose as his preference that which he previously 
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has judged best according to aesthetic criteria of excellence. 
It is true that a valid preference and the aesthetically 
"best** musical stimulus may be the same for an individual, 
but the attenuating effect on the raw data when this ia not 
the case should be properly evaluated and allowance made 
for It . 
Fourth, nearly all investigations have consisted of 
one or several spot tests. Taking a cue from the many-
angled approach of the Investigator of personality struc-
ture, a similar approach may be best for determining musical 
preferences* Hot on© particular test, but a series of varied 
tests run ">ver a period of at least several months should 
provide much more valid and usable data* 
Fifth, the attenuating effect induced by the ntest 
situation" cannot be discounted* Administratively, this is 
the most serious obstacle to overcome* Much of the data 
secured from a many-sided approach must of necessity be 
gained from a ntest situation," but other contributory and 
validating means of gathering data can be devised and em-
ployed. 
Data will be most valid, then, when tests are truly 
and comprehensively representative of significantly large 
areas of Inquiry; when many different kinds of tests are 
run over a long period; and when the artificialities in-
duced by the test situation are minimized. The hundreds of 
musical preferences thus elicited v\u.st be examined for sa-
lient musical factors which appear with sufficient frequency 
and consistency to be considered significant. 
Analysis of Salient Musical Factors 
The psychiatrist and psychologist have shown that 
even though the human being is a psychophyslologically com-
plex organism he can be analyzed and described in fairly 
objective and universal terras, and that his behavior In a 
given situation can most often be predicted with practical 
reliability* In order to make a comparison of the Individual 
and his musical preferences, those preferences must also be 
verifiable and stated in universally understood terms* This 
la no loss of a difficult job than that of analyzing per-
sonality structure. The purely physical aspects of a musical 
stimulus may be identified with considerable objectivity, 
but a recital of such physical factors as intensity, pitch, 
tempo, tone color, and stellar factors Is of only partial 
significance to the Individual's Interpretation and re-
action to musical sound. I'hese physical factors are not 
apprehended as discrete entities, though they may be mea-
sured as such* Br en if all contributory influencing factors 
In the Individual were held constant, the slightest change 
in any one of the physical factors of the musical stimulus 
could effect a profound change in the individual1® 
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reaction to It . Such factors, should be Identified and mea-
sured, however, in an effort to determine their relative 
significance to the total reaction* 
Many features of a musical stimulus will not lend 
themselves so readily to objective evaluation. Mood effects 
are often ascribed to certain types of music. Usually this 
must be a purely subjective evaluation on the part of every 
individual. There are some gross aspects of musical stimuli, 
however, which have been described in terms of mood or emo-
tional reaction with sufficient frequency and agreement that 
such descriptions may be considered reasonably reliable and 
valid. For example, it is generally agreed that fast tempos 
are stimulating or exciting. This Is certainly true in th© 
majority of cases. 
The less objective the musical factors become, the 
less agreement there is as to their nature or even their 
existence. As many of them as possible should be sought 
out and verified within useful limits. Music, like the living 
organism, Is a dynamic phenomenon, changing its nature from 
moment to moment, yet exhibiting certain stable, identifiable 
traits. A thorough, static description, even If possible, 
of a given moment In time is of little value In helping one 
to understand and predict dynamic phenomena. But, like the 
Individual whose dynamism is subject to direction and control 
of constant factors, music must come Into being and progress 
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according to Its own peculiar, constant factors. If this 
were not true, then an investigation into the relationship 
between personality structure and musical preferences would 
be fruitless if not pointless* 
Leaving aside the determination of the more objective 
factors of a musical stimulus, the search for other factors 
poses certain problems. The Immediate problem is one of 
discovering those factors which exist generally in all music— 
at least music within our culture—and then in describing 
them with sufficient specificity that they will contribute 
efficiently toward an accurate description of the total 
stimulus. 
The technique employed most often Is that of subjecting 
varied musical stimuli to groups of judges for description 
and then examining their data for consistency and agreement. 
Hevner^- in several separate investigations sought to test 
the generally accepted statement that minor mode music is 
characteristically nsadn music and that major mode music ia 
characteristically "happy" music. Two hundred and five 
college sophomores were presented with pairs of short com-
positions In major and minor modes and were asked to check 
a widely varied list of adjectives after hearing each 
llj. E. Hevner, !,lfhe Affective Character of Major and 
Minor Modes in Music," American Journal of Psychology, Vol. 
lj-7* 1935> PP. 103-18. 
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compos ItIon. Their choices of adjectives correlated highly 
with those which are commonly applied- Heinlein^ raised 
the question that these were a posteriori judgments based 
upon a prior knowledge of mode and popular descriptions of 
i A 
mode * HevnerAU criticized Heinlein*s use of discrete chords 
contending that regardless of musical training or a posteriori 
judgment, mode, when heard in a musical context, is consis-
tently judged in the same way. She stressed the significance 
of the relationship between the music and its listener and 
readily recognized that both are dynamic factors which pro-
duce unique situations. Her position is summed up in the 
statement that 
A perfect agreement, an absolute universality and a 
rigid symbolism are most certainly disclaimed* We must 
study not the music alone, nor the listener alone, but 
the relation between the two. 
Certainly not all compositions in the minor mode are 
melancholy, while modality can be objectively determined 
It may be described in widely varied terms even when for a 
given composition there Is a significant degree of agreement. 
The fact that for much music useful descriptive adjectives 
15 C.P. Heinle in, "The Affective Character of Music,?! 
Proceedings of the Music Teachers National Association, Vol. 
3 3 7 ^ 9 3 6 , pp. 
ID Km Hevner,
 11 The Affective Character of the Major 
and Minor Modes in Music," Journal of Comparative Psychology 
Vol, 8 , I928, pp. 101-1+2. 
17 , "Studies in Expressiveness In Music,n 
Proceedings of the Music teachers Kational association, Vol. 
3JTi93tf / P .~Soi. 
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can be found about which there Is general agreement is more 
significant than agreement as to the inherent qualities of 
any discrete musical factor per se, such as modal it y> tempo, 
and intensity* to mention a few* It may be said, for exam-
ple, that in general, minor mode music is sad or melancholy, 
'but this effect is mitigated, sometimes to a very great ex-
tant, by the combined affects of all other musical factors* 
H e v n e r i n v e s t i g a t e d other objective factors in 
music and lias presented them in summary form. 
Sixty adjectives were arranged in eight groups, each 
of which contained adjectives that were synonymous within 
fairly narrow limits. Her subjects listened to a composItion, 
checking those adjectives which best represented the ^meaning11 
of the music. It was concluded that 
The meaning of music within broad limits is one and 
the same for lis toners of all kinds, the intelligent and 
unintelligent, the trained and untrained, although those 
who have the moat training differentiate more sharply 
and with greater ease.1'? 
The most significant thing to be gained from these studies 
is that people generally do agree upon tha "meaning" of most 
music when they are asked to make an intellectual judgment*. 
A distinction should be made between a subjective judgment 
or evaluation which is usually done at an intellectual or 
13 Ib id , , pp. 199-217, 
19 Ib id . , pp. 207-8. 
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cognitive level, and an affective or emotional response in 
which cognition or intellectualigation most often plays a 
minor role. Music which is slow, legato, soft and lyrical 
may he judged to be physically sedative—and it usually is 
for most people. However, the affective response of some 
individuals may be the opposite of what is expected. Judg-
ments and evaluations may be made in answer to the question, 
"What is the .music like in terms such as tempo, dynamics, 
chord structure, formal structure, tone color, and staccato-
legato?n Further judgments may be made in answer to the 
question, "What is the general or accepted meaning of certain 
typical arid fairly well defined types of musical content?" 
But, judgments concerning the questions, "tffhat is the affec-
tive response of the individual?," "What, specifically, does 
the music mean to him?,11 are much more difficult, often im-
possible, judgments to make. In a clinical or educational 
situation answers to the first two questions will make the 
employment of music more feasible In its administration 
through a universally understood system of description of 
salient musical factors, but the Individual upon whom the 
music is employed will , in the final analysis, determine Its 
content. 
Watson^® also found that "musical meanings are determined 
20 K.B. Watson, "The Nature and Measurement of Musical 
Meanings," Psychological Monographs, American Psychological 
Association, vol. Mo. '2,' PP* 
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by constant factors in the music itself—that they are not 
determined "by purely fortuitous subjective variables 
His subjects were asked to make judgments regardless of the 
quality or intensity of the affective reactions the music 
may have evoked in them. A pilot study was first run to 
select a list of musical .meanings. The test itself was 
given to two hundred students in each of grades 6 , 7* 8# 
10, and 12 and in college. One hundred graduate students 
were used and twenty postgraduate experts. Prom a list of 
fifteen "meaningsu determined by the pilot study the sub-
jects made a first, second, and third choice which best des-
cribed the meaning of the music to which they were listening. 
The significant degree of agreement found was further sup-
ported by data obtained from subjects at different grade-
levels. Consistency in the interpretation of music was 
demonstrated by (1) approximately the same relative degree 
of meanings being attributed to music at all levels, (2) the 
musical characteristics (pitch, loudness, speed, pleasantness 
of sound, dynamics, and rhythm w&ae noted for each composition 
used) of the different meanings being approximately the same 
at all levels, (3) the interrelation of the different meanings 
being approximately the same at all levels, and (I4J the fact 
21 Ibid*, p# 22 
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that changes in meaning could be predicted on the basis of 
controlled changes in the musical attributes of the selection. 
These studies indicate that it is quite possible 
that one may analyze the musical preferences of an individual 
with some degree of specificity even for such subjectively 
ascribed variables as "meaning** and "mood*11 In comparison, 
the determination and description of the more objective 
factors of music such as tempo, rhythm, and mode, should be 
achieved much more easily, All of these musical character-
istics or factors will be needed to answer the question, 
"Now that the subject has indicated his strong likes and 
dislikes in music, just what is this music like? Can it be 
described with reasonable objectivity and in widely under-
stood terms?ff 
Clinical Applications of the Prediction and Control 
o*f Affect'ive~Ttesponses to 'Music 
The role of music as an adjunctive therapy in mental 
hospitals is gradually assuming larger and more significant 
proportions* Acceptance and sponsorship of music therapy 
by the medical profession has been -slow primarily because 
only the beginnings of research have been made in an effort 
to establish its therapeutic value# One of the most impor~ 
tant objectives of researchers is to establish a means for 
predicting and controlling the responses to musical stimuli. 
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The present study Is directed toward that and* It is sig-
nificant that doctors and psychiatrists generally have 
sufficient faith in the use of mifsic in certain clinical 
situations that they are lending their active support toward 
experimentation in this area. Veterans hospitals after-
World War I I have been especially active in setting up music 
programs for recreational and therapeutic purposes. Person-
nel are now being trained as music technicians in increasing 
numbers for work In hospitals and industry. 
The actual employment of music as an adjunctive therapy 
has been a process of trial and error baaed most often on 
rather tenuous Inferences, in an effort to discover what 
music will produce a desired effect. In most cases this must 
be done on an Individual basis* It is time-consuming and 
inefficient* In the final analysis the music must be directly 
related to a particular Individual, but if It were possible 
to devise more efficient techniques of inquiry to determine 
what sort of music will produce a desired effect, and then 
to evolve subsequent techniques on its application, the 
economy achieved In tine, money and personnel should make 
the effort quite worthwhile. 
Since the individual response to music, in spite of 
certain Ill-defined constants, varies from person to person 
as well as within the person from moment to moment, it is 
apparent that vast musical resources are needed to provide 
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long periods of music, when necessary, that have certain 
and peculiar aallent characteristics. A technique is needed 
to categorize and analyse thousands of compositions, performed 
by every type of medium. Criteria for categorization and a 
method of easy access to a designated type of music should 
be devised. It Is hoped that this study will provide a 
technique that will bear these fruits. 
CHAPTER XI 
CONCEPTS OP PERSONALITY A ED ITS ASSESSMENT 
Contemporary Definitions of Personality 
Because the individual1s personality embraces a 
large and complex number of variables, it is necessary to 
arrive first at a concept of the nature of personality be-
fore one can begin to seek out and identify these variables. 
Numerous definitions of personality exist. Many of 
thes>e overlap and many others are antagonistic to each 
other. Allport^ summarized some of the attempts at defi-
nitions and distinguishes fifty different definitions or 
concepts. The criteria for determining a definition gen-
erally fall into two categories. On the one hand, the 
criteria are dependent upon subjective organization and 
function of the individual, foreign writers, notably 
German, have tended to follow this tack. On the other hand, 
criteria are primarily dependent upon the outward or objec-
tive behavior of the individual as determined by certain 
laws. This nomothetic approach has generally been followed 
by American writers. 
1 Gordon »"«• Ailport, Personality: A Psychological 
1 nterpretatlon. New York: Henry' Holt aria Co., 193H ~ 
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Though seemingly contradictory, these two approaches 
to the difficult problem of the assessment of personality 
are in reality complementary* In contemporary Investiga-
tions this is particularly apparent in the methods and 
procedures used, wherein the- individual is studied from as 
many angles as possible or feasible in order to secure more 
valid data* 
In America three differing though somewhat complemen-
tary views regarding the nature of personality and methods 
for its investigation are represented by the .works of 
Allport, Murray, and Lewin* for Allport, "Personality is 
the dynamic organization within the individual of those 
psychophysical systems that determine his unique ad jus truants 
to hla e n v i r o n m e n t * H i s emphasis Is on the individual 
personality as it exists at the moment. The effects of the 
past upon the individual are of less importance than his 
present personality organization. Allport stresses the 
uniqueness of this organizations the individual is a highly 
differentiated pattern of personality characteristics that 
from moment to moment touches and influences his environ-
ment and in turn is influenced by it* The effects of the 
past are not denied, but assume a secondary and non~ crucial 
role in the Individual*s present reactions and adaptations 
2 Ibid*, p. P 
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to his environment* Allport*s concept of personality has 
led him to use techniques of investigation which primarily 
are characterised by judgments, ratings, and personality 
tests * 
Murrayf s , approach^ Is Freudian"'and psychoanalytic in 
character* Present behavior is explained and predicted on 
the basis of the individual^ past experiences and their 
cumulative and mutually Influencing effects. He states that: 
Perhaps the most potent reason for selecting the 
.Freudian approach was that we wanted, first of all , to 
investigate personality as a series of genetleal ex-
periences, and Freud's theories seemed to provide, If 
not the open'sesame, the only comprehensive and coherent 
scheme for dealing with the events and fantasies of 
Infancy*^ 
Apperceptive tests, free association, dream analysis, and 
the case history are the primary tools for investigation 
into the nature of personality. The effect of the uncon-
scious is , for Murray, of extreme importance In the deter-
mination of personality structure* 
ffhil© Allport is concerned with the immediate present 
state of the unique Individual, and Murray Is concerned with 
a psychoanalytical approach to it which deals with much of 
rf 
the past, the topological vector psychology of Lew In-3 stresses 
3 H* Murray, ejb al. Explorations In Personality* New 
York: Oxford UniversTty Press, 19W~* 
k Ibid*, p. 722. 
5 Kurt Lewin, A Dynamic Theory of Personality* Hew 
York; McGraw-Hill and Co*, I.935. 
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the effect of the immediate environment upon the individual. 
This Gestalt approach is characterised by the attempt to 
establish general laws of organization within the Individuals 
immediate behavioral field . Investigation of personality 
structure is primarily carried out by researchers following 
this approach through controlled environmental manipulation 
or experiment. 
The theories of these three men are perhaps the most 
vital and individual treatments of the nature of personality 
ft 
extant today. Bosensweig0 has made an analytical comparison 
of these three theories based upon their objectives, methods 
of study, and leading concepts, and he believes that while 
• . . Allport emphasises the personality as it now 
appears within its own boundaries, Murray queries how 
it got that way from past experience, and Lewin studies 
Its Interaction with the present environment, the general 
orientations admit of easy reconciliation.^ 
This is borne out by the fact that Allport has since inquired 
rather extensively into methods for studying the life-history 
of the individual; Lewln has become interested in the rela-
tionships of hla system to psychoanalysis! and Murray has 
adopted many of Le win's procedures, 
A definition which correlates the nomothetic and 
6 Saul Rosensweig, Converging Approaches to Person 
alityt Murray, Allport, Lewin,!J Psychological Review, Vol, 
51, I9kk> PP- 21^56 . 
7 Ibid. 
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Idiographic approaches to the problem of personality Is 
given by ^ysenck:° 
• . * Personality is the sum-total of the actual or 
potential behavior-patterns of the organism, as deter-
mined by heredity and environment; it originates and 
develops through the functional interaction of the four 
main sectors into which these behavior-patterns are 
organized: the cognitive sector (intelligence}, the 
conative sector (character), the affective sector Q 
(temperament}, and the somatic sector (constitution).' 
It is in this sense that personality structure Is conceived 
in this study, and tnls sense which has determined the 
methods and direction of Investigation* 
Personality Assessment 
The basic concept of personality which an investigator 
possesses will inevitably shape his methodologies and pro-
cedures of research in that area. Those who conceive of the 
personality as consisting of a collection of salient behavior 
patterns which added together comprise the unique individual, 
most often tend to set up research techniques which will test 
for one or a few factors at a tir^e* In some instances the 
single variable approach can be used with a claim to validity, 
but on the whole, students in the area of personality are 
putting less and less faith in the single variable techniques, 
8 H. J". %senck , D linens ions of Personality* London: 
Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner, and ^o*, Ltd, 194?• 
9 Ibid*» p* 25'. 
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and, though they may us© them occasionally, they serve only 
to add their small part toward the clarification of the ex-
tremely complex problem of personality assessment. 
If subscription is made to the statement of Eysenck*s 
that "personality la the sum-total of the actual or poten-
tial behavior-patterns of the organism * , than it would 
seem that a more fruitful approach to the investigation of 
personality structure would be the multi-approach of the 
10 
psychiatrist. Murray et al at Harvard exposed a relatively 
small number of subjects to numerous and varied tests rather 
than testing large numbers with one teat and then making 
generalizations, Murray states that: 
The reason why the results of so many researches In 
personality have been misleading or trivial is that 
experimenters have failed to obtain enough pertinent 
information about their subjects. Lacking these facts, 
accurate generalizations are impossible. H 
I f we have made any contribution to personology, it 
is probably to be found in our general plan of action: 
numerous sessions, of which as many as possible were 
controlled experiments, conducted by different examiners 
who work Independently until at a final session they ' 
meet to exchange their findings and Interpretations.1<si 
In clinical practice In mental hospitals, the pro-
cedure of numerous tests and interviews by several doctors, 
10 Henry A. Murray, 0£. cit. 
11 Ibid . , p. ix, 
12 Ibid . , p. 705. 
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followed by conferences where the data Is exchanged and 
correlated, is occurring more and more often. Clinical 
practice usually follows, and is baaed upon, experimental 
data which prove to be valid to the extent of efficacious 
treatment. The growing current clinical practices mentioned 
above seem to have developed in institutions that were im-
patient with or skeptical of much of the data provided by 
the single variable techniques* 
Most authors of questionnaires, projective tests, 
thematic apperception tests, and similar tests will be among 
the first to admit the limitations of their measures of 
personality as a whole* No one of these tests can or will 
provide an accurate description of the individual's total 
personality structure. 
Nearly all tests of personality may be conveniently 
categorized according to three major types of tests: sub-
jective, objective, or projective. 
Subjective personality teats are characterized by the 
inventory or questionnaire, interview, autobiography and 
life history* or case history. They are subjective in the 
sense that the testae makes statements about himself, answers 
to many questions are factual in nature; answers to others 
often involve self-interpretation or self-evaluation by the 
testae. In the latter case the information elicited must 
be carefully weighed by the Investigator since it could 
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easily be full of untruths or half-truths. The Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personality Inventory,1^ f o r example, has a 
11II© score" which helps considerably in securing valid 
data. 
Probably the type of subjective personality test 
most used is the inventory or questionnaire. While useful 
in many cases, often the knowledge gleaned from question-
naire data is superficial and misleading. It may be more 
significant at times to inquire why the subject gives a 
particular answer to a question. One must dig deeper than 
the simple answer to a question before its significance can 
be accurately assessed and Its relationship to the total 
personality structure determined. A subject who answers wnow 
to the question, rlAre you timid about making new acquain-
tances?, ,f may show some tendency toward extroversion when 
actually he may most certainly be introvertive, but either 
Is honestly unaware of it, exhibiting overt symptoms of 
extroversion, or deliberately indicates a Knotr rather than 
a "yes*1 even though he may recognise his true feeling in the 
matter. His evasion of the truth is certainly mora signifi-
cant than the mere answer he Indicates. 
E l l i s , ^ after surveying over two hundred validity 
13 S. R. Hathaway and J. C. McKinley, Manual for the 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. Kaw fortlt 
TEe ' y cEoIogi ca 1 G oFp era £ I orI~re v Ise d edit I on, 1943 • 
14 Albert Sills , wThe Validity of Personality Question-
naires,11 Psychological Bulletin! Vol. I9I4.6, pp. 
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experiments on personality questionnaires, concluded that 
•their value was questionable In distinguishing between 
groups of adjusted and maladjusted individuals, and that In 
Individual diagnosis their value was even more questionable 
in distinguishing between them. He feels that personality 
questionnaires have proven themselves somewhat valuable In 
military screening and occupational aptitudes, but that 
their ability to distinguish between good or bad students 
or teachers is "woefully inadequate,?? 
There is a continued pernicious tendency on the part 
of many experimenters to employ personality question-
naires whose validity is still very much in doubt, and, 
on the basis of scores on these tests, divide their sub-
jects into nneuroticir and "normal,11 or "Introverted1* arid 
"extroverted,n or some similar dichotomous groupings. 
In spite of these limitations the well-constructed 
questionnaire can be one of several useful diagnostic tools 
for determining what causes the Individual to be what he is 
and act as he does. From a practical viewpoint it is obvious 
that information must be elicited from the individual to a 
large extent by means of the normal methods of communication. 
The psychoanalyst in effect employs the questionnaire method 
constantly, though the questions and answers are most often 
verbal. They serve as, cues for the next question and thus 
have the advantage of flexibility, enabling the psychoanalyst 
to capitalize upon the opportunities of a given clinical 
15 Albert .Ellis, n Personality Ques t ionnaires , H e view 
of Educational He search, Vol, 17, 19V? * 
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situation. The written questionnaire, on the other hand, 
has a f l̂ic© d number of questions which have been more or less 
carefully selected to reveal particular facets of the per-
sonality so that one may compare Individuals according to 
certain psychological traits. If this is the only form of 
inquiry which la made, only gross Interpretations aa to the 
uniqueness of the Individual1a personality structure can be 
made. Sometimes this Is all that is necessary, but if more 
precise and detailed information is needed, other tools of 
psychoanalysis must be employed,. 
Objective tests of personality are characterized by 
unobserved observation, miniature life situations, rating 
scales of physique, and physiological responses. Here the 
Investigator makes the judgments and qualifications of the 
subject fs overt behavior• Certain well-defined areas of 
human behavior are studied, either through a systematized 
aeries of rather discrete stimulus situations, or through 
the subject's behavior in a given situation wherein he la 
free to respond to more varied and complex stimuli* Although 
objective type tests usually demand much less self-judgment 
or self-Interpretation on the part of the tea tea, such eval-
uations demand of the tester a high level of insight and 
•S Ic 111 * 
Projective type testa of personality are characterized 
by word association techniques, play techniques (usually 
4o 
reserved for children),, the Thematic Apperception Test1^* 
and the, well-known Rorschach Personality Test. ^ Most of 
these tests require specially trained and highly skilled 
testers for their administration and Interpretation. The 
personality characteristics of an individual are Inferred 
from his responses to stimuli which often mean little to him. 
Through his interpretations and associations, the investi-
gator Is able to make quite accurate judgments concerning 
certain personality characteristics. With a reasonable 
amount of cooperation on the part of the testae it is almost 
Impossible for him to give false information about himself. 
Projective tests have proved themselves to be especially 
rewarding in the analysis of personality. 
All three of these methods—subjective, objective, 
and projective—for studying personality are useful, when 
appropriately employed, in securing valid information con~ 
earning the nature of personality. Rosenzweig states that: 
The meeting of the three main approaches becomes the 
move important in view of the Interdependence of th© 
16 H. A. Murray, op. c it . , * 53<>ii5# 673-^0, 
720-9* 
17 , Thematic Apperception Test Directions, 
Cambridge, Mass. 1 Harvard Psychological Clinic, 19i{2. 
Id B. Klopfer and l>. McG. Kelley, The Rorschach 
Technique, -a Manual for a Projective Method of' Personality 
Diagnosis* fork and London! The World Book G o . / 1 9 ^ 
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total personality which nearly every student of human 
nature now regards aa a basic postulate. * . • The 
necessity for'the multiple study of the person Is ap-
parent whatever theoretical standpoint the Investigator 
.may adopt* The personality Is so complex with respect 
both to its facets and to the levels of its operation 
that to hope for any simple or limited tool which will 
yield up all there is to know Is fatuous. ^ 
Review of PertInent Literature 
Personality Structure and Aesthetic Appreciation 
Although musical values certainly rank importantly 
among aesthetic values, the majority of recent experiments 
have dealt with color and form as found in the graphic and 
plastic arts, and with odors. If the assumption is made 
that such prime aesthetic determinants aa unity, variety, 
and symmetry must hold good for all the arts, then soma 
generalisations can be made frora the experimental data dealing 
with any one of th© arts to any other of the arts. 
I f the statement that there exists a general factor 
of aesthetic appreciation is valid, than Its validity must 
be proven not only for a given culture or cultural group, 
but for all cultures, races, and both sexes* Acceptable 
validity Is established for man, wherever he may be found, 
when the stimuli that he rates in order of preference are 
quite simple or primary, e . g . , primary colors. Validity 
19 Saul Bosenzweig, "Available Methods for Studying 
Personality,14 Journal of Psychology, I9k9* Vol. 25, p. 336, 
decreases when the stimuli become more complex and cultural 
factors play a more and more Important role in the determina-
tion of preferences. 
Kysenck20 made a, critical and experimental study of 
color preferences and showed that their rankings tended to 
correlate positively. He surveyed most if not all of the 
literature on color preferences and showed that for the six 
prime colors used by moat experimenters , the rankings of 
12,175 white subjects correlated with the rankings of 7 
colored subjects to the extent of .96* Rankings of 7*37® 
men and 6,2lf7 women correlated to the extent of .95* He 
concluded that '"there appeared to be no racial or sexual 
differences of any importance In the rankings of these colors. 
Although preferences of the individual vary greatly and are 
conditioned to a certain extent by association and personal 
experience, this influence seems to be, as iSysenck points 
out, ^exerted on the basis of an Inherited predisposition* 
which is universal .^ Similar studies of cdcr preferences 
20 H. J. iSysenck, tfA Critical and Experimental Study 
of Color Preferences,11 American Journal of Psychology, Vol. 
19*1-1* PP- 385-97* 
21 H. J. Eysenck, Dimensions of Personality, eg. c it . , 
. 208. 
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corroborate this contention.22 f 
Perhaps of greater significance ia the strong proba-
bility that studies of individual differences support the 
contention of an aesthetic factor in the personality. Sysenck 
found that individuals when ranked against average orders of 
preferences for varied series of stimuli tended to rank con-
sistently at the same relative point in the scale. If an 
individual ranked as average for one set of aesthetic stimuli, 
then he would also rank as average for another. 
This factor is not dependant to more than a small 
extent on intelligence, but seems to constitute a mora 
or lass separate group-factor of 'aesthetic appreciation * 
within the cognitive sphere. 
PA 
Burt^° attempted to discover the ninnate basesn of 
character which would explain the correlation between certain 
emotional traits. He made a distinction between aggressive 
\ 
and inhibited types. He found that the various sensory 
22 J. B# Beebe-Center, Pleasantness and Unpleasant-
ness. lew York* Century, 1 9 3 " 
23 W. Stephenson, 11A 'Mew Application of Correlation 
to Averages British Journal of Educational Psychology, 
Vol. 6 , 1936, pp. 
H. Davies Kysenck, nhn Experimental and Statis-
tical Study of Olfactory Preferences,*1 Journal of Experi-
mental Psychology, Vol. 39* ??• 246-52* 
25 H. J. Sysenck, Dimensions of Personality! op. c lt . , 
p . 209. 
26 Cyril Burt, "The Factorial Analysis of pactional 
Traits, n Character arid Personality, Vol. 1, pp. 238-25!+* and 
Vol. 2 , 1939, pp. 
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preferences of each group, such as tastes and odors, corre-
lated as did aesthetical judgments. Unstable extroverts 
preferred pictures where "both subject and treatment were 
emotional or sensational, the paintings of Rubens and 
Delacroix, the literature of Byron and Hugo, and the music 
of Wagner and Liszt. Stable extroverts preferred color to 
line, but the color had to be true to life, the painting of 
Raphael and Char din, the literature of Swift, and the music 
of Verdi and Moussorgskl* Unstable Introverts preferred 
the Impressionistic arts, the painting of SI Greco and Monet, 
the literature of Shelley and de Qulncy, and the music of 
Weber and Debussy. Stable Introverts showed a strong re-
pugnance for any outward appeal to feelings and a preference 
for the painting of Van Eyck and Rembrandt, the literature 
of Keats and Wordsworth, and the music of Bach. 
Of considerable interest to the psychologist are the 
Individuals who rank at one extreme or the other of an 
aesthetic scale of values. Distribution of large numbers 
of subjects* preferences follows closely that of a standard 
distribution curve. Leaving aside the large percentage of 
individuals who conform more or less closely to the average 
preference, one is confronted with two opposed personality 
types whose aesthetic preferences are also qualitatively 
opposed. The individual at one extreme shows preferences 
for the simple, easily understood, obvious sort of color, 
k$ 
picture, form, odor, or rhythm. He is 'usually the extro-
vert. The individual at the opposite extreme shows prefer-
ences for complex, recondite, and' subtle stimuli. He typi-
fies the Introvert.2^ Empirical observation tends to verify 
this contention. The avid lover of classical .music appears 
to be in the main introvertlve while the disciple of jazz 
and hillbilly music is most often the extrovert. 
Personality Structure and Musical Preferences 
There appears to be little research reported which 
bears directly on the relationship of personality structure 
and musical preferences. Investigations in this area usually 
have dealt with the relationship between musical ability, 
preference, or achievement and Intelligence, socio-economic 
background, musical training, attitude, or particular person-
ality traits. Daniels2^ proposed three questions to 155 
university male f res lime n which required them to make a choice 
between popular and classical music. These subjects were 
also given the Bernreutar Personality Inventory. On the 
basis of the data obtained Daniels concluded that 
27 H. J. Sysenck, "The Experimental Study of the 
'Good Gestalt Hew Approach,lf Psychological. Review, Vol. 
ks* 191+2, pp. 3I4V63. 
28 Sell M. Daniels, "The Relation of Certain Person-
ality Traits to Musical Likes and Dislikes," Master1 s Thesis* 
Leland Stanford University, June, 193lfc.*. 
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The slight relationship between musical likes and 
dislikes and personality traits • • . are theses the 
group favoring popular music tends to be less neurotic, 
less self-sufficient, more extroverted and more dominant 
than the group' favoring art music. 
Daniels concludes that there is little relationship between 
Bernreuter*s four personality traits and musical likes and 
dislikes as measured by the questionnaire. He infers that 
likes and dislikes for popular music and art music are 
"factors relatively .Independent of personality.n The ques-
tionnaire was so meager and the personality assessment so 
Incomplete that the conclusion and the Inference which follows 
seem unwarranted. Every effort must be made to determine 
adequately musical preferences and personality structure aa 
a whole before any correlations between the two can confi-
dently be carried out* 
Derl^0 investigated the relationship between musical 
taste and personality based upon the assumption that taste 
in art depends primarily on personality structure. His 
subjects cons Isted of two groups of musicians whose tastes 
in music were opposed. Deri "assumed that the taste of a 
pure classicist is diagonically (sic] opposed to that of a 
pure romanticist.11 If the subject preferred the music of 
29 Ibid. 
30 Otto Deri, "Musical Taste and Personality, * Master1 s 
Thesis, Teachers Collage, Columbia University, Sew York, 
May, 19^7• 
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Bach, Haydn, Mozart, or Beethoven he was categorized as a 
classicist} if he preferred composers after Beethoven he was 
categorized as a romanticist. Musicians were not included 
in the study who indicated a preference for a mixture of 
classical and romantic composers. The Szondi^ Test was ad-
ministered to the subjects and on the basis of the personality 
profiles obtained, Deri concluded that 
Those with classical taste gave a less emotional and 
more intellectual profile with a more rigid and detached 
Ego, while subjects of the romantic group showed greater 
interest in the outside world, lass restraint in their 
emotional life and a more fluid dynamic Ego. 
Other studies bear indirectly upon the problem of 
this study, but offer some Indications and clues of relation-
ships that appear to exist* Kerr *s numerous studies and 
reports-^ o n the use of music in industry indicate that musi-
cal preferences may be classified and categorized according 
to socio-economic level or job type, which in itself is an 
indication of socio-economic level, Intelligence level, and 
personality type. After determining the musical preferences 
of four groups of workers from widely separated parts of the 
31 Susan K. Deri, Introduction to the Saondi Test: 
Theory and Practice. New York: Oruna and ^tratton, 1949• 
32 0. Deri, off, olt . , p. 31* 
33 W. A. Kerr, "Attitudes Toward Types of Industrial 
Music," Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, Vol. 
15, 1943, pp. 
country and who ware engaged in four different types of 
employment, Kerr concluded that although each group may 
agree rather generally on musical preferences, attitudes 
vary considerably from one group to another -md that a 
given type of music nay be liked by one audience but actually 
disliked by another• Group or sectional preferences for 
gross music types are easily verified by empirical data. 
The popularity of hillbilly music in rural areas, jazz In 
urban areas, or sacred music in Isolated religious communi-
ties is well-known. These, of course, are not the only 
types of music preferred In each area, but they generally 
are rated highest in affective value. Similarly, individuals 
in each of Etiese groups vary widely In personality structure, 
but yet there is sufficient recurrence of certain personality 
traits that the individual more often than not can be iden-
tified on this basis with the whole group. 
When music Is rated on an aesthetic or artistic scale, 
the prime determining factors seem to be those of formal or 
informal musical experience and to a lesser extent, general 
Intelligence, Keston-^ devised a test of musical preferences 
wherein-the subject was to rate in order of preference four 
excerpts representative of music that was ** severely classical, 
3I4. Morton J. Keston, "An Experimental Evaluation of 
Two Different Methods of Teaching Music Appreciation,11 un-
published Doctor*s dissertation, University of Minnesota, 
19^9 • 
"serious popular classical," "easy popular classical," and 
"popular." The test was given to eighty-nine students from 
a large university high school and to smaller groups in a 
university, and in the local, public secondary school. A 
"perfect" score resulted when each group of four excerpts 
(there were thirty such groups) was rated first, second, 
third, and fourth choice in the order listed above. The 
ocrrect order had been established by a jury of musical 
experts who based their judgments of each excerpt on aes-
thetic criteria. The highest significant correlations were 
found between the Keston scores and musical training, and the 
scores and Intelligence as measured by the Otis Quick Scoring 
Mental Ability Test, and gradepoint averages. 
Immediately the question may be raised that it would 
not be too difficult for an intelligent and musically ex-
perienced person to Identify and place correctly each ex-
cerpt on a scale of aesthetic excellence regardless of 
whether hio personal preferences coincided with the "correct" 
placement or not. Keston realized this, and repeatedly and 
strongly urged his subjects to rank the excerpts In order 
of preference only. No mention was made of the true purpose 
of the test - to determine the musical aesthetic "quotient" 
of the subject. The subject was relied upon to record his 
true preferences, allowance being made for such attenuating 
factors as deliberate dishonesty and those few false answers 
which did not represent true preferences, perhaps because 
a compulsion was felt to rank the music in the order which 
society considered to be ff correct. tt 
The results of Gernet's study^ on musical discrimi-
nation as related to age and ins tructional level corrobo-
rate the conclusions of Keston. Garnet selected twenty 
representative compositions ranging from ja&z to severely 
classical and had them rated in order of merit on an aes-
thetic scale by sixty-six musical experts. Arranging them 
in two parallel sets of five compos it I oris each, he then had 
them rated by 2 , s u b j e c t s of varied age and grade levels. 
Intelligence test information was secured on 1,507 of the 
subjects and the £walwasser-Dykema Test-^ in shortened form 
was given to 1,611^ of the subjects. He concluded that 
Superior musical taste Is a matter of erudition and 
culture acquired through a favorable environment, In-
tensive training, and extensive experience. Of all the 
factors correlated with music preference, musical train-
ing bears the closest relationship to the qualities 
measured by the Musical Preference Te^t.3? 
The inference may be made here that Intelligence would also 
have correlated highly with musical preference since the 
35 Sterling K. Garnet, Musical Piscrimination at 
Various Agt» arid Grade Leveis, College Place, Washington: 
The College Press, 19^0. 
36 Jacob Kwalwasaei and Peter Dykema, Manual of 
Directions for Victor lie cords Hoa. JQ2* 303 » 30^, 305, and 
306• few York: GarX Fischer, Inc. , 193Q* 
37. Gernet, 0£. clt. 
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latter bore the closest relationship to musical training. 
The level of musical training in turn is certainly dependent 
to a large extent on general .Intelligence as well as musical 
talent. 
In a comparison of 275 high school musicians with 
281 non-musicians in the same schools, Garder^u found that 
the musicians war© more active In school affairs, held more 
offices, had a significantly higher grade achievement, par-
ticipated in more extracurricular activities, were more 
interested in and won more awards In athletics, and showed 
significantly higher I.Q>*s. When comparing the musical 
group against a midwestern, urban high school group, the 
only significant clinical difference was that the boys in 
the musical group were signifleantly more feminine. Garder 
states that the amateur musician who is uncomtaited on a 
professional musical career is a "normaln person socially 
and intellectually, and is usually superior in leadership 
and general achievement. 
Some few studies have dealt with an analysis of 
musical personalities. Such studies are really not studies 
in the true sense, but are biographical sketches with em-
phasis on a report of overt behavior symptoms of particular 
38 Clarence Garder, "A Study of the Characteristics 
of the Outstanding High School Musician,* Unpublished Doctor's 
dissertation, The University of Kansas, June, 1953* 
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musicians, or the synthesized typical musician. Of the 
former, there have been psychoanalytical biographies of 
most of the psychologically more Interesting musicians, 
past and present. Since marry of these musicians have been 
long dead their biographers have based their analyses upon 
data gleaned from the music they composed, old letters, and 
contemporary accounts of one kind or another. Heedless to 
say, none of these musicians had ever reclined on their 
biographerfs psychoanalytical couch. Mozart, Beethoven, 
Schubert, MendeIsshon, Chopin, and Tschalkowsky, to mention 
a few, have been subjected to a post mortem psychoanalytical 
dissection. Many of the well-known composers, judging from 
these accounts, seem to have exhibited overt signs of ab-
normality, If not psychopathic behavior. The inference 
cannot be made, as L o m b r o s o 3 9 and later Kretschmer^0 have 
maintained, that the incidence of psychoses occurs so fre-
quently among men of genius that it must be considered a 
characteristic trait. There are geniuses whose behavior 
would disprove this contention. The personality traits 
which all men of genius do seem to possess in common are a 
vivid imagination, great intelligence, and marked emotionality, 
39 Cesare Lombroso, The Man of Genius. lew York2 
C. Scribner1s Sons, 1891, 370 pp. 
I4D E. Sretschmer, ffhe Psychology of Men of genius. 
New York: Harcourt, Brace, and CoV, Xnc., 1931 • 
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in the bast sense of the word. 
i;hese traits, though perhaps not as marked as in the 
case of the genius, appear frequently enough in musical In-
dividuals who are not geniuses that one may say they are 
characteristic of musical personalities in general. The 
Parmenborgs^ made a study of the personality traits of \\Z3 
professional musicians and teen-aged children who were 
rated as being decidedly musical. In addition they analyzed 
by means of the psycho-biographical method twenty-one out-
standing composers. The data from these three groups corre-
lated highly in their agreement. It was found that these 
musical personalities were generally above average In physical 
activity, emotional, interested in things artistic, highly 
Imaginative, arid often displayed marked neuroses. 
The Inference of neuroticism among the artistically 
gifted is supported by the findings of Wheat ley and Sumner^-2 
from the investigation of eighty-one women and nineteen men 
at Howard University. These students were administered the 
Bernreuter Personality Inventory, Otis Self-Administering 
Teat - of Mental Ability, and the Slams Score Card for iiocio-
Economic Status. Seventy-five of the one hundred students 
14.1 H. J. and t. A. Pannenborg, "Die Psychologie des 
Musikers," Zeltschrift fur Psycholoftie, Vol. 73* 1915* PP* 
2I4J-S2* " 
14.2 L. A. Wheat ley and F. C. Sumner, "Measurement of 
Neurotic Tendency in Negro Students of Music,11 Journal of 
Psychology, Vol. 22, pp. 2I4.7-52. 
Sk. 
also were administered the A1 Ipor t-Vernon Study of Values. 
In terms of "neurotic** scores these students were essentially 
normal, but the most neurotic tended to have lower socio-
economic status, higher test intelligence and were more 
aesthetically-minded. D*Heucqueville^ found that though 
Individual differences existed* vagotonics as a whole ware 
"extraordinarily susceptible" to simple and Infantile rhythms. 
It appears, after a perusal of the literature in this 
area, that most investigations have been concerned with (1) 
"musical taste / 2 in the sense of the degree of conformity 
of an Individual to a predetermined, "correctn or accepted 
scale of values, and the ascertaining of those factors which 
might account for his tastes, (2} the analysis of musical 
preferences of non-typical groups which exhibit narked de-
viations in Intellectual ability , socio-economic status, or 
behavior, and {3) the analysis of musical preferences of 
groups dichotomized according to a few selected personality 
traits—usually those of Introversion and extroversion. 
The literature has not yet revealed a study wherein the 
individual * s personality as a whole has been analysed with 
a fa ir degree of thoroughness and interpreted in terms of a 
detailed analysis of his musical, preferences, nor has the 
ijj Georges D * He uc que v 11 le, rtLa Musi que at les Tendances 
Perverti.es,?t Presse Medieale, no. $Q$ July 21 , 193?i.. 
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framework been erected for the comparison of individuals or 
groups of individuals on the bases of significant personality 
variables and, for them, salient musical characteristics of 
the music to which they listen. 
^he Problem Specifically Stated 
The steps which are to be taken in this study are: 
1. An analysis of twelve subjects1 personalities by 
means of a battery of psychological tests and interviews, 
administered and interpreted by competent psychologists. 
Interpretation will appear in the form of raw scores and a 
paragraphic summary for each subject. 
2 . An analysis of each subject fs musical preferences 
by means of a battery of tests and measures to be adminis-
tered over a period of four months * 
3* In anticipation of an extension of this study 
involving large numbers of subjects, the development of 
techniques for 
(a ) the administration of tests and measures of 
musical preference, 
(b ) the analysis of musical compositions and excerpts-
{c) the coding of such data in convenient and readily 
accessible form, and 
(d) the tabulation and evaluation of the data. 
k . The evolvement of musical preference indexes for 
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each subject and detailed Interpretation in the form of 
paragraphic summaries. 
5* The comparison of Individuals, including appro-
priate statistical comparisons, on the bases of 
(a) musical preferences, 
(b) personality variables, 
(c) musical preferences versus personality variables 
in an effort to establish significant relationships. 
CHAPTER I I I 
DESCRIPTIONS OP TESTS AKD MEASURES 
The Personality Tests 
Rorschach Personality Test 1 
-r 
This is a well-known projective test which Rorschach 
p 
and his colleague, Gberholzer evolved In the early 1920 !s 
and upon whose principles and systematic foundations was 
based Its subsequent wide development and usage, k vast 
amount of literature has been written concerning this test, 
especially since the establishment of the Rorschach Research 
Exchange^ (q* v . ) . 
It consists of ten large ink-blots, five of which are 
In varying shades of gray, two which contain gray with a 
shade of red , and three which are entirely or almost entirely 
In color. iSach is.. printed on a card and the subject is asked 
1 5 . Klopfer and D. McG. Kelley, The Rorschach Tech-
nique: A Manua1 for a Projective Method^oT Personality 
Diagnosis". New Y o r k T h e V* orId Book Co . , 194-2. 
2 H. Rorschach and E. Oberholzer, "The Application 
of the Interpretation of Form to Psychoanalysis, Journal 
of Nervous and Mental Diseases, Vol. iiQ, 192k, pp. 225-21IB, 
and" m - m T ' 
3 Rorschach Research .Exchange, published by Rorschach 
institute , I n c . , edited byBruno Klopfer. 
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to verbalize regarding what he tfseesrf in each blot . His 
responses ar© recorded by means of an elaborate system of 
symbols so they may later be Interpreted. 
The system of interpretation used in this study was 
the Klopfer^ along with some of the indexes of maturity used 
in the Eappaport^ system. 
The Rorschach Test was depended upon to provide a 
picture of the underlying characteristics of the personality. 
When interpreted in conjunction with the fechsler-Believue 
/ 
Intelligence Test/ the Rorschach was particularly useful in 
indicating the kind or quality of intelligence. The former 
test rates people on the comprehension and manipulation of 
materials that are primarily academic in nature and compares 
individuals within an age group. The Rorschach helps to 
evaluate the quality of intelligence in terms of kinds of 
thinking, I . e . , whether the approach of the individual to 
the problem Is conventional or unconventional, stereotyped 
or original , practical or abstract and theoretical. The 
Rorschach Indicates whether the environment is dealt with 
I4. Klopfer and Kelley, 0£. clt . 
5 D. Happaport, Merton Gill and Hoy Schaefer, Diag-
nostic Psychological Testing. Chicago: The Year Book Pub-
U s h e r s , I n c . , 1 ^ 5 " ~ 
6 David tfechsler, The Measurement of Adult Intelligence. 
Baltimore: The Williams and WTIkins Co . , 3rd ed. 19MT* 
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in its most natural, obviously-given way or whether the 
subject tends to penetrate the environment in the effort 
to discover hidden principles or basic laws. It also In-
dicates the subject's potential level of Intelligence versus 
his preferred or operative level. 
In addition the Rorschach indicates whether the sub-
ject is stimulated by objects in the environment, i . e . , those 
stimuli which lie outside the self , or whether he depends 
primarily upon satisfactions secured within the self . A 
well-Integrated Individual should possess a proper balance 
between these two modes of achieving satisfactions. This 
Is referred to as the nexperience balance." 
An Indication of the subject's drive strength, * I . e . , 
productivity, is also provided by the Rorschach. This in-
\ 
eludes a knowledge of the rigidity or flexibility with which 
he adapts his thinking to the terms of a problem. 
Kind and amount of control in dealing with the super 
ego Is also rated by the test. It indicates whether the 
subject arbitrarily accepts social standards and conventions, 
realizing the penalties society inflicts If they are not 
accepted as part of the pattern of overt behavior. Often 
this acceptance is superficial and the individual may feel 
consciously or subconsciously a rejection of society's 
standards and conventions. Libidinal drives determine pro-
ductivity and the sorts of controls exercised by the Individual. 
6o 
% o control represents the individuals control of 
his impulses in relationship to his understanding of the 
motivations of other people as well as himself, fhen these 
ar© well handled he is able to find natural and socially 
acceptable outlets for his own drives. 
*7 ft 
Thematic Apperception Test {TAT) * 
This is another well-known projective test* It con-
sists of three series of 10 pictures each. One series is 
given to women only, another to men only, and the third to 
both men and women. The subject is asked to build a story 
around each picture, most of which show human beings in 
various attitudes and relationships. His responses are 
recorded by the examiner, who not only notes the verbatim 
response itself , but also speed of response, portions of 
the pictures to which the subject directs his attention, 
and unusual or Inappropriate interpretation of the picture. 
This test provides a more specific content for the basic 
personality structure as revealed by the Rorschach. It 
provides a practical autobiography of the s u b j e c t s psy-
chological dynamics. The content may or may not (probably 
not) be a conscious awareness on the part of the subject. 
7 H. A. Murray, êfc a l , Explorations In Personality. 
Hew York: Oxford University Press, 193$. 
8 H. A. Murray, Thematic Appercaption Test Direc-
tions, Cambridge, Mass. ; Harvard Psychological Clinic. 
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I f he is aware of the significanee of the content as re-
vealed by the TAT* he probably possesses a keen formal or 
informal knowledge of human nature. 
The TAT indicates emotional maturity as revealed by 
the subject 's relations to other people—family , f r iends , 
and strangers, a l l included—and the status of his value 
system as defined by the Spranger^ system of values—aes-
thetic , economic, theoretical, p o l i t i c a l , re l ig ious , and 
soc ia l . It also indicates his covert level of aims, goals, 
and conflicts . 
10 
The Murray* system of interpretation of the TAT 'was 
used in the present study. In this system each story is 
evaluated and symbolized separately, followed by the eval-
uation and symbolization of a l l stories after which the 
symbolization Is translated back Into a word description 
of the subject 1© ^covert l i fe thema.* 
chsler-Be1levue Intelligence S c a l e 1 1 
This scale may be given to individuals ranging In 
age from 10 to 60 or more. It consists of ten subtests 
and one other which may be used as an alternative. These 
subtests are : 
9 E. Spranger, Types of Men. Halle : M. Biemeyer, 
1928. 
10 Murray, 0£. c it . 
11 Wechsler, £p. cit . 
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1. An Information Test 
2 . A General Comprehension Test 
3 . A Combined Memory Span Test for Digits 
forwards and backwards 
If.. A Similarities Test 
5* An Arithmetical Reasoning Test 
6 . A Picture Arrangement Test 
7 . A Picture Completion Test 
Q> A Block Design Test 
9# An Object Assembly Test 
10. A Digit Symbol Teat 
Alternate—A Vocabulary Test 
These testa have been combined to form four separate but 
Interrelated Intelligence Scales> as follows: 
I . The main Individual Adult Examination for ages 
16 to 6 0 , consisting of the first ten tests 
listed , but permitting a reduction of the number 
to as few as seven, depending upon their suita-
bility to the subject. 
11. An Adolescent Scale for ages 10 to l6 , consisting 
of the same tests but separately standardized. 
I I I . A Performance Scale consisting of five tests 
(tests 6 to 10 Inclusive) . 
IV. A Verbal Scale' consisting of five or six tests 
(test 1 to 5 and the Vocabulary as an alternate) . 
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The term "Full Scale11 refers to either Scale I or 
Scale I I . 
Wechsler conceives of intelligence as being the ag-
gregate or global capacity of a person to act purposefully, 
to think rationally, and to deal effectively with the en-
vironment. Though he realized that non-intellectual factors 
play an Important role in this capacity he argues that If 
a test reveals enough of what general Intelligence Is to 
enable one to predict global capacity with reasonable con-
fidence, it is satisfactory. The various subtests are de-
signed to test a number of different but related facets of 
intelligence. Verbalization and performance become equally 
important in contributing toward an Individual^ Intelli-
gence quotient under this system. 
Means have been, established for the following age 
groups: 10 , 11, 12, 13, 1 ) I S , 16, 17-19* 20-21]., 25-29, 
30-34* 35-39, kQ~kk> 45-49* 50-51*.. 55-59* and 60-69. 
Vtfechsler disregards the mental age concept by computing 
the I . Q . with reference to distribution of scores within 
the age group. The score of 90 is always one P.iS. below 
the mean score and a score of 110 is always one P . S . above. 
Within this range of twenty score points will be found 50 
per cent of the population. This system has been devised 
by Wechslar because he wishes to have a numerical score 
that wi l l always mean the same thing at all age levels. 
6k 
Depending upon the examiner1s clinical experience 
and sagacity, this test can offer important diagnostic 
clues regarding, the testes fs mode of reaction, special 
abilities or disabilities, and personality. For example, 
clinical groups diagnosed as suffering from organic brain 
diseases, psychoses, and psychoneuroses generally score 
higher on the verbal subtests while adolescent psychopaths 
and mental defectives score higher on the performance sub-
tests. Much of the information revealed by the Wechsler-
Bellevue Intelligence Scale can be validated by the Rorschach 
Test. These two tests together with the TAT constitute the 
heart of the battery of tests used to assess personality 
structure in the present study. 
1P 
Literal-Indirect-Exciting (LIE) Test 
A sentence-test, which had been constructed to serve 
as a basic tool of investigation in another s t u d y w a s ad-
ministered to the subjects of the present study by its 
originator. The subject fs responses to the test are classi-
fied as being literal, indirect, and exciting. The first 
12 Margaret &U Biggs$ "An Investigation of the Mature 
and Generality of Three Personality Variables,tt Harvard Uni-
versity, unpublished Doctorfs dissertation, 19I4.9, pp. 11*4^6. 
13 Ibid . 
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letter of each of these three words, LIS, give the test 
Its name and denote three personally determined psycho-
logical variables. 
It" consists of ten sets of 3 words each. The words 
chosen are ambiguous in content and grammatical form, of 
one syllable, and are found in every day speech in noun, 
adverbial, or adjectival form. Each word has at least two 
meanings and, since the test is given orally, the subject 
may choose any spelling or meaning he wishes. For example, 
one set of words follow: "steal, steel11; "watch1*; "bear, 
bare. n The words are spelled out where there Is only one 
possible spelling and sounded out or partially spelled 
where there is more than one spelling possible. 
The subject is urged to write as many sentences as 
he can using all three words in each sentence. He is told 
that this Is not a speed test, but time is called after 
four minutes, and he is allowed to finish the sentence he 
may be writing at the time. 
A word was scored as "Literal" if its essential 
characteristic was that of a concrete referent—an object 
with extent in space or an action with an observable effect, 
I f neither had a symbolic or affective significance. 
The essential characteristic of the variable In-
direct" was a diversion of the referential meaning toward 
some abstract idea, expression of relationship, or other 
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feature not present In space. Included were proper names, 
a l l Imitations or representations of reality , a l l 'metaphors, 
symbols, and Idioms. 
The essential characteristics of words classif ied as 
"Exciting" were representations of excitement, especially 
of sax, aggression, domination,, and desire. 
Reliability was determined first among those who 
rated the test. The correlation between raters for Literal 
was r - .97* for Indirect, r r= . 7 6 , for Exciting, r =s «7ij.# 
Split-half reliability of the test Itself based upon the 
scores of three different age groups {junior high, college, 
and adult) was in the *7®fs for Literal , # 80
f s for Indi-
rect , and ranged from d t o .78 for Exciting. Test-reteat 
rel iabil ity was .63 for Literal , .67 for Indirect, and .£5 
for JSxciting. These coefficients of reliability are as 
high as those of most personality teats. 
Aesthetic Preference T e s t ^ 
This is an unpublished test similar to the Aesthetic 
Appreciation Test developed at the Harvard Psychological 
C l i n i c . ^ It consists of twenty-one pictures of assorted 
styles , media, content and quality. Al l were reproductions 
14 I b i d . , pp. 203-217. 
15 Murray, at a l , 0£. c i t . , pp. ljl{J-53* 
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of works by recognized artists . The pictures were laid 
out in random order and the subject was instructed to pick 
them up according to rank -order of preference. The subject 
was told that there was no right or wrong rank order and 
that he' was to make his choices simply on the basis of how 
much he liked or disliked each picture. 
After a listing was ma do of the rank order of pre-
ference for the pictures they were divided into two groups; 
the ten lowest ranked and the eleven highest ranked. The 
subject was then asked i f ha could, explain what principles 
were held in common within each group of pictures. His 
comments were recorded. These comments were grouped into 
the following classes: 
Color: any reference except "color didn 11 matter." 
Porta: any reference to l ine , composition, texture, 
form, volume, distinctness, distortion, sim-
plicity , outline, grace, balance. 
Dynamics * any reference to movement, motion, dy-
namic, active, lively, static, v^eak, forceful, 
violent composition. 
Sax : any reference to nudes, naked, perversion, 
sensual, pornography, morbid ideas. 
As used In Rlggs1 study this test was one of several 
validating measures for the sentence-test (LIS) since it 
was shown by her that a certain pattern of preferences when 
judged, according to the criteria of color, form, dynamics, 
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and sex correlated well with the psychological variables 
characterized by the words Literal , ' Indirect , and Exciting. 
In the present study it also served as a projective measure 
of personality. 
16 
Humor Preference Test * 
As another validating measure for the LIS test Biggs 
devised a Humor Preference Test. This test was also used 
In the present study, and consists of a s 01 of thirty-seven 
cartoons from Judge, asquire, The Kew Yorker, and Saturday 
Evening Post. They were s0Isctcd to- afford a wIdc rang® of 
content and style. Hone of the jokes were verbal since it 
waa felt that in many cases they were dependent upon the 
connotations of special words. They were pre-salected 
from a larger number of cartoons by a trial group of sub-
jects and none were liked by lass than one-third or more 
than two-thirds of the group. 
The cartoons were pre-rated according to the fol-
lowing criteria : 
Irreality : defined as physical Impossibility within 
nature* 
Emotionality: defined as sex, aggression, emotional 
frenay. 
16 Biggs, op. c it» , pp. 297-26 
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Convention 
Irony 
Slapstick 
The subject was asked to*group the cartoons into 
those liked and those disliked, No attempt was made to 
measure amount of sense of humor, but preference rather 
than capacity. Rlggs found her most significant and most 
easily interpreted results concerned the kinds of jokes 
which'were rejected by each group. The Literal person re-
jects Irreality, the Indirect rejects jokes with emotional 
content, and the Exciting rejects jokea concerning conven-
tion. 
Interview 
During and after the administration of the battery 
of psychological tests which have been briefly described 
above, each subject was given a series of open-ended inter-
views. He first submitted a written autobiography which 
consisted of a chronological review of the most significant 
events in his l ife . This was further supplemented in his 
verbal interviews with ;he psychological testers. 
Factual Information was thus obtained concerning 
age, family, vocational aspirations, hobbies, marital status, 
education, social and economic status, and health. In ad-
dition his attitudes concerning human relationships, social 
values, aesthetic values, and life goals were directly or 
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indirectly elicited. 
During this period of testing and interview each 
subject came in contact with each of the three psychologi-
cal testers at least once and with at least one of them 
three or four times. The testers were thus able to form 
general Impressions of each sub jects personality not only 
by means of Interview and in a test situation, but to 
lesser but important extent through chance observation of 
them as they went about the campus in pursuance of their 
casual and routine activities. 
Method of Gummarisation of Psychological Data 
After the mass of raw psychological data had been 
assembled, summarized, and briefed, it remained for the 
psychological testers to examine and Interpret It . This 
was done in a series of conferences on each subject. The 
basic personality structure of each subject was by this time 
generally self-evident, but the significance of some of the 
data remained obscure. By pooling ideas, Impressions, and 
interpretations, the testers were able to arrive at a valid 
conclusion as to the significance of much of the data, there-
by delineating the subject's personality in greater detail 
and with much more clarity. 
The psychological data in the form of raw scores of 
each of the teats described in this chapter appear in 
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Appendix A. i'he psychological examiners also evolved a 
paragraphic summary of each subject. The s'umarias average 
about ten double-spaced typewritten pages and have not been 
included in this study in their original form because it 
was deemed advisable to keep this Information confidential. 
However, It has bean used In such a way that its validity 
has not been compromised and the subject has bean fox^e-
stalled from Identifying himself should he peruse this 
study. 
1'he Musical Preference lesta and Measures 
Unfortunately there are no tests of musical prefer-
ence which are as sophisticated or well-known as the 
Rorschach Test, Thematic Apperception Test, or the Sechsler-
Bellevue Intelligence Scale. Most of the measures of musi-
cal preference were specially constructed for this study. 
Five different approaches to the collection of musical 
preference data were made. Here, as In the collection of 
psychological data, It was felt that a aeries of measures, 
each of which attacked the problem from a different but 
related angle, was preferable to the use of a single spot 
test . Two of the measures are spot tests. The other three 
measures consist of a musical autobiography, a H a t i n g by 
the subject of his most preferred music, and a daily log 
kept by the subject of the music to which he listened over 
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a four month period. Thus for any one subject it was possi-
ble to secure a large amount of data concerning his musical 
preferences. 
Keston Test of Musical Preference*^ 
This test was the only measure of musical preference 
not especially constructed for this study. (Cf. pp. {4,8-
50} Keston used this test as the basis of an experimental 
study in which he sought to measure the affect of an in-
teresting and Informative presentation of classical record-
ings to a high school general music class. He demonstrated 
that according to the scores made on this test, students 
in such a class improved significantly In their preference 
for classical music over the control group who listened to 
the same music, but with little or no comment from the 
teacher. 
Construction and Administration« The Keston zest con-
sists of one hundred twenty recorded short musical excerpts 
{thirty to sixty seconds in length) selected equally form 
four musical categories: severely classical, popular 
classical , semi-classical, and popular. A group of four 
excerpts—one representative each of the four musical cate-
gories—comprises one test item. Thus there are thirty 
17 Morton J. Keston, nAn Experimental Evaluation of 
Two Different Methods of Teaching Music Appreciation, ' un-
published Doctor's dissertation, University of Minnesota, 
I9I+9* 
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test items. The testae must rank each group of four ex-
cerpts in the order in which they are preferred by him. 
A nperfectn score would be obtained i f the teste© 
were to indicate consistently the severely classical ex-
cerpt as his first preference, the popular classical ex-
cerpt as his second preference, the semi-classical excerpt 
as his third preference, and the popular excerpt as his 
fourth or last preference. The excerpts comprising each 
test item are presented In random order. (See Appendix B 
for a list of excerpts and score sheet . ) 
Scoring, A system of weightings was used so that not 
only would the tea tee receive fu l l credit for placing the 
selections heard in the "proper*1 ranking, but also he would 
receive some credit for an approximately "correct*1 ranking 
and would be penalized according to the degree of departure 
from the "correct" ranking. The technique of weightings 
i f\ 
followed that of Bl iss , Anderson, and Mar land. 
Four values were taken from the Fischer-Yates t a b l e ^ 
such that their mean was zero and their standard deviation 
Id G. I . Bl iss , B . 0 . Anderson, and R. P . Mar land, 
,?A Technique for Testing Consumer Preferences,M Starrs 
Agricultural Station, Bulletin 251# University of Connect!-
cut, I9ii3, p . T T 
19 H. A . Fischer and P. Yates, Statistical Tables 
for Biological, Agricultural and Medical Be search, lie w York: 
Kaffner Publishing Co . , i g i ^ ^ f a b l e XX, p 
Til-
was one. A rank of nl f ! was therefore assigned the value 
of 1 . 0 3 ; the rank of " 2 " , . 3 0 ; of f l 3% - . 3 0 ; of , -1.03* 
The lower the score the more discriminating the testae is 
with regard to his musical preferences. Following is a 
table of scores which are dependent upon how much a given 
musical excerpt (severely classical , popular classical , 
semi-classical, and popular) is preferred (1st , 2nd, 3rd , 
or Ifth preference ) : 
.Excerpt Preference Score 
Severely classical 1st 0 . 0 0 
W 2nd 0 .73 » 3rd 1 .33 ii 
4th 2 . 0 6 
Popular classical 1st 0 . 7 3 
11 2nd 0 . 0 0 
is 3rd 0 . 6 0 
ti 
Ij.th 1 .33 
Semi-classical 1st 1 .33 
n 2nd 0 . 6 0 
11 3rd 0 . 0 0 
it 4th 0 . 73 
Popular 1st 2 . 0 6 
11 2nd 1 . 33 
II 3rd 0 . 7 3 
It 4th 0 . 0 0 
The "best" score (where a good score is signified 
keen appreciation for severely classical music and t 
dislike of popular music) would be achieved if the teste© 
were to indicate his 1st, 2nd, 3^d, and ij.th preferences 
always in the order in which the excerpts are listed above 
for each of the thirty Items. This would result in a score 
of 0 . 0 0 . A "worst" score would be achieved if preferences 
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were always Indicated in the reverse order to that listed 
above. This would result in a score of 159*6. 
Validity, Scores made by adult musical experts, groups 
of students, and Individual students who rate high musically 
were significantly better than their counterparts. No co-
efficient of validity is given. 
Reliability, Reliability followed the Jackson and 
20 
Ferguson formula4*^ and was based on test-retest data taken 
from the standpoint of the incidence of circular triads, 
and is as follows: 
Perhaps the .most valid measure of a subject's musical 
preferences was secured through a daily 'log which was kept 
by him since It was a record of that music to which he 
voluntarily and casually listened, and was not a prepared 
array of compositions for which he would have been forced 
to Indicate degrees of preference. He was asked not to 
deviate from his normal listening habits except to record 
• 20 Robert W. 3 . Jackson and George A . Ferguson, 
Studies on the Reliabilities of feats. Toronto: Depart-
ment of 13uca¥lonal Research,University of Toronto, I9I4.I. 
Between grades 
Within grades 
Total for all grades 
999 
9kS 
950 
Daily Log 
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on a specially prepared form his reaction to the music. 
The log was kept over a four-month period. 
The subject was given a pad of forms, approximately 
5* X 7 " In size , on which he could indicate his reaction to 
a given composition by merely checking a series of numbers. 
These numbers were spaced along a vertical scale, the op-
posite extremes of which were labeled "reaction of extreme 
pleasure" and "reaction of extreme displeasure. " The 
center of the scale was marked with a zero and indicated 
neither "pleasuren nor "displeasure," but " Indifference . " 
Above the mid-point and extending toward the "pleasure" 
end of the scale were the numbers through !V5f1 
being the highest number which could be checked and which 
represented the "reaction of extreme pleasure." The lower 
end of the scale was similar!? marked with a If~511 which 
represented the "reaction of extreme displeasure." The 
subject was asked to place his check mark opposite a number, 
not somewhere in the space between two adjacent numbers. 
This form also provided space where the subject 
could identify himself by means of his pseudonym, and 
where he could Indicate the name of the composition, its 
composer, Its arranger, if any, the name or names of the 
performer(s), whether " l ive " or recorded, and whether 
heard at a " l ive" concert, by radio, juke box, or other 
means of reception. This information was needed not only 
to identify the listener, but to identify the composition 
to which he listened so that it could later be played {if 
recorded) and analysed by the investigator* Heedless to 
say, some of the compositions could not be analysed be-
cause of lack of sufficient identifying Information or 
because the music was performed "live?* and therefore not 
available on recordings. 
A f inal bit of information was requested of each 
subject, fie was asked to Indicate with a word or short 
phrase what it was about the music that he particularly 
liked (if ho checked positive reaction) or disliked ( i f 
a negative reaction) . In some cases this was impossible 
or very difficult for the subject to do, as it could be 
for even the sophisticated musician. Some of the re-
sponses were quite definite about what was liked or dis-
liked while other responses were too vague or general to 
be of much value in analysis. 
The time spent in checking and f i ll ing out each 
form averaged about thirty seconds. One form was made out 
for each composition. When the subject had collected ten 
or a dozen he placed them In an envelope and mailed them 
to the investigator. 
There are, of course, many factors which can in-
fluence how much time a person will spend listening to 
music just as there are for the sorts of choices he w i l l 
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make* The pressures involved In seeking an academic degree 
probably allow for less time to voluntarily listen to music 
than if* a, person ha a his training past him and is comfort-
ably engaged in his business or profession. The information 
gathered by means of the Daily Log does .seam to indicate,, 
however, the relative degree of valance which music has 
for each subject whan compared with other subjects* Some 
subjects turned in comparatively few Daily Log forms while 
others had apparently spent many hours in listening to 
music* 
Forty-eight Musical Excerpts Teat 
A third test, especially devised for this study, 
presented a wide and varied array of short musical ex-
cerpts, each homogeneous in musical style and content, 
which the subject rated on an affective scala ranging from 
extreme like to extreme dislike. The rating form used was 
the same as that used for the Daily Log {ef. preceding 
section), and the subject was asked to check all excerpts 
familiar to him even though he might not be able to iden-
tify the composition by name. 
This test approached the problem of eliciting musical 
preferences from a somewhat different angle than the Kaston 
test, which was a forced choice of four musical excerpts, 
each representative of a predetermined "aesthetic type,1* 
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and the Daily Log, wherein the majority of compositions 
tended to fall , as one might expect within a single 11aes-
thetic type" category. Dominant as the "aesthetic type* 
may be in determining musical preferences, it was felt 
that other factors within the music itself and in most 
cases common to all types of music certainly must contrib-
ute toward the response of a subject and his subsequent 
rating of a composition on an affective scale. With this 
in mind the musical excerpts in this test were chosen so 
that any one musical factor would be represented In all 
categories of aesthetic types (arbitrarily following the 
Keston categories of aesthetic type}. Thus every type 
was represented by a slow piece, a fast piece, male solo 
voice, female solo voice, soft music, fast music, etc. 
Of course, the musical factor of tempo, for example, 
can exist only within a complex musical stimulus wherein 
other musical factors are certainly present and may fre-
quently be as much or more significant than the factor of 
tempo in forming the subject's response. However, the 
assumption is made that if aesthetic type is the prime 
determinant of a subjects rating of a musical composition 
then he will rate that type which he likes signifleantly 
higher than other types regardless of such factors as tempo, 
dynamic level, tone color, etc. I f , on the other hand, he 
significantly prefers fast tempi, he will p r o b a b l y rate 
all fast places higher on the affective scale than slow 
pieces regardless of aesthetic type. 
The teat contained twelve popular music excerpts, 
nine serai-classical, ten popular classical, and seventeen 
severely classical. The last category of excerpts was 
largely unfamiliar to the subjects. The duration of each 
excerpt was between 30 and 75 seconds, seconds being 
an approximate average. The excerpta as they ware played 
were heard at the beginning of a phrase and were ended 
with a fast fade-off at the end of a phrase. By grouping 
"severely classical11 and "popular classical* into a single 
category simply labeled "classical , n this category con-
tained twenty-seven excerpts. Similarly nsemi-classical?l 
and "popular" contained twenty-one excerpts. 
The excerpts were selected so that there was at 
least one example in each of the popular and classical 
categories described above of the following factors: 
Irx addition music was selected for each of the two 
categories wherein the following tone colors were strongly 
predominant: 
fast tempo 
generally staccato 
loud dynamic level 
sudden changes in 
dynamics 
slow tempo 
generally legato 
3oft dynamic level 
no changes in 
dynamics 
high pitch range 
dissonance 
stimulative 
strongly rhythmic 
male solo voice 
male vocal ensemble 
low pitch range 
consonance 
sedative 
weakly rhythmic 
female solo voice 
female vocal ensemble 
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piano • 
organ 
strings 
woodwinds 
brass 
percussion 
guitar 
(For a complete listing of the musical excerpts in the 
Forty-eight Excerpts Test, see Appendix 0}• 
It is obvious that no one of these factors can possi-
bly exist by itself. Tone color, intensity, pitch, duration, 
and at least a minimal sequence of notes are present in 
©van the most simple musical expression; furthermore, though 
a more comprehensive and exhaustive series of musical ex-
cerpts would be desirable in such a test, one which would 
include all possible combinations of the above factors for 
each of the type categories of classical and popular* it would 
have to contain literally thousands of excerpts. Prom the 
standpoint of administration alone of such a test, not to 
mention the gargantuan task of constructing it , it seemed 
beat to prepare a test which was widely varied in content 
and yet one which could be given within a reasonable time 
period. 
Five Preferred Recordings 
Since music of any kind or description is available 
enough that a person can satisfy his least whim with very 
little effort, the thought probably never occurs to him 
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that if he were suddenly limited in his choice to a few 
compositions just what his choices would be. The choices 
a person does make can be quite revealing concerning not 
only the type of music he prefers, but also his musical 
sophistication, and to a certain extent an interesting 
facet of his personality. 
Each subject was asked the following question which 
appeared in a questionnaire on his musical background and 
training (see following section): 
Suppose chat by some peculiax* chain of circumstances 
you were somewhere for several years where you were 
completely shut off from hearing any music other 
than that provided by your own voice, but that you 
could take with you a phonograph and five musical 
recordings• What five recordings would you choose? 
List them in the order of your preference. j? lease 
list specific titles, composers, and performers 
whenever possible. It should be possible to locate 
your choices in record catalogues, either old or 
new. Consider each choice as"if It were the only 
one. Do not let previous or subsequent choices 
influence the choice of that particular one. Re-
member, this is the only music you will hear for 
several years. Do not list whole operas, oratorios, 
or even symphonies, {if some of 'these be your choice) 
but try to narrow it down to a specific section or 
part of these large works. 
One may safely assume that from the vast array of 
musical compositions those which each subject chose cer-
tainly rate well toward the top of the affective scale of 
his responses to music. The limitation imposed by the 
investigator regarding the fact that the music had to be 
recorded was necessary in order for the music to be played 
later for purposes of analysis. 
It is understood that musical preferences are to a 
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greater or lesser degree transitory for any one person. 
Bona-the-less, though the titles of the composition may-
change, certain musical factors or combinations of factors 
will remain relatively constant. 
Questionnaire on Musical Background and Training 
Bach subject was asked to f i l l out a questionnaire 
on his musical background and training as an aid toward 
the subsequent interpretation of musical preference data. 
(The complete questionnaire appears in Appendix D ) . It 
was divided into four sections: formal training in music, 
family musical history, musical attitudes (in which the 
question on the Five Preferred Recordings was posed, cf . 
previous section), and a listing of his record library. 
The questions on the subjectr s formal training in 
music inquired into his study of voicc or an instrument 
and participation in school musical groups. 
The questions on the family?a musical history in-
cluded a listing of those members of the family who played 
or sang, the attitudes of the parents toward music and the 
subject1® participation in music, and whether piano, radio, 
and phonograph were available in the home. 
The questions on musical attitudes concerned the 
subject. He was asked to list his favorite performers, 
aesthetic type of music, the af orementioned Five Preferred 
Recordings, and a brief account of any of bis musical ex-
periences of any sort which were emotionally charged and 
vivid memories. 
In the last section he was asked to make a listing 
of recordings which were in his library and which he had 
chosen himself or, if selected by someone else, those he 
would h&ve chosen, and to indicate his favorites. 
CHAPTER I f 
EXTRACTIOK AND TABULATION 0? MUSICAL PR3FBREKCK DATA 
Any unique contribution this study may make toward 
a batter understanding of the relationships between per-
sonality and musical preference will perhaps be the tech-
j 
nique developed to analyze musical recordings and to 
record such aata in terms of the preferences of each 
subject. Since it was anticipated that a large mass of 
data would be secured* even though only twelve subjects 
were used, it be came mandatory to evolve a system whereby 
it could be quickly tabulated and summarized. As far as 
can be determined the system is unique, and, though fruit-
ful in the present study, can and will be refined for 
easier administration and to make possible more valid in-
terpretation in subsequent studies involving large numbers 
of subjects. 
Collection of Recordings Preparatory to Analysis 
• II Hi I mn iiMim m in kiwi.i ..iw.i ****** w a n h r f i 11 BUwowwmwum mh» MimmDmiMmr nmdnm—i . .mm* • ma"moiWii mm win 
In order to make a musical analysis of every musical 
composition to which each subject listened, it essen-
tial that the music be recorded in such a form that it 
would be available to the investigator• Recordings were 
on hand for the Xeston Musical Preference Test and the 
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Forty-Sight Excerpts rest. The subject was asked, it will 
be remembered, that he list or.;ly available recordings when 
indicating his Five Preferred ,Recordings. 
The Daily Log, however, presented a problem wherein 
a portion of the music to which each subject listened was 
heard in a "livetf performance, either in the- presence of 
the performer or by means of radio broadcast, " l i v e o r 
taped, and occasionally motion pictures. This music ob-
viously could not be secured and therefore could not be 
analyzed in the detail which the recordings were analyzed. 
They could be classified according to aesthetic type. If 
these performances were standard performances of standard 
works in classical or even semi-classical musical litera-
ture, it was possible to substitute a closely comparable 
recording for the 11 liven performance. Infrequently the 
investigator would recognize and remember In sufficient 
detail a nlive$t performance to which a subject had also 
listened and reported, th&t he could make a fairly detailed 
analysis of it . 
A listing of every piece which was reported on the 
specially prepared Daily Log forms (cf . D.&lly Log descrip-
tion, Chap. H I , pp. 75-78) was made and checked a gains I 
a l l available record catalogues and H a t s of recorded 
music in an effort to secure complete information regarding 
the record maker, record number, and recording artists. 
8? 
Whenever the subject reported & piece he had heard on a 
disk jockey program the information was usually complete 
enough that one could be sure that it was recorded and 
should bo available. At times the information supplied 
by the subject about a composition was so sketchy that 
only the title and performing artist was given. In such 
cases It was assumed to ba recorded and available until 
proved otherwise. 
As was indicated, above, soma .substitutions were 
made whenever the substituted recording closely duplicated 
the original performance as heard by the subject. For 
example, a Boston Pops recording of Rave 11 s "Bolero" was 
considered a valid substitute for a 5live?f broadcast of this 
work by the Philadelphia Symphony. Similarly a recording 
of Lily Pons singing ffThe Bell Song'* from Lakme accompanied 
by a Victor studio orchestra was considered a permis sable 
substitute for the same song sung by the same artist but 
in a "live" broadcast accompanied by the Bell Telephone 
Orchestra. On the other hand, to substitute Patrice 
Kunaal'a voice for Lily Pons 1 would not be valid because 
of the difference in vocal timbre and the sensitivity of 
moat listeners to vocal quality. 
Substitutions were rarely made of popular music 
performances since one group of performers varies consider-
ably from another in the matter of style and sound, and in 
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almost every case uses a different arrangement of a given 
popular composition* This was also somewhat true of sami-
classical muaic. 
After a listing had been made of all the composi-
tions which were known to have beon recorded, as well as 
those which could not be found in recording lists but about 
which it was still surmised there might be a small chance 
they had been recorded, the area was searched to find them* 
Approximately half of the recordings ware relatively easy 
to secure, particularly if they were recent and popular# 
It became more and more difficult to find recordings a© the 
list dwindled* Through the courtesy of two music stores, 
five radio stations, two large institutional record li-
braries, several smaller ones, and numerous private col-
lectors, it was possible to secure all but a few of the 
recordings on the list . Fortunately these good people 
were willing to loan the records for a few days or hours 
so that they could be analysed, thus making unnecessary a 
large and undesired expenditure of money» 
Recordings of standard classical works were far 
easier to secure than were many of the popular recordings. 
The recordings were collected i few at a time and analysed 
before an effort was made to secure more, since it was not 
desired to keep them on loan any longer than was necessary. 
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No attempt was made to make detailed analyses of 
any large works which were reported by the subject in his 
Daily Log. He was urged to select particular movements of 
symphon5.es, or portions of operas, oratorios, and other 
large and elaborate works which ha especially liked or 
disliked. Whenever ha did list a large work, such ae 
Bidet's "Carmen" it was Impractical If not impossible to 
analyze such a work in detail. This did not mean that the 
response was useless, for it did contribute something to-
ward an understanding of his musical preferences• 
Or1tarla for the Judgment of Musleal Content 
Before any conclusions can be drawn regarding a 
person1** musical preferences It la necessary to know some-
thing about the music to which he listens. Most often 
when such conclusions are drawn they are based upon only 
a superficial knowledge of the music such as, for example, 
a knowledge of Its aesthetic type or perhaps a few details 
with regard to preferred tone colors. But if one is to 
have an intimate awareness of someone else's musical likes 
and dislikes, ha must delve .nuch more deeply into the 
matter. This Is particularly true when, as in this study, 
an attempt is being made to seek oat consistent patterns 
of preferences other than mere aesthetic types of music. 
The challenge h$re Is to answer the question: " In all the 
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music to which a person responds, what are the musical 
factors or combinations of factors which appear often 
enough to be significant and typical of his musical pref-
erences 
These factors are the criteria by which all the 
music was judged, except for thoae compositions listed in 
the Gaily Logs which were unobtainable or otherwise could 
not be analyzed* An effort was made tc avoid selecting 
rankly subjective criteria based upon intuitive or meta-
physical systems, but rather to select criteria which were 
at least fairly objective, though admittedly a few border 
on the subjective or are at least open to some controversy* 
Judgments were made concerning tempo, dynamics, staccato-
legato, sedation-stimulation, pitch range, sonance, rhythm, 
harmonic structure, formal structure, tone color, aesthetic 
type, and performance medium* At least four* judgments were 
made of each of these musical factors except aesthetic type 
•and performance medium* Altrgather, forty-two judgments 
were made concerning every musical composition* Analysis 
was made of l66 excerpts and 173 fuxl length compositions 
ranging in length from three to fifteen minutes* 
A master sheet was prepared upon which the analyses 
were noted* It consisted of an 8|-T< by 11" card printed.,on 
both sides (see Appendix E ) . On the first side was noted 
the title , composer, arranger, performer{a), medium of 
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performance (type of solo and/or ensemble}, rpm, recording 
company, record number, and, when necessary, record library 
number* ISach master sheet was itself Identified by a file 
number. The remainder of the first page consisted of a 
graph upon which could b© plotted tempo, tone color, 
staccato-legato, dynamics, pitch range$ sonance, and mode 
against a time base. Changes in form and style, modula-
tions, and prominence of rhythmical pulse could also be 
noted. A one-quarter inch sp&ce corresponded to a ten 
second passage of time. A total of five minutes of music 
could be analyzed and recorded on each master sheet. The 
maximum length of a 12-inch, 76 rpm recording was just 
under five minutes. if the composition ran over upon 
another or several records a new card was used for each 
record surface. In the case of a long-playing 33 rpm 
recording which extended past the five-minute limit, the 
recording was analyzed down to a convenient break or ca-
dence in the music near the five-minute mark and then was 
stopped and started again after a new master sheet had 
been placed in readiness* Only sixteen of the 173 full 
length compositions extended beyond the five-minute mark* 
The 168 excerpts, as was previously noted, were of thirty 
to ninety seconds1 duration* 
The second side of the master sheet contained a 
listing of all the musical factors mentioned above, 
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including subdivisions of each musical, factor, and spaces 
where check marks could be made thereby noting a judgment 
made about the music* Following is a reproduction of each 
of these sections and a detailed description of the musical 
factor involved and the mechanics of representing it on 
the master sheet. The instructions which appeared at the 
top of the second side of the master sheet are reproduced 
f irst : 
Check only one of the several spaces below each 
subdivision labeled with a capital latter. If none 
are judged to be applicable, all must be left blank, 
signifying that the composition is unclassifiable by 
these criteria* Judgments must be made on the com-
position as a whole, disregarding insignificant or 
Isolated deviations* 
Tempo often is one of the most affecting factors in 
music. In most casea the speed of the takt or beat can be 
easily measured by means of a stop watch or a metronome* 
Nearly every popular piece has an unvarying tempo through-
out, while much of classical literature is replete with 
changes in tempi* At times the musical score may be quite 
full of notes of short duration, giving the psychological 
impression of a fast tempo, when in reality the takt may 
be relatively alow* An example would be where there are 
thirty-second note variations of an adagio theme in a 
Beethoven piano sonata, or eight rapid notes to a moder-
ately fast beat in a "cut-time11 popular piece where two, 
three, or four notes to a beat is usually the case. 
Whenever this situation arose the composition waa cons id-
era cl as a whole, and, if the takt was moderate, but the 
psychological Impression was stil l one of great speed, the 
tempo was reckoned to be twice that of the given metric 
beat* Thus in the case of the popular piece with eight 
notes to a beat which corresponded to a half note in "cut-
time ,f or alia breve meter, the quarter note determined the 
tempo which was traced on the graph. This procedure was 
validated by a group of non-musicians who were asked to 
indicate whether a group of representative pieces were 
11 f a s t , " "moderately slow,** or nslowM merely from their 
sound, In every case such compositions as are described 
above were rated as being fast* 
The tempo trace was a continuous trace mad© on the 
graph with time marked off in ten^second intervals along 
the ordinate^* The abscissas were marked at even Intervals 
with numbers representing beats per minute,< extending from 
forty to two hundred forty beats per minute* The opposite 
extremes of tempo, indicated by the musical terms lento 
for very slow tempi and presto for very fast tempi, are 
certainly represented within this number range. 
After the tempo trace was completed and while the 
music was still fresh in the memory of the investigator, 
several judgments were made concerning tempo and were re-
corded on the following form: 
T3MP0 
A * Predominant or characterIs tic'tempo 
LentAndante 
Moderate 
Allegro-Presto 
1 
3. 
£* Frequency of change in tempi 
Steady tempo 
1 nf re que nt c ha nge 
Preque nt change 
1 
2 
3' 
G* "Speed of change in tempi: 
Gradual change 
Sudden change 
Both gradual and sudden 
1 
2 
3 
D* Amplitude jf change in tempi 
Small change 
Large change 
Both small and large 
1 
3 
The first judgment was made concerning the predominant oi 
overall characteristic tempo* If the psychological effect 
was of a slow tempo, number one under *fAn above was checked; 
if neither fast nor slow, no checks were mad© signifying 
that the composition was too variable to be classifiable. 
The second judgment concerned frequency of change 
in tempi* The tempo was judged to be steady, subjected to 
frequent change, or infrequent change. Again, if none of 
these criteria fitted the composition it was assumed to be 
unclasslflabia arid no checks were made. If changes in 
tempi did occur a third judgment was made concerning their 
speed of change—whether these changes were primarily grad-
ual, sudden, or both gradual and sudden* 
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Similarly, the fourth and last judgment was made 
concerning the amplitude of changes in tempi — whether 
small, large, or both small and large* 
The last three criteria also were used In making 
judgments of dynamics, pitch range, aonance, and sedation-
stimulation and need not be described further in the sub-
sequent discussion of these musical factors. 
Tone color was described primarily in terms of the 
instruments or voices, or combinations thereof* A listing 
was made of those voices and instruments which one may 
readily expect to encounter wherever he may turn for his 
listening. The same tracing on the graph which represented 
tempo was also used to Indicate the predominant tone color 
at any given moment. This was done through the use of 
colored pencils. A blue trace represented string tone; 
green, woodwind; red, brass J yellow, the female voice i 
brown, the male voice* Black was reserved for the sound 
produced by a large instrumental ensemble where there was 
a mixture of string, brass, and woodwind, and where these 
colors were equally prominent or nearly so. Occasionally 
it was necessary to mark a double or even triple trace if 
two or three clearly distinguishable tone colors were 
present in equal or nearly equal prominence as, for example, 
a tenor solo with a string accompaniment * 
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After a trace was completed for tone color It was 
judged according to the following criteria: 
TONE COLOH 
Piano 
Plucked string 2 
Bowed string " 3 
Brass " \ 
Woodwind 
Female solo voice 
Male solo voice ? 
Female vocal ensemble 3 
Male vocal ensemble 9 
Mixed choral ensemble 10 
Organ 11 
A6cordlon 12 
Guitar 13 
Per cus s Ion ^IfZZZ 
Any tone color on the above list which was judged 
to play a solo role or appeared frequently, prominently, 
and long enough that It assumed the role of a solo was 
assigned a weight of " 3 . I f it was not prominent enough 
to be a solo but still was prominent enough that it could 
be easily distinguished from the rest of the tone colors 
that may have bean present, It was assigned a weight of 
"•2.l# I f it was definitely In the background and either 
hardly distinguishable or absent for long periods of time, 
or If it appeared only briefly though perhaps prominently, 
it was assigned a weight of ff These weightings will be 
discussed later in the chapter. There were no compositions 
which could not be judged according to the above criteria. 
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Staccato»legato was also Indicated by means of the 
same trace used to mark tempo and tone color. A dotted 
trace signified extreme staccato; short dashes, staccato; 
long dashes, legato; and an unbroken trace, extreme legato. 
In many Instances it was n e c e s s a r y to mark two traces as, 
for example, when a legato melody was heard over a staccato-
background. These traces were made with the appropriate 
color for the tone colors present and, as might be ex-
pected, often In two different colors since a staccato 
accompaniment would frequently serve as a contrasting foil 
in color and rhythm for a legato melody. The entire trace 
was then examined and a judgment made and recorded on the 
following form: 
STACCATO-LSGATO 
A. Pr ime melody: 
Extremely staccato 
Staccato 
Legato y 
Extremely legato' 
Too variable to classify 
1 
2 
j 
B. Accompaniment or background; 
Extremely staccato 
Staccato 
Legato 
Extremely legato 
Too variable to classify 
1 
2 
C. Total effect; 
Extremely staccato 
Staccato 
Legato 
Extremely legato 
Too variable to classify 
1 
2' 
3' 
k" 
Dynamic changes In loudness were recorded on a 
separate portion of the graph• In this case the abscissas 
marked j>ff five evenly spaced intervals each one of which 
was headed by the following dynamic markings In the order 
given: ££, mf, f , and ff • A continuous trace was made 
on the graph which .provided an over-all picture of the 
fluctuations in loudness level of the composition. Sudden 
and brief changes in loudness, as, for example, a ff 
staccato chord, cymbal or timpani crash, were represented 
by spikes, perpendicular to the main trace* A composition 
full of this sort of thing, such as the storm scene from 
Beethoven1 s "Pastoral** Symphony, provided a very angular 
trace with many of these sharp spikes. On the other hand, 
a smooth legato composition such as the berceuse from 
Stravinsky's "Fire Bird" Suite provided a trace with 
rather smooth and rounded convolutions. 
Immediately after this trace was completed, cer-
tain judgments were made concerning the dynamic level and 
were recorded on the following form. Items E, C, and D 
have already been discussed under tempo• (Cf. pp. 9k~9$+) 
DYNAMICS 
,A. Predominant or characteristic dynamic level: 
P P ~ P 
mp - mf 2 
f - ff 3 
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B. Frequency of change In dynamic level: 
Steady level 1 
Infrequent change 2 
Pre que nt cha nge" 
C. Speed of change in dynamic level: 
Gradual change 1 
Sudden change 2 
Both gradual and sudden 3 
D. Amplitude of change In dynamic level: 
Small change 1 
Large change 2 
Both small and large 3 
Pitch rang :̂ was also represented by a continuous 
trace on a separate portion of the graph. In this case 
both the lower and upper limits of sound were traced and 
then the area between them shaded in with pencil. Five 
evenly spaced columns were headed with the following 
labels In the order given: very low, low, middle, high, 
very high. Very low pitch range was arbitrarily deter-
mlned to be those sounds below Gt ; low, between G* and G; 
middle, between G and c f ; high, between cf and cf * ; very 
high, above c f t . 
Here again the psychological impression of pitch 
range occasionally over-shadowed the actual pitch range. 
For example, if an unusually sonorous and prominent mass 
of sound issued from the bass instruments in the orchestra 
accompanied by a high but light background, more often 
than not one was hardly aware of the latter and judged the 
pitch range to be low and/or very low* Most often, 
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however, the outer limits of the actual pitch range could 
he followed with ease, though the lower limit usually was 
somewhat more difficult to follow than the upper. 
Several judgments of pitch range were made and 
recorded on the following form. (Of, pp. for a 
discussion of items B, C, and D) . 
PITCH RANGE 
A. Predominant or characteristic pitch range: 
Very low - low 1 
Middle 2 
High - vary high 3 3 
Wide range 
B. Frequency of change in pitch range: 
Constant range 1 
Infrequent change 2 _ 
Frequent change 3 
C. Speed of change in pitch range: 
Gradual change 1 
Sudden change 2 
Both gradual and sudden 3 _ 
D. Amplitude of change in pitch range? 
$ma11 c hang© 1 
Large change 2 
Both small and large 3 
Sonance proved a difficult musical factor to graph 
since judgment of how dissonant or consonant music may be 
seams to be dependent upon individual musical tastes and 
to a great extent, musical sophistication. Something 
which may sound quite dissonant to on© person may very 
well sound quite consonant to another. 
There is the usual implication in any discussion 
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of sonanee that consonance Is pleasant and dissonance un-
pleasant. This is certainly not always the case. Pleasure 
may be experienced from music which is judged to be disso-
nant primarily because of that vary dissonance. Also, the 
psychological attribute of dissonance is mitigated or 
sharpened by the musical context of which it is a part. 
In the present study an attempt was made to take 
the viewpoint of the average musical layman* What would 
sound dissonant to this mythical average man is music 
wherein there are many and prominent intervals of major 
sevenths and.minor seconds and ninths. It is true that 
popular music often contains many of these intervals, but 
most often they are so deftly voiced that the over-all 
affect is still one of consonant harmony. Some popular 
music and atonal music account for the large bulk of what 
may be called dissonant music. 
Another factor which may produce dissonances other 
than the intervalllc relationship of tones la that of ex-
treme ly loud, rough, and percussive passages. 
A separate portion of the graph was used to trace 
sonanee. Five evenly divided spaces ware headed with the 
following labels In the order given: very consonant, con-
sonant, mildly dissonant, dissonant, very dissonant. The 
over-all judgments made of this musical factor of sonanee 
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were recorded on the following form. Again, consult pp. 
94-95 for a discussion of items B, C, and D. 
S0MANCJ2 
A. Predominant or characteristic sonanee: 
Very consonant - consonant 1 
Mildly dissonant 2 
Dissonant - very dissonant 3" 
B. Frequency of change in sonanee: 
No change 1 
Infrequent change 2 
Frequent change 
G. Speed of change in sonanee; 
Gradual change 1 
Sudden change 2 
Both gradual and sudden 3. 
D. Amplitude of change in sonanee: 
Small change 1 
Large change 2] 
Both small and large 3 
Mode was the last musical factor to be traced on 
the graph. A red pencil was used to indicate major mode, 
blue for minor mode, and black when there was a rapid 
alternation in mode or when the modality was not judged 
to be either predominantly major or minor or was alter-
nately major~minor. This judgment was recorded under the 
musical factor of harmonic structure which will be dis-
cussed later in this chapter. If the composition was 
unclassifiable as to mode the spaces were left blank. 
Sedation-Stimula11on is another psychological 
attribute of musical sound which poses many of the same 
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problems of judgment which exist for sonanee. However, 
the assumption was made here that music which is fast, 
staccato, strongly dynamic, and has a pronounced rhythmical 
pulse is , for most people, stimulative music. Conversely, 
music which is slow, legato, soft, or at least lacking in 
sudden arid forceful dynamics , and in which the rhythmical 
pulse is not vary apparent, will moat often be rated as 
sedative music. These were the criteria by which judgments 
were made concerning sedatlon~stimulation. In addition to 
the previously discussed items B, C, and D which appear in 
the form ^elow, item S indicates one other judgment which 
was made — whether the composition incited a more or less 
steady and increasing stimulation with the climax appearing 
at or near the end of the work, or whether the composition 
incited the opposite reaction wherein there was a gradual 
lessening of tensloh and a ateady increase of sedative 
qualities in the music* The form on which these judgments 
^ere recorded follows * 
S3DATI0K-STIMUIATI0N 
A. Over-all degree of sedation-stimulations 
Sedative 
Mildly stimulative 
Stimulative 
1 
2' 
3" 
B. Frequency of change in sedation-stimulation: 
No change 
Infr e que nt c hange 
Frequent change 
1 
3' 
10k 
C. Speed of change In sedation-stimulation: 
Gradual change 1 
Sudden change 2 
Both gradual and sudden 3 
D. Amplitude of change in sedation-stimulations 
Sraa 11 change 
Large change 2 
Both small and large 3 
E. Changes of polarity in sedation-stimulation: 
Constantly increasing 
stimulation * 1 
Constantly decreasing 
stimulation " 2 
Rhythm is one of the most important and affective 
factors In music. Rather than attempt to analyze and clas-
sify the rhythm of every composition in terms of meter 
and note values, it was judged in terms of its prominence 
of pulse, the variability of this prominence, variability 
of pattern, and its complexity. 
The rhythmical pulae was first judged as being 
hardly apparent, apparent though not pronounced, pronounced, 
or extremely pronounced. A second judgment was made con-
cerning the variability of the prominence of the pulae— 
whether consistently prominent, or small or large changes 
in prominence. A third Judgment concerned the variability 
of the rhythmic pattern — whether constant or of few or 
many changes. The fourth and last judgment concerned the 
complexity of rhythm and meter—whether simple, moderately 
complex, complex, or variable between simple and complex. 
These judgments were recorded on the form below: 
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RHYTHM 
A. Prominence of rhythmical pulse.: 
Hardly apparent 
Apparent - not pronounced 2 
Pronounced 3 
Extremely pronounced ijL 
Be Variability of the prominence of the rhythmical 
pulse: 
Consistently prominent _ 
Small changes ' 
Large changes 3 
C. Variability of rhythm pattern: 
Constant pattern 1 
Pe w cha age s 
Many changes 3 
D. Complexity of rhythm and meter: 
Simple \ 
Moderately complex 2 
Complex 
Variable - simple to complex 
Harmon!c structure was judged against chord struc-
ture, Jiode, consistency of style, and modulation* Eight 
classifications were .made of chord structure. The first, 
"extremely simple," designated music in which the chord 
structure was made up of nothing more complicated than the 
simple tonic, dominant and sub-dominant triads. Some 
hymns and many -pseudo-folk songs will fall in this category 
Classical harmonies are primarily those used by 
the classical and pre~classlcal composers in which there 
is a rich pattern of harmonies but, because of their 
characteristic clarity and the musical forms and styles 
in which they were used, sound different from the same 
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harmonies when used by the romantic composers* 
Romantic harmonies are characterized by the fre-
quent use of various kinds of seventh chords, much chro-
maticism and chromatic resolutions of chords, and frequent, 
often non-classical, modulations* 
Impressionism with its avoidance of the obvious is 
characterised by shifting harmonies in which ninth chorda 
play an important role* Parallelism in chord progressions 
and the frequent lack of a strongly magnetic tonic center 
are also prime characteristics* 
Modern classical music is often difficult to cate-
gorise* There are a variety of harmonic vocabularies in 
use in contemporary music, some of which seem to be a mere 
extension of romanticism and impressionism. For the pur-
poses of this study modern classical harmonies were judged 
to be those of such composers as Copland, Harris, Prokofleff, 
and Shostakovltch* 
Modern popular harmonies make abundant use of 
seventh, ninth, eleventh, and sixth chords but usually, at 
least in "commercial" jazz;, are rather innocuous in their 
dissonant effect* a few proponents of the 11 jazz man*s 
jass ** indulge in chord patterns which bear lit 11© resem-
blance to commercial ja&£ and are indeed frequently atonal 
in character. 
Atonal chord structure was judged to be that which 
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is 'best characterised by the music of Schoenberg, Webern, 
Berg, and possibly some music of Hlndemith and Stravinsky. 
To the layman (and some musicians) it is notable because 
of much dissonance and an a linos t complete lack of tonal 
center. 
tfodal harmonies are found in music from all eras 
In western musical culture. Built upon modal scale pat-
terns they provide a characteristic and unique sound. 
The second judgment which was made about harmonic 
structure concerned mode. The method of tracing mode on 
the graph has already been discussed. (Cf. p . 102). 
A third judgment concerned consistency of style. 
The problem here was merely to determine whether any given 
composition stayed r,in character11 with regard bo harmonic 
and formal structure or whether there was a significant 
shift in compositional style which would give the impression 
that on© part of the composition did not belong to or was 
not compatible with another part. 
The fourth and last judgment concerned frequency 
of modulation. The music was judged to contain no, little , 
or much modulation. 
These judgments were recorded on the following 
form: 
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HARMONIC STRUCTURE 
A. Chard structure: 
Extremely s imple 1 
Classical 2 
Romantic 3' 
Impr essionistlc £ 
Modern classical 5 
Modern popular 6 
Atonal 7" 
Modal 5 
B. Mode: 
Major 1 
Minor 2' 
Alternately major - minor 
C. Consistency of style: 
Consistent style 1 
Inconsistent style 2' 
D* Frequency of modulation: 
Ho modulation 1 
Little modulation 2" 
Much modulation 3 
Forgal structure judgments were made concerning 
the over-all form, phrases, specific musical form, amount 
of repetition, arid whether abstract or programmatic• 
The first judgment concerned the over-all formal 
structure - whether homophonic, polyphonic, or alternately 
homophonic and polyphonic. Naturally, not all polyphonic 
compositions come from the golden age of polyphony* Ex-
amples of polyphony may be found in many different musical 
eras and compositional styles. The term here was taken to 
mean the simultaneous sounding of more or less equally im-
portant melodic lines which incidentally provide harmonic 
texture. 
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The second judgment concerned regularity of phrases 
whether regular, Irregular or alternately regular and ir-
regular. A regular phrase was meant to he one which was 
the usual, two, four, or eight bars in length. Irregular 
phrases were any others which could not be placed in this 
category. 
Thirdly, a judgment was made concerning the com-
posit ions form. The rather large number of musical forma 
which are encountered in the usual course in Form and 
Analysis were not considered to be practical classifications 
for the purposes of this study. Instead, four major classi-
fications of form ware set up by which virtually all of the 
music concerned in this study could validly be categorized 
and which proved to be .aore meaningful in later interpre-
tations of each subject1s musical preference data. The 
classifications used were: {1} simple song form, which 
covers nearly all music of a popular or semi-classical 
nature, (2) complex song form, which Included more extended 
and subtle works of a lyrical or song-like character, (3) 
regular large form, which covered those compositions or 
portions of compositions characterized by a formal struc-
ture similar to that of first and last movements of the 
symphonies and chamber works of the classical composers, 
and (.l̂ ) irregular large form, which included those compo-
sitions whose formal structure constituted an extension 
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or marked modification of the same forms as used by the 
classical composer or the rather free and sometimes unique 
forms often used by the late nineteenth and twentieth 
ce ntury c o,..poser. 
The fourth judgment concerned the amount of repeti-
tion, The unit of measurement in this case was the phrase. 
Much repetition is found in the typical Hit-Parade popular 
piece wherein the phrase pattern usually consists of an 
a-a-b-a sequence. In addition, repetition is even more 
pronounced because of the repetition of the entire chorus 
several times during the course of the typical three-
minute tune. Much classical music Is repetitioi^s too, but 
the repetitions are usually separated by contrasting or 
transitional material. Then again, much classical music 
repeats very little, or when it does, with much subtlety 
or in the form of variations or extensions of the original 
phrase. 
The last judgment was a categorizing of the compo-
sition according to whether it was abstract or programmatic. 
Abstract music was determined to be that music about which 
there were no clues regarding its representative or emo-
tional content. Music was categorized as programmatic 
wherever a title, a story, an obvious tonal representation 
of non-musical sounds, or a vocal text provided an expla-
nation, either fragmentarily or completely of what the 
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music was supposed to mean to the listener. 
These judgments were recorded on the following 
form: 
FORMAL STRUCTURE 
A. Over-all formal structure: 
Homophonic 1 
Polyphonic 2' 
Alternately homo-polyphonic 3 
B. Regularity of phrases: 
Regular phrases 1 
Irregular phrases 2] 
Alternately regular and 
irregular 
C. P o m : 
S imple s ong-fora 1 
Complex song-form 2] 
Regular large fox*m 3 
Irregular large form 
D. Amount of repetition: 
No repetition 1 
Some repetition 2* 
Much repetition 3" 
E. Abstract or programmatic: 
Abstract 1 
Programmatic 2[ 
Type of musical composition - in this case, aes-
thetic type - has been a rather frequent basis upon which 
music has been categorized. The Keston Musical Preference 
Test categorized all music into four types: severely 
classical, popular classical, semi^classlcal, and popular. 
The first three categories were used here, but with some 
other additions. Most popular music fans themselves will 
place popular music into at least two major categories! 
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Popular music which is of the *fsweet!l type, wherein a 
more or less stereotyped harmonic texture and instrumen-
tation is evident is perhaps best characterised by "Hit 
Parade'* performances. This type of popular music has been 
referred to as "commercial jaz& . " In the second category 
may be placed r?good jazz" or nreal jazz" where the musician 
is not performing for the masses but especially for that 
comparatively smaller group who appreciate popular music 
which is more subtle, complex, and experimental in its 
structure. This has been labeled for this study as being 
connoisseur1s popular music. Country-western, or hill-
billy music doesn't seem to fall properly in either the 
"Hit Parade" or "connoisseur1 s popular music** category 
and therefore exists as a separate category. Neither does 
popular sacred music of the sort which is heard so much 
in religious and revival broadcasts, and therefore was 
also categorized separately. The last category was reserved 
for nonsense or novelty music which is obviously performed 
to be funny, satirical, or whimsical. Spike Jones is a 
well-known proponent of this type of music• It was found 
necessary to add this last category to the list after the 
study was under way. 
After the recording had been categorized according 
to one of these eight types it was noted on the following 
form: 
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TYPE 
Severely classical 1 
Popular classical 2 
Semi-classleal 3 
liio raruuw popular 
Oonnoiooour?s popular 
k 
Country-western 6 
Popular sacred 7 
Novelty 8 
Performance medium was the last musical factor by 
which each recording was judged. It simply consisted of 
a listing of solo media, accompaniment media, and if not a 
solo, ensemble media. Appropriate check marks were made 
on the following form: 
SOLO 
Female voice 1 
Male voice 2" 
P iano 
String 
Woodwind 5 
Brass 
Guitar f 
Accordion 8 
Organ 9. 
Percussion 10. 
ACCOMPANIMENT 
Piano 1. 
Orchestra 2_ 
Dance band 
Hill-billy band 
Guitar 5 
Accordion 
Organ 7, 
Percussion & 
Piano-rhythm 9. 
Ilk 
EKSj&MBLE 
Large orchestra 
Small orchestra 
1 
2 
String orchestra 3 
Band £— 
Mixed chorus 
Male chorus 6 
Female chorus ? 
Dance hand 3 
Hill-billy band 9 
Small string ensemble 10 
Small woodwind ensemble 11 
Small brass ensemble 12 
Small female vocal ensemble 13 
Small male vocal ensemble Ik 
Small mixed choral ensemble 
Ma le - fema le due t 16 
Devices Used in Analyses of Recordings 
The analyses of the recordings were greatly aided 
by the use of a Miessner Phonoscope. This is a record 
\ 
player coupled with an optical system which causes a beam 
of light to move down a scale, which is graduated in 
seconds, as the reproducing needle travels inward while 
playing. The scale is marked on a frosted glass, each 
calibration representing a two-second interval. Seconds 
are marked numerically in ten-second Intervals, aa were 
the intervals on the matching master sheet which was 
specially prepared for this study and which has been 
described above. The master sheet was slipped under a 
# The Miessner Phonoscope is a Dukane product of 
the Operadio Manufacturing Co*, St. Charles, 111. Model 
no, 1I4AI50 was used in this study. 
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clear plastic shield mounted over the scale, matched to 
the scale fs calibrations, and held in place by a spring 
clamp. As the recording was played it was necessary only 
to keep the pencil trace of any given musical'factor di-
rectly opposite the light beam as it raoved down the scale. 
When it was necessary to recheck a portion of the compo-
sition one had only to lift the pick-up and move It toward 
the outer edge of the recording to the place where the 
light beam, which moved synchronously with the pick-up, 
indicated the proper place to lower the needle onto the 
recording. 
The recording could be played either through ear 
phones or a speaker. In order that the physical set-up 
of these analyses might be replicated with regard to loud-
ness level by another investigator, all recordings were 
played through a loud speaker. Before the analysis of any 
given recording was begun the volume was adjusted at a 
comfortable and easily heard level for the investigator 
who sat approximately six feet from the speaker* A re-
corded thousand cycle tone (Columbia Technical Series Wf -
1 recording no. 10003-M) was played through the speaker 
and a decibel reading taken on a sound-level meter,ft the 
General Radio Go. Sound Level Meter, Type 
was used* The reading scale was sat on, " s l o w a n d the 
weighting scale on WG0 {flat response). 
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microphone of which was placed exactly three feet from the 
center of the speaker cone* This reading was noted on the 
master sheet so that another person could reconstruct this 
set-up arid base his subjective judgments of relative loud-
ness on the same over-all level with which it was heard by 
this invest i gat or. 
This particular model of the Miessner Phonoscope 
will play only 7$ rpm recordings. However, it still 
proved to be of immense help in the analysis of 33 l/3 
and I4.5 rpm recordings. By playing micro-groove recordings 
through a system independent of the Phonoscope and using 
the latter1a optical system, tracings could still be made. 
A recording on the Phonoscope and the micro-groove re-
cording to be analyzed were started at the same instant; 
sound was heard through the latter13 playback system and 
the former provided the moving beam of light representing 
passage of time in seconds. No sound was heard from the 
Phonoscope since it was not connected to either ear phones 
or a speaker. As the beam of light reached the five-minute 
mark of the scale both needles were lifted, a new master 
sheet was inserted in the Phonoscope, and the needles were 
dropped on the recordings simultaneously, the micro-groove 
needle at the exact spot where it had been lifted and the 
Phonoscope needle at the outside edge of the dummy re-
cording. 
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It should be mentioned here that a less efficient 
but workable system of time-tracking can be effected 
through the us© of a stop watch. When held in one hand 
directly above the hand marking the trace, one ©ye can b© 
kept on the watch to note the passage of time. 
Coding of Data on IBM Cards 
In order to make tabulations and comparisons more 
easily, a system was devised whereby all musical data could 
be recorded on International Business Machine cards* The 
master sheet on which all musical judgments about each 
composition had been made lent itself readily to transmu-
tation in code on these cards* 
The IBM card is made of light cardboard measuring 
3 l/l}. by 7 3 / 8 inches* On it Is printed eighty parallel 
columns of figures each of which contain numerals running 
from 0 at the top to 9 at the bottom. Items of information 
may be coded according to these numbers, though only one 
number may be punched in any one column. In addition to 
these ten digits there is space for two more punches in 
any one column. These spaces may be designated by any 
symbol which is convenient for the user* Any, all , or any 
combination of the eighty columns may be used. 
A special machine punches small rectangular holes 
in the card, removing the desired numeral. After a number 
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of cards have been prepared In such a manner they may be 
placed In a sorting machine which automatically feeds each 
card between a revolving metal cylinder and eighty slender 
electrical contacts which are sprung against the cylinder* 
The sorting machine may be set to sort and tabulate the 
cards for only one column at a time. As the card passes 
over the cylinder the electrical contact closes a circuit 
as it drops into the hole punched in that column causing a 
carrier belt to deposit the card in a bin corresponding to 
the number punched, and to tabulate It by means of a mechan-
ical counter mounted above the machine. As an Illustration, 
suppose one wanted' to know how many 18-year old students 
were in a university student body. The machine would first 
be set at the column which contained the age Information. 
As the stack was run through the machine all the cards 
designating 13-year olds would be deposited in the same 
bin and a running tabulation made of them on the mechanical 
counter. The cards for this group of students could be 
run through the machine again in order to find out how 
many of them were in a given school of the university, or 
how many were women, etc . , after the machine had been set 
at the particular column which contained this information. 
In this study the first three columns were reserved 
to identify each particular composition. Columns 5 , 6 , 
and 7 were reserved to identify the measure or measures of 
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musical preference in which this composition appeared. 
The next twelve columns Identified each of the twelve sub-
jects and the rating he gave the composition. For example, 
i f , as In the case of the Daily Log, a particular compo-
sition had been rated by two subjects, a punch would appear 
In the columns reserved for them and none in the columns 
of the other subjects. The number punched out would rep-
resent the rating given by each subject. lumbers 1 through 
5 In the column represented positive ratings, 5 being the 
highest possible rating; numbers 6 through 9 and one of the 
extra spaces for punches represented negative ratings, the 
latter punch representing the most negative rating. Fifty-
six of the remaining sixty-one columns were used to code 
the judgments which had previously been made on the forms 
described on pp. 90-134. Five colurans were not used. 
In order to make it easier for a trained punch 
machine operator to punch these IBM cards with a minimum 
of errors , all of the coded Information was first trans-
ferred from the master sheets to mimeographed work sheets. 
On these work sheets appeared the number of each column, a 
word or phrase Identifying the Informational content of 
that column, and a space for the investigator to record a 
number which represented the specific judgment which had 
previously 'been made concerning the criterion in question. 
After the IBM cards were punched the work sheets were of 
no further use except to check for errors in punching. 
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It is understood that IBM punching and sorting 
machines are not always readily available to anyone who 
might wish to use this system. There is no reason why 
simpler and much less expensive systems such as the McBee 
Keysort card system might not be used. Though somewhat 
more cumbersome and time consuming than the system used 
here, they do have the advantage of .modest cost and com-
pactness.^ 
After cards for every musical compos it ion and ex-
cerpt involved in the study had been punched, It remained 
to run thorn through the sorting machine and to secure many 
tabulations which were gathered for each subject. This 
meant that four different teats and measures were each run 
through the machine one to six times, depending on the 
criterion, for each of the fifty-six different musical 
criteria and for each of the twelve subjects. Approxi-
mately five thousand single operations were made on the 
sorting machine. Heedless to say, this technique saved 
many hours of tedious work and is certainly much faster 
and more efficient than a technique whereby tabulations 
would be made by hand directly from the master sheet. 
w For an excellent survey of existing punched 
card classification systems and their use, the following 
book is recommended: Punched Cards - Their Application 
to Science and Industryl Edited by Robert 3. Casey, 
published byTTeinhold Publishing Corp., 330 W* i^2nd S t . , 
New York, 18, 'New York. 
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Evolvement of Musical Preference Indexes 
From"~?requency Tabulations 
Tabulations were made on specially prepared forms, 
a sample of which appears on the following page.# This 
sample is a copy of the tabulation form prepared for the 
criterion, "Tempo.n Similar and appropriate tabulation 
forms were prepared for each of the other criteria. 
The symbols appearing above each column should be 
interpreted as follows: 
f - frequency of compositions classified according to 
the given criterion and categorized according to 
the rating assigned by the subject. 
r - rating, 10 represents the highest possible (most 
positive) rating and 1 the lowest (most negative). 
** Several changes should be noted: On pages 76-77 
(q. v . ) a description appears concerning the form on which 
the subjects indicated their ratings of Daily Log items 
and the Forty-Eight Excerpts. In order to avoid the in-
convenience of dealing with negative numbers in computing 
the Musical Preference Index, the rating scale was changed 
on this tabulation chart so that 10 became the highest 
positive rating, and 1 the lowest negative rating. These 
figures represented the mid-point of their interval, 5 o 
being the division point between a negative and a positive 
reaction. 
The composition rated first among the Five Pre-
ferred Recordings was arbitrarily assigned a rating of 10 
while the composition rated fifth was assigned a rating of 
5. Th© remaining three compositions were rated accordingly. 
In the Keston Musical Preference Test first choices 
were assigned a rating of i^; second choices, 3 ; third 
choices, 2 ; and fourth choices, 1. 
SUBJiSO? 
TEMPO 
10 
f ifr 
ME/ 
9 
f ifr 
LSTJRB 
8 
f ifr 
7 
£ tfr 
6 
f ifr 
5 
£ Ifr 
: h 
f *f r 
3 
£ ifr 
2 
f ifr 
1 £ 
Vs/ 
s 
58 
a 
o 
» 
w) 
IS 
wlw 
I 
0) 
8 
+> 
o 
g 
Q 
P* 
SI 
jHE 
M O 
* * * 
£ 
H 
\yt 
w 
•i-
i? 
A" 
* 
1' 
M & 
tn 
Vi 
o 
c* 
Î nto^andaiate » i i i i i \ , —i i i 
Predom~ Moderato I I I 1 l 1 \ j i i 
inaat AHegro»pre sto 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i i i 
tempo 
Totals 
Steady i » 1 I 1 I I i 1 i 
Frequence Infrequent » i 1 i \ \ i I i 
of change Frequent l 1 1 1 i I l i I i 
Totals 
gradual I 1 i i 1 1 1 i i i 
Sneed of Sudden 1 \ I i 1 i i i I i 
change Both \ I i i i i l i l i 
Totals 
Small 1 i 1 l 1 l i I 1 i 
Amplitude Large 1 1 1 I I j 1 » i i 
n-f ĥf.rifm Bftth 1 1 I » i 1 i i i i 
Totals 
M 
ftf 
f\3 
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AR - Average Rating, computed by dividing the sum of 
the TrTs by the sum of the f f s . 
PS - Per cent Score, computed by dividing each fr by 
the total of all fr 'a within a given criterion, 
(e. g . , "predominant tempo*). The PS was computed 
only for the Daily Log and Five Preferred Recordings 
since no limitations wore Imposed upon the subject 
with regard to his choices, It being assumed that 
he had, theoretically, an Infinite number of com-
positions from which to make his choices and that 
a PS computed on the basis of an adequate sample 
should be a reliable indication of his preferences 
had ha submitted an infinite number of compositions,, 
Since there was an element of forced choice In th© 
other two measures it was judged that the PS could 
not be fairly applied to them* 
wt. - A weighting was given each sub-category of those 
criteria which existed as a continuum as part of 
the process of computing a measure of central ten-
dency* 
MP I - Musical Preference Index, a measure of tendency 
based upon an arbitrary scale ranging from 0 to 
100. 
Q - Quartlie, a measure of variability which is half 
the distance between the 25th and 75th percentile 
in a frequency distribution. 
To clarify further this unique form, it should be 
observed that th© frequency with which each lento-andante 
composition appeared was noted according to the rating or 
ratings these compositions received. A weighting was 
given wherein the frequency was multiplied by the rating 
( fr ) . The f r f s were then summed and divided by the total 
frequencies to determine the average rating (AR) of all 
those compositions whose tempi were judged to be lento-
andante. The same procedure was then followed for the 
other two criteria of tempo - moderato and allegro-presto. 
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In order to determine the central tendency of the 
subject's ratings when all the Items within the measure 
had been categorized according to tempi each average rating 
was weighted, the weighted ratings summed and divided by 
the sum of the unweighted average ratings. This figure 
then became the Musical Preference Index (MPI). 
As a further refinement, a measure of variability 
(Qj was computed. The MPI and Q, could be computed only 
for those criteria which existed as continua. It will be 
noted that ffPre dominant tempo" and "Frequency of change11 
exist as continua but that ,fSpeed of change11 and Sampli-
tude of change," as here described, do not. The latter 
are da scribed In terras of discrete categories and a measure 
of central tendency is therefore not applicable, inter-
pretation of this and other discrete categories will be 
based upon the Average Rating (AR) of each category. 
All criteria which existed as continua were sub-
categorized Into either three or four categories. The 
highest weighting was given to that end of the continuum 
which represented the most stimulative or mobile aspects 
of the criterion and the lowest weighting to the least 
stimulative or static aspects. The weightings were chosen 
ao that the final MPI and Q could be represented on an 
arbitrarily choaen, but convenient 100-point scale. For 
example, a MPI of 100 represents music which is fast, loud, 
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extremely rhythmical, extremely staccato, arid with frequent 
changes In its dynamic elements, and a MPI of 0 represents 
music which la alow, soft, hardly rhythmical, extremely 
legato, and with no changes In Its dynamic elements. A 
MPI of $0 represents a point half way between these ex-
tremes. 
Having now arrived at a point where all musical 
preference data had been reduced to comparable scores, 
comparisons between subjects and groups of subjects could 
be made in an effort to seek out any relationships which 
may exist. 
CHAPTER ¥ 
RBSUItfS OP THE T3STS 
This chapter consists of & summarised description 
of each subject's personality, a tabular presentation of 
the s core a he made in each of the various measures and 
testa of musical preference, and the Interpretation of 
these scores. 
Th© original personality summaries^ as prepared by 
the psychologists averaged approximately twelve pages In 
length. For the sake of clarity and elimination of redun-
dancy these original summaries have been reduced to approxi-
mately four pages In length. An effort was made to extract 
key statements and pertinent information, collating them 
in such a way that they formed an adequately comprehensive 
and detailed picture of each subjects personality. The 
raw scores of the various testa used.. In these analyse© 
appear In Appendix A {pp. 3k3-3hS) • 
The sub-headings used by the psychologists have 
been retained In th© reduced summaries. They are; overt 
life-plan, values, temperamental endowment, covert struc-
ture, conflicts, and assessment. 
# The original summaries are available and may be 
examined upon request by qualified persons. 
12? 
The "overt life-plan" refers to the aspirations 
and life-goals as stated by the subject. This sub-heading 
also includes autobiographical material, provided by the 
subject , which seemed to be of importance in acquiring an 
understanding of and an explanation for certain facets of 
his personality* 
The sub-heading "values" includes a description of 
tha subject's interests and the central guide-lines which 
regulate and motivate his daily activities. Values have 
been rank ordered, wherever possible, according to the 
Spranger . „ t « . l 
The subject's "temperamental endowmentri Includes 
an evaluation of his intelliganee and motor ability, modes 
of thought, response to various types of sensory stimuli, 
and strength arid quality of response to aesthetic stimuli 
in certain areas. 
Under ncovert structure11 the psychologists have 
attempted to seek out and identify those needs and drives 
which largely exist at a subconscious level and than de-
termine how successfully and in what ways the subject has 
sublimated, rationalised, repressed, or satisfied them. 
The sub-heading "conflicts" Is a logical follow-up 
of th© preceding section. The subject's conflicts, If any, 
1 Spranger, E . , Types of Men: M. Niemayer, 1928. 
tj.G2 pp. 
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are described both from the standpoint of environmental 
conflicts and intra-psychic conflicts. 
The last section of the sumi&ry is labeled "aas$ss~ 
ment?f and Is a brief statement or two which recapitulates 
the most important items appearing In the previous sections. 
In many cases the phraseology used by the psycholo-
gists was unusual, if not unique, but was deliberately 
used to effect a particular shade of moaning. In the re-
duced summaries, as they appear in this chapter, such 
phraseology has been retained. A more formal style of 
discourse would have, In most cases, obscured the moaning 
Intended by tho psychologists. 
Much of the musical preference data and th© system 
of presentation of the data appearing in th© tables In this 
chapter Is unique. For that reason it is essential that 
the footnote appearing at tho bottom of the first page of 
Table I (p.133 ) be read before a proper Interpretation can 
be made of the figures appearing in the tables. Such 
data, together with biographical data submitted by each 
subject on the questionnaire, provided the Information 
from which interpretations ware made. An effort has been 
made to Interpret this data briefly, yet adequately, and 
as objectively as possible. Inferences and conclusions 
which may be drawn from both the musical and psychological 
data will appear in the following chapter. 
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Beta1 a Personality 
Overt Life-Plan 
Beta wants to raise a "normal,rf healthy and happy 
family, but keeping up her extrafamillal cultural "interests" 
is essential. In childhood, lack of compliance was, for 
her, the worst sin. It was a duty to be striving for "the 
higher culture," but she always felt emotionally and so-
cially rejected at home. Thus, passivity was reinforced 
out of fear of more rejection while she craved acceptance. 
Values 
Social acceptance is the dynamo that keeps Beta's 
other values running. In Spranger fs terms social value is 
highest, political and aesthetic second and third, economic 
fourth, theoretical fifth , and religious last* 
She values intelligence, education, and critical 
thinking, but she wants social acceptance enough to put up 
with dullness. Culture is valued in the same way* an 
emotional hunger for close emotional attachments Is behind 
all the values and possibly accounts for their narrowness. 
Temporamenta1 Endowment 
Intellectually Beta is genuinely superior and 
orients well toward abstractions; common sense is less 
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natural to her. She seems to find Intellectual activity 
an escape from practical problems - a sort of mental play. 
In the realm of fantasy she shows genuine creativeness. 
In interest-orientation she turns toward the sources 
of excitement which are removed from daily life, i . e . , day-
dreaflis, fantasies of other times and places, drama, litera-
ture, and, in addition, gets some gratification from 
analysing the covert motives and emotions such as she meets 
in psychopathology and social case-work. At present she 
feels she has missed her most natural and temperamentally 
"rightn life pattern, but does not know what It is she has 
lost. 
Covert Structure 
Because of her p l a n t s 1 need to nurture Beta, their 
attentions were not only dominating, but restricting to the 
point where she felt forced into narrowing her interests 
and experiences to "proper" onea and so found herself sa-
tiated and bored. Her need for affection, age-mate com-
panionships, and recognition, which she felt must be 
secured "out-of-bounds" from the standpoint of parental 
authority, was counteracted by fear and guilt feelings 
regarding the danger of losing parental affection and even 
their irksome "nurturance.11 
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The home situation was reinstated when she married 
a socially desirable male who expected her to confine her 
needs and wants to proper housewifely duties, and who failed 
to allow her the intellectual independence aha so much de-
sired. She has a narrow range of mechanisms for getting 
what she wants, namely, affiliation fused with recognition. 
Her primary method is perfect, hence praiseworthy, com-
pliance. Her secondary method Is excelling intellectually 
or otherwise until she attracts an admirer. The two are 
so in conflict they defeat each other. 
In terms of formal defense mechanisms she uses 
little repression and super-ego control; the covert thema 
is almost identical with her overt statements. She uses 
primarily intellectualization, and secondarily the follow-
ing: denial, "eompartmentation,fT and suppression. Her 
ego is strong, i . e . , she can make consistent plana and 
follow them, however, she does not know toward what goals 
she wishes to make plans, hence she has gotten only half 
of what she really wants but does not know why she failed 
to get a l l , or even what is lacking. 
Conflicts 
Environmentally her primary conflict is that she 
is seen as snobbish as long as she fears rebuff and with-
draws. However, she has handled this fairly well and has 
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no pressing external problems because of her compliance 
and intelligence. 
Assessment 
Beta is bright, flexible, capable of reaching al-
most any goal she sets for herself, but without an ego-
ideal, hence drifting, lost, and at the mercy of her own 
cross-purposes. She wants affection, but does not know 
where to find it ; wants recognition, but got it (through 
marriage) at the price of ultimate defeat of personal 
achievement because she arranged to shine in reflected 
light; wants intellectual recognition, but does not know 
she also wants intellectual stimulation in and for Itself 
rather than as a sign of the cultured mind. 
There seems no di ,ger of psychosis or even severe 
neurosis, since she has agreed to strive to make th© best 
of her mediocre bargain. 
Beta fs Musical Preferences 
Musical Background and Training 
Participation in Music. Other than being exposed 
to eight years of grade school general music classes.. Beta 
did not participate in any school music organisations. 
She studied piano privately for two years, the violin for 
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piece was rated £ on the affective scale (10 being the Mghest—saofit pleasant ratings* 0 the 1mfeor,**** 
most unpleasant rating) aid the piano tone color was present in 2,17 per cent of all the Daily Log. 
items, In the Keston Tost there* were 1? pieces containing piano tone and the average response to 
these pieces was 2,53 (h being the highest rating; 1, the lowest). In the Forty~?Aght Bbccerpts Test 
there were 11 containing piano tone color arid the average response to these pieces was 6,82 (same 
rating scale as for the Daily Log)* Of Beta1 a Five Preferred Recordings 3 contained piano tone color, 
the average response being 9*00 (first choice arming the Five Preferred Recordings was assigned a 
rating of 10, fifth choice a ratine of 6j the other three choices were rated accordingly) • Shere no 
figures appear for a given tone color, that tone color was not present in the test or measure in 
question. 
The next major criterion is STACCATO~Lz£GATO* This exists as a continuum, i ,e , , there are 
an infinite number of degrees between extreme legato (represented by a MPI of 0) and extreme staccato 
(represented by a IS*I of 100), Among Beta*s Daily Log items the MPI for the nTotal effect" is 63.21 
which should be interpreted as being definitely on the staccato side, since a MPI of £0*00 represents 
no tendency toward either staccato or legato, (This is the case in the Keston Test score which is 
50,36), the remaining two MPI scores show a slight tendency toward the legato end of the scale. 
The Q means that fifty per cent of the cases lie within 21,00 on either side of the MPI (63*21), 
The criteria of T W O , SSB&TIOH^STIMULATIOK, 2HSAMICS, and RHYTHM also exist as continua, 
in which case'a MPI of 100 would mean the fastest* most stimulative, loudest, and most rhythmic 
music aad a MPI of 0 the slowest, most sedative, softest, and least rhythmical music• Again a MPI 
of SO would indicate no tendency toward either extreme. The q score for all STAGCATCWLBOATO criteria 
and the criterion "Prominence of pulse" under BHXfEM can never be smaller than 8,33 nor larger than 
£0,00. For all the other criteria which exist as continua Q will never be smaller than 12*50 nor 
1srger than $0.00* 
TABLE X (continued) 
CRITERION 
5'aD.7 I^g 
N AR MPI 
Teston test Forty-eigh^ 
53.33 
53.71 
77.50 
1*6,03 
SKBATION-S TIM0LATIONs 
Overall degree S-S . 8 
Frequency of change 8 
DYNAMICS» 
Predominant level 7 
Frequency of change 8 
msmim srsmmmt 
Chord structure 
Simple 1 7,00 
Classical 
Bomantic 3 9.00 
Inpressionistic 
Modern classical 
Modem popular <5.75 
frequency of modu-
lation 8 
RHYTHMi 
Prominence of Dulse 8 
Variability of proa. 8 
Var. of pattern 8 
Complexity of rJnythm 7 
36,0? 
5U.31 
52.63 
0.00 
Q PS N AR 
35.76 
37.19 
12.25 
38,21* 
26,39 37.10* 
21.87 
1*9,80 
39,37 
12.50 
120 
120 
102 
118 
11.1*7 
1*1*. 26 
Mi, 26 
20 
61 2 
1 
31* 
118 
120 
120 
111 
111 
2*60 
2.55 
2,00 
3,00 
2,35 
HPI 
1*8.26 
38.09 
62.02 
52.81* 
iuxcerpts 
N AR MPI 
1*1* 
35 
1*1* 
1* 
8 
15 
3 
1 10 
51.25 1*3 
1*3.35 1*1* 
53,19 1*0 
38 
53.35 38 
7.25 
6.75 
7.1*0 
7.67 
6.00 
7.70 
51.78 
1*7.01 
51.65 
l*l*.9l* 
T I W ' Preferred 
Recordings 
N AH MPI 
1*7.93 3 
50.62 1* 
46.86 h 
16.09 
55.10 
71.1*2 
75.75 
2 7.50 
1 10.00 
1 8.00 
76,hi 
28.5? 
50.00 
71*,U8 
30.65 VjJ 
Vn 
TABL3 I (concluded) 
I)aily Log Keston Test Porty-elgiii rive Preferred 
fixcerots Recordings 
CRITERION N AR MPI Q PS N AR MPI N AR MPI N AR MPI 
TYPE* 
Severely classical 31 2.29 23 7.22 
Popular classical 2 9.00 29.50 29 2.72 3 6,67 3 3.33 
Semi-classical 2 8.00 26,22 30 2.70 7 7.71 1 8.00 
Kit Parade popular U 6.75 IiU.26 8 2.50 5 7.30 
Connoisseur's pop. 22 2.50 5 6.80 
Country-western 1 7.00 
Novelty 
PERFOBMAKCB MEDIUM $ 
Solo 
Female voice 3 6,00 66.6? k 7.50 
Male voice 5 7.80 
Piano 6 7.17 3 9.00 
VjJ 
o 
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two years, drums briefly, and says that she f,didn* t accom-
plish anything at all. , r She sang for a short period in a 
church choir. 
Family Musical History, Though none of her family 
had ever had any musical training they were anxious to 
give beta the opportunity to study music if she wished/ 
Music was rarely performed in the ho-.ae* A radio was avail-
able, but no phonograph or piano. 
Favorite Vocalist. Szio Pinza. 
Favorite Ins tr urgent a list* Josa Iturbi. 
Rank Order of Preferred Types of Music. Light 
classical, "sweetTf popular*, folk music, severely classical, 
"hot" popular, hymns, hillbilly. 
Outstanding Musical Experience. Beta attended per-
formances of several wall-known and popular operettas and 
musical shows and was undecided which of these provided 
the most memorable musical experience. 
^acord Library. Her rather modest library of re-
cordings were preponderantly of the Hit Parade type. There 
were a few semi-classical and popular classical recordings. 
61 
Bally Log Yield, Five 'Preferred Recordings, Keston Musical 
Preference Test Score 
Daily Log« Beta submitted sixty-three Daily Log 
cards of which forty-six indicated popular and a few semi-
classical vocal compositions, nearly all with orchestral 
accompaniment. Her comments showed that many of the com-
positions were preferred because they aroused pleasant 
associatloml memories and usually were light and gay. 
The appeal for music which painted a romantic picture 
through words and tone was very strong. She disliked 
"novelty" music with nonsense words, and music which was 
cloylngly sentimental such aa "Daddyfs Little Girl. , f 
Seemingly there was no great preference for a particular 
vocal quality, but rather, more concern with the word con-
tent of a song. 
Five Preferred Recordings. 
(1) Glair de Lune - Debussy (Iturbi) 
(2) Polonnaise in A-flafc - Chopin (Iturbi) 
(3) Rhapsody In Blue - Gershwin 
(I4.) Londonderry Air - Romberg arrangement 
(5) Grand March from Aida - Verdi 
"Keston Test of Musical Preference. She ranked 
fifth highest among the twelve subjects with a score of 
98 .18 . 
Interpretation of Musical Criteria Scores 
Tone Color. Since Beta1s choices were nearly always 
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performed by or accompanied by orchestras there was a great 
deal of bowed string tone and somewhat less of brass and 
woodwind tone. Piano color was usually rated highly. 
Other than piano no single tone color seemed to be strongly 
appealing* with the possible exception of bowed string tone. 
Staccato-Legato. When judged by this criterion 
Beta's musical preferences showed no marked tendencies. 
Tempo. A wide variation existed hare, though there 
appeared to be a tendency for Beta more often to rate 
pieces in moderato or slower tempo, higher than those in a 
faster tempo. 
Sedation-Stimulation. Again, a wide range existed 
here with no apparent, noteworthy tendencies. 
Dynamics. Betars preferences exhibited a wide and 
rather frequently varying range of loudness and dynamic 
accent though the majority of her preferences were above 
mf. 
Hamonlc Structure. Her preferences when judged 
according to chord structure were preponderantly romantic, 
modern popular, or Impressionistic. 
Rhythm. There was a decided preference for music 
with a rather weak rhythmical pulse, although frequently 
llfO 
there were fluctuations In the prominence of the pulse. 
The rhythmical pattern was almost invariably simple. 
Fornal Structure. Virtually ail of Beta's prefer-
ences were written In simple song forms, with regular 
phrase structure, and with much repetition. 
Type. Although a few pieces were well-liked In any 
type-category, nearly all of Beta*s free choices were 
classified as Hit Parade popular, semi-classical and popu-
lar classical - In that order. 
Performance Media. Even though solo voices and to 
a much leaser extent vocal ensembles appeared among Beta1a 
choices, It was not a particular voice which appealed as 
much as the melody, and especially the lyrics. Other than 
this, th© piano as a solo instrument and the dance orchestra 
or small concert orchestra provided the media of performance 
for the majority of Beta's listening. • 
Summary Statement 
Beta showed a rather eclectic Interest In music -
more so than any of the other eleven subjects, although 
moat of the music which she chose for herself can be char-
acterized as containing romantic, or popular harmonies, 
apparent but not strong rhythmical puis®, and regular 
phrases which were much repeated. The words of songs were 
Ikl 
important to her, and many of the pieces were preferred 
because of strong and pleasant associational memories which 
they aroused. No other criteria by which her music were 
judged appeared to establish any consistent or important 
tendencies. 
Lambda * & Personality 
Overt Life-Plan 
Lambda wants to become a secretary and travel 
abroad. She expects her college education to relieve her 
of physical work and household drudgery. 
Probably because of her family's affective distance 
and Its lack of warmth, Lambda was disposed, first, to get 
away, and second, to find a certain security In the absence 
of a need for enduring human ties. She developed a genuine 
self-sufficiency In this cool family and now close rela-
tionships are unknown or even repugnant. 
Values 
In terms of Sprang©r values, the highest value 
seems to be a fusion of social and economic, consisting of 
status leisure, comfort, and upward mobility. The aes-
thetic cornea next, with theoretical coloring the aesthetic 
so that literature and languages are cathected. The 
•political value Is somewhat above religious, but both are 
weak. She values the classics in music, art , and litera-
ture because they are considered to he classics, not be-
cause she really enjoys them. This is an Indication of 
her upward mobility. Seeing cultures through languages, 
In which she Is much interested, Is a distancing of the 
relationship to the people, and a window through which to 
sea them without becoming, in the personal sense, emotion-
ally Involved. 
Temperamental Endowment 
Lambdafs basic intelligence Is probably very su-
perior. Her verbal ability la higher than her performance 
ability. She particularly excels in knowledge and reasoning 
concerning social organizations and cultural conventions. 
She has a good deal of creative imagination which expends 
itself in fantasy and rather arbitrary whimsy rather than 
in deeper abstract thought. She orients toward indirect 
rather than direct formulations of experience. This Is a 
sort of "buffering** reaction which enables her to tolerate 
the full range of available material which might otherwise 
be more traumatizing; e . g . , in her aesthetic preferences 
she likes woodcuts and pictures with low color, ffirreal'* 
style, and outdoor scenes. 
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Covert Structure 
She wants to be given love and benefits, but feels 
that in most cases people will attempt to exploit her, 
which, she also feels, is sheer sadistic aggression. Rather 
than hoping for affection she renounces It in any close 
personal sense and decides to rely on herself, then she 
feels she Is being exploited the only satisfactory solution 
she sees Is to quietly understand the situation without too 
much startle, and, with her newly developed insight, counter-
act the various forms of exploitation through cool-headed 
self-reliance, competence, autonomy, Invlolacy, and the 
renunciation of close affective ties as a way of life. 
Thus a whole series of joyful, sensual and playful 
gratifications go by the board, namely, she expresses no 
need for sex, nutrience, play, and excitance. She invests 
her affective response narclaslsstlcally, nurturing herself 
and furthering her own interests for lack of a better ob-
ject, I . e . , another person who fits her special requirements. 
Conflicts 
he has no major environmental conflicts although 
her social discomfort flares up when she is In uncongenial 
groups. She has sublimated or withdrawn from her strongest 
conflict - how to get affection on her own terns, i . e . , no 
asocial sex and no entangling complications. 
I 44 
Assessment 
Other people probably see her as hard to get to 
know, competent, Intelligent, attractive - at least super 
ficlally, hard-working, and mature in her sense of direc-
tion. The psychologist sees her as paying a price for her 
apparent lack of problems, namely, by renouncing certain 
kinds of ©motional situations and by withdrawing from close 
human ties . She is self-reliant but turned In on herself 
for gratification and stimulation to the point of narcissism. 
Secretarial work is congenial to her type of Intelligence 
which Is high In comparison with those with whom she will 
compete. She Is making adequate progress toward her goals. 
There is no immediate danger of serious neurosis or psy-
chosis, but sho might be seen as a little prig if her self-
preoccupation turns her completely sour. 
Lambda1s Musical Preferences 
Musical Background and Training 
Participation in Music» Lambda participated in 
eight years of grade school music, three and one-half 
years in each of the high school girls f glee club and 
mixed chorus, one year In a small Instrumental ensemble, 
three years In operetta productions, played saxophone eight 
years In the band, studied piano privately for three years, 
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TABLE XI (Continued) 
Daily Log ffeston Test Forty-eight Five Preferred 
Ehccerpt S Recordings 
CRITERION N AR MPI Q PS N AR .MPI K AR UP I N AR UP I 
TI2IP0 
Predominant tempo 29 50.15 38.03 120 19.33 W 51.63 2 77.77 
Frequency of change 33 51.83 37.11 119 51.6k kd U9.72 2 100.00 
SEDATIOS-STHAJLATIORJ 
Overall degree SS 33 52.22 37.UO 120 52.U0 kd 51.90 2 77.77 
Frequency of change 32 50.70 36.66 120 3 9.9k 2 77.77 
DYNAMICS 
Predominant level lk 50.22 38.38 102 2*6.6 7 39 52.32 1 100.00 
Frequency of change 32 76.09 214.95 118 56.88 U8 51*.U2 2 72.22 
HARM}NIC STRUCTURE 
Chord structures 
Simple k 5.50 
Classical 2 7.00 5.62 20 3.50 9 Q.kh 
Romantic 22 7.77 68.67 61 2.95 15 8.07 2 9.00 
Impre ssiordsti c 3 8.00 9.63 2 2.50 3 7.Hi 
Modern classical 1 7.00 2.81 1 3.00 1 9.00 
Modern popular 5 6,60 13.25 3k 1.12 13 5.77 
Keston Test 
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TABLE II (Concluded) 
Daily Log Keston test Forty-eight ' Five i Preferred' 
Excerpts Re h rt rv e* ' ^ \ J i . ' w - ' - - j - j W-
CRITERION N AR m Q PS M AR IvpT N AR \?I N AR IP I 
mmm 
Prominence of pulse 32 1*6,03 32.1*7 120 1*1.35 1*8 51.73 2 1*8.16 
Variability of prom. 32 5i.5o 37.51* 120 55.92 1*1* 51.97 2 50.00 
Var. of pattern 32 36.95 111 51**82 1*2. 51.82 2 27.77 
Complexity of rhythm 15' 25.58 25.00 111 56.08 1*2 1*9.1*3 1 0.00 
TYPE 
Severely classical 5 7.1*0 H*. 85 31 3.38 22 8.96 
Popular classical 19 7.89 60.21* 29 3.1*8 3 8.25 2 9.00 
•Semi-classical 6 8.67 16.86 30 2.37 7 7.00 
Hit Parade popular 3 6,67 8.03 8 1.00 6 5.50 
Connoisseur's pop. 22 1.00 6 6.00 
Country-western 2 3.50 
Kovelty 
PERFORMANCE MEDIUM 
Solo t 
Female voice 2 7.00 28.00 1* 6.25 
Male voice 2 7.50 30.00 5 7.00 
Piano 2 7.00 28.00 1 2.00 6 7.67 
P-
I P 
and wus a member of a church choir for five years* 
Family Musical History> The family had a positive 
attitude toward her musical training* No one In the family 
performed except a sister who played several orchestral 
instruments and piano. Ihe home contained a radio* piano, 
and an old acoustic phonograph. The record library con-
sisted of a few old popular recordings which "came with 
the phonograph.n Music was performed in the home "fairly 
often.tl 
Favorite Vocalist. Kelson iSddy• 
Favorite Instrumenfca list. Jose Iturbi. 
Rank Order of Preferred Types of Music. Severely 
classical, light classical, sweet popular, folk music, hot 
popular, hymns, hillbilly . 
Outstanding Musical Experience. Lambda heard a 
?tliven symphony concert in which was programmed Wagner's 
Introduction to th© Third Act of Lohengrin and Havel's 
Bolero . 
% i l y Log Yield, Five Preferred Recordings, Keston Musical 
Preference Test Score 
Pally Log. Two hundred and twenty-five cards were 
returned - more by far than any other subject. The great 
majority were descriptive of popular classical and semi-
classical compositions. Lambda's comment indicated that 
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the most appealing features In the music were melody, tempo, 
rhythm, and words - in that order. She disliked novelty 
tunes and country-western music, stating that they were 
trite, repetitious and that there was "nothing to them*11 
Five Preferred Recordings« 
(1) Introduction to Act I I I of Lohengrin -
Wagner. 
(2) Scheherazade (Schehex1•az;ade, s theme} -
Rimski-Kor s a kow 
(3) Walts of the Flowers fron The Nutcracker 
Suite - Tschaikowsky 
(If) "Music of Johann Strauss" - Strauss-
Kostelanetz 
(5) "Music of Victor Herbert" - Berbert-
Kostelanetx 
Keston Teat of Mualeal Preference. Lambda mace a 
score of 33 .39 t o rank highest among the twelve subjects. 
U "perfectn score Is 0 . 00 ; the "worst," 
Interpretation of Musical Criteria Scores 
Tone Color. This subject's choices included much 
bowed string tone and somewhat less brass and woodwind 
tone. There was also much vocal music, both solo and en-
semble with full orchestral accompaniment, but no indica-
tion that the vocal quality per se held any special appeal. 
She dialiked th© guitar, even when classical music was 
performed on it . 
Staccato-Legato* Melodies were moat often legato 
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with a moderately staccato background. The total effect 
was on the legato side. This was especially true of Daily 
Log choices. There was, however, quite a wide range of 
choices between these two extremes. 
Tempo• A wide fluctuation In tempi was shown with 
no marked tendencies toward either fast or slow music. 
Sedation-Stimula11on. Here the music was usually 
mildly stimulative, primarily because of dramatic quali-
ties in the music and not necessarily because of fast 
tempi or strongly pronounced1rhythms. 
Dynamics. A wide range was preferred with r a h e r 
frequent fluctuations in loudness level. 
Harmonic Structure. Romantic and impressionistic 
chord structure was moat often preferred with classical 
close behind. Approximately half of the pieces with a 
modern popular or a modern classical chord structure was 
only moderately we 11-liked. Simple, atonal, and modal 
harmonies were disliked. Preferred music exhibited much 
modulation. 
Rhythm. This was apparently a moat affective 
factor in all of Lambda13 choices. Although a wide range 
in prominence of rhythmical pulae was exhibited there was 
a definite preference for music where the pulse was only 
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comfortably apparent with a rather wide range In variabil-
ity of prominence of pulse, pattern and complexity of 
rhythmical pattern. 
Forma 1 Structure. Lambda 1s preferences were 
characterized as being homophonic with regular or regular-
irregular phrase structure. A wide variety of forms was 
represented with th© majority being simple and moderately 
complex song-forms. 
Type. Popular classical and semi-classical consis-
tently rated highest with severely classical close behind. 
A few popular pieces were moderately we11-liked. She 
showed an antipathy for country-western and novelty pieces. 
Performance Media. Nearly all pieces were per-
formed by full orchestra and a few by dance bands. She 
listened bo many vocal solos and ensembles and a few violin 
and piano solos - all with full orchestral accompaniment. 
Summary Statement 
Lambda participated freely and frequently in varied 
musical activities during her pre-university schooling and 
spent many hours listening to favorite radio programs which 
performed music of a popular classical and semi-classleal 
nature. She disliked country-western, novelty and popular 
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music, excepting a few selected Hit Parade pieces, and the 
majority of bar musical preferences were characterized by 
music which varied widely In tone color, tempi and dynamics 
but which was usually legato and lacking heavy rhythmical 
pulse, although there were moderately frequent changes in 
prominence of rhythmical pulse, beat pattern, and com-
plexity of rhythm and meter. The romantic elenient, musi-
cally speaking, was very apparent in nearly all of her 
preferences. 
Mu1s Personality 
Overt Life-Plan 
Mu wants to teach objective subject matter in a 
secondary school. He wants a family even more than a 
wife. His whole plan is oriented toward finding something 
he can do successfully so that he can settle down and 
raise a family. A family is important to Mu because his 
family is , and has been, a good one. His plan is flexible 
and he probably will succeed in effecting it. 
Values 
Mu1s highest value is a religious-social blend 
with an ethical-familial cast. His other values in order 
are! economic, political, aesthetic, and least of a l l , 
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theoretical. He wants to "be recognized as the highest 
example of a good, wholesome, average person. His personal 
integrity is an outgrowth of his familyfs emphasis on living 
up to one13 commitments. 
Probably his desire for a room of his own represents 
a need to get away from the demanding cultural life of 
college. His dislike of fraternities seems to stem from 
his desire for a close family-type relationship rather than 
a required set of social obligations. 
Temperamental Endowment 
The subject is barely in the superior range of 
intelligence. His knowledge of social rules and conven-
tions is excellent, but his Interpretation of the meaning 
of othersf behavior is arbitrary and often unusual, es-
pecially where his own dynamic conflicts are involved. 
His creative ability is very good, but In his life-plan 
and value system he refuses to exercise it . He seems to 
have a lively fantasy l i fe , the content probably being 
unconscious. 
His achievement drive Is low because he has not 
invested much in pushing himself forward. He Is capable 
of stimulation by a much wider range of experience than 
he is willing to express or capable of expressing. 
1 Sk 
In his aesthetic preference test he indicated fond-
ness for children, but dislike of intellectual themes as 
well as pictures dealing with love, couples, and sexual 
display. He liked realism in pictures and disliked irreal 
whimsy. This may be a reaction formation to his own ten-
dency to fantasy. 
Covert Structure 
Although he fantasies various antisocial urges he 
knows he must conceal them from others and repress them if 
possible. The very existence of such a problem depresses 
him. 
Mu overtly feels that he is an average college man 
with average parents and a prospect for an average life . 
Covertly this average concept shades toward the low end 
and carries the concept of being always unnoticed. He 
feels his Ideals are too high, and he dreams constantly of 
someone taking something away from him. 
In terms of defenses, he tries to repress and deny 
his feelings, fantasies, and urges toward any sort of ex-
citement. He displaces some of his aggression into self-
blame and self-righteous indignation and thus he Is using 
all three modes of punitive attribution, I . e . , he blames 
fate for his average endowment and background, blames 
others for their rejection of him, and blames himself for 
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urges that do not fit his values. His ego-ideal and super-
ego coincide and therefore he is "willing and obligatory, 
hence does not feel constricted by the prohibitions he 
freely puts on himself. 
Conflicts 
He probably will have no major environmental con-
flicts because he will not stay in any situation productive 
of such conflict and, fortunately for him, his preferred 
way of life can be had without much trouble in any small 
town. However, the pressure of his fantasy-life and the 
urges his fantasies embody will probably continue to make 
him feel he Is missing something unless he gets more ade~ 
quate id-outlets in some, as yet undlscernlble future. 
Assessment 
In the eyes of the public he might be seen as 
somewhat timid and provincial* ^rom the point of view of 
the psychologist his basic temperamental and dynamic 
equipment place him at the mid-point rather than at either 
extreme of almost all psychological dimensions. Because 
of this , hia ego-Ideal acceptance of the goal of being 
superlatively adequate in the proper and culturally de-
sirable ordinary pursuits Is peculiarly appropriate to his 
natural endowment. 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
Daily T-og Keston Test i'arty-sight yivf ? Pr ferred 
Sxcerpt; C3 -< Recordings 
CRITERION N AR MPI Q PS K AR KPI N AR * MPI N AR MPI 
TiilPO 
Predominant tempo 13 52.1*3 30.31 120 $0.36 h5 1*8.23 1* 50.00 
Frequency of change 17 52.5b 37.16 119 145.57 h3 50,50 1* li.6,00 
SEDftTIOH-STEJUL ATXOK 
Overall degree S~S 16 51.8? 37. ho 120 1*9.86 h2 1*6.32 it 51.93 
Frequency of change 17 00 36.18 120 56.37 h 22.22 
marAstcs 
Predominant level 12 76.55 2U.92 102 53.38 35 1*6.50 3 75.00 
Frequency of change 17 U6.5U 38.32 118 51*.55 hi 51.23 1* 71.87 
HARM021IC STRUCTURE 
Chord structure! 
Siiaple 1 9,00 7.08 3 8.33 
Classical 
7.88 
20 2.75 8 6.88 
Romantic 8 1*9.60 a 2.95 13 8.08 8.5o 
Impreesionistic 2 3.00 3 6.33 
Modern classical 
8 
1 2,00 1 6.00 
Modern popular 6.88 1*3.30 31* l.5o 12 6.17 
Frequency of modu-
lation 17 5l»82 37.35 119 60.28 ho 53.33 1* 51.88 
TABLE III (Concluded) 
itaiiy LD£~~ ' Keston fast ~ ^orty-e'ight "Eve Preferred 
Excerpts lie cor dings 
CRITERION H AR MPI Q PS N. AR MPI H AH MPI N AR MPI 
EHJTM 
Prominence of pulse 15 31.67 25.56 120 1*2.37 1*3 50.21* 1* 35.22 
Variability of prom. 17 52.30 36.68 120 53.22 1*2 53.1*0 k 23.53 
Var. of pattern 17 53.82 36.61* 111 1*7.65 30 1*8.1*0 h 23.53 
Cosaplejcity of rhythm lit 21}..1*2 2l*,92 111 56.13 38 1*5.09 h 0.00 
IPS 
Severely classical 31 2,61 22 6.91 1 10. oo 
Popular classical 5 7.60 31.1*0 29 3.10 2 8.00 1 9.00 
Seinl-elassical 5 8.00 33.05 30 3.00 6 8.66 2 7.50 
Hit Parade popular 5 6,80 28.09 8 1.25 6 7.16 
Connoisseur's pop. 22 1.32 6 1*,66 
Country-Western 1 9.00 7.1*3 1 5.00 
Novelty 
SRFORMAHCE MEDIUM 
Solo% 
Female voice 2 6.00 16.66 3 6.33 
Male voice 1* 7*11* 1*0.27 5 6.60 1 0.00 
Piano h 7.75 1*3.0? 1 3.00 5 5.60 1 10.00 
CD 
l$9 
Ku13 Musical Preferences 
Musical Background and Training 
Participation In Music• Mu took eight years of 
grade school music, played for seven years in the school 
band, sang for four years in boys' glee club, three years 
in mixed chorus, and for two years participated in small 
vocal and instrumental ensembles. He indulged In no extra 
currlcular musical activities. 
Family Musical History., The family had a positive 
attitude toward music. The only other performer In th© 
family was a brother who played the cornet* The home con-
tained a radio and piano, but no phonograph or recordings. 
Music was performed nfairly often11 In the home. 
Favorite Vocalist. Blng Crosby. 
Favorite Instrumentalist. Jos© Iturbi. 
Hank Order of Preferred Types of Music. Light 
classical, severely classical, hymns, folk music, sweet 
popular, hillbilly, hot popular. 
Outstanding Musical Experience. Mu attended a 
-rn-n.i-ririj.-.iiuOTiit. in n turn 'in ii'ilTri'H •«"— 
symphony orchestra concert while In high school. In which 
a performance of Sigar*s "Pomp and Circumstance11 made a 
memorable impression on him. 
Daily Log Yield, Five Preferred Recordings, Keston Musical 
Preference Test Score 
Daily Log. Twenty-five cards were returned of 
which sixteen of tho Indicated compositions were found on 
recordings and analysed. Fifteen of the twenty-five were 
vocal solos or ensembles with large orchestra or dance 
band accompaniment. His comment showed that he liked 
"plain, f f singable, obvious melodies against a background 
of conventional harmonies. There was a strong valence for 
religious songs, and songs whose texts contained a serious 
philosophical or sentimental message. He disliked songs 
which were repetitious and had "stupid1* words (Rag Mop, 
and I Can Dream, Can11 1 ) , or compositions which "lacked 
melody" {Chopin1 s Minute Walta, Moonlight Serenade [sic]) . 
Five Preferred Recordings. 
(1) "Moonlight11 Sonata - Beethoven 
(2) The Anvil Chorus - Verdi 
(3) The Lord1 s Prayer - Malotte (Coxao) 
(I4J The Bells of St. Mary 
(5) Ave Maria (Composer not specified) 
Keston Test of Musical Preference. Mu ranked 
fourth highest among the twelve subjects with a score of 
73 .30 . 
Interpretation of Musical Criteria Scores 
Tone Color. A preponderance of large orchestral 
l6l 
ensembles which provided much bowed string, brass and wood-
wind color was in evidence. Variety in color seemed to be 
desired. Mu preferred an unusually large proportion of 
mixed choral music, considering the responses of the other 
subjects. Male choral and solo numbers were well liked. 
The female solo voice was rather indifferently rated. 
31accato~Legafco• Preferred music was definitely 
at the legato end of th© scale. There were virtually no 
examples of extremely staccato melody or accompaniment in 
either the Daily Log or the .Five Preferred Recordings. 
This factor was sufficiently influencing that it appeared 
to affect the Keston and Forty-Bight Excerpts Tests scores 
as well. 
Tempo. There appeared to be no consistent pattern 
with regard to tempo. 
Sonanee. A rather pronounced aversion for disso-
nance was observed. 
Sedation-31imula11on. There was a slight preference 
for sedative music. Four of the Five Preferred Recordings 
were sedative and twenty-three of the twenty-five Daily Log 
items were sedative or mildly stmulative. This tended to 
be validated by the Keston and Forty-Eight Excerpts Tests 
results. 
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Dynamics. A wide variety of dynamics was usually 
preferred. Moat of the free choices were judged to contain 
a loudness level from nf to f f . Most changes in dynamics 
were gradual rather than sudden. 
Harmonic Structure. Simple harmonies were rated 
higher by Mu than by any other subject. Romantic harmonies 
were also highly rated. He was ambivalent toward pieces 
with impr ess Ionia tic harmonies, disliked modern classical 
harmonies, and mildly liked popular harmonies. 
Rhythm. With rare exceptions he chose music In 
which there was not a pronounced rhythmical pulse, although 
In many Instances there were moderate fluctuations in promi-
nence of pulse and variability of pattern. Simple rhythms 
and meters were preferred. 
Forma1 Structure. Mu preferred homophonic compo-
sitions, the majority being in simple song-forms with 
regular and occasionally regular-Irregular phrase struc-
tures. 
Type. He preferred mostly popular classical and 
ni»« Kn 
semi-classical music with a liberal sprinkling of Hit 
Parade popular. He was ambivalent toward severely classical 
and country-western music, and disliked connoisseur•a popu-
lar intensely. 
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Performance Media* He liked the male solo voice 
and piano solos and exhibited a pronounced preference for 
mixed choral music. Instrum.enta 1 ly, he preferred large 
orchestral ensembles. 
Summary Statement 
Mu participated in most of the available school 
music activities through grade and high school. He grew 
up in a home environment which exhibited a positive atti-
tude toward music. There was a strong religious element 
in his musical preferences. His preferences were charac-
terized by easily grasped, legato melodies with, most often, 
legato backgrounds. He had a tendency to choose sedative 
music, and pieces with simple and conventional harmonies, 
also simple rhythms without a pronounced pulae. He pre-
ferred popular classical and semi-classical compositions 
and a few Hit Parade popular pieces. He disliked music 
which was dissonant, complex in rhythm and harmonic struc-
ture, heavily rhythmical, and which contained rapid, 
staccato, "unsingablen melodic patterns* 
Pi 1s Personality 
Overt Life-Plan 
Fi wants to be a doctor in a small community, raise 
a family, and have enough income to provide security. At 
16^ 
home he was thoroughly lisciplined and considered disobe-
dience the worst sin ; ha felt punishment was deserved be-
cause he was aggressive. His family nurtured him in a 
cool, stable9 unemotional way, providing a bulwark against 
the chaos of an environment which changed frequently be-
cause the family lived in a great many different places. 
The small community In which he hopes to practice medicine 
should, he believes, reinstate this stable structure. 
Values 
His main value is stability and adherarice to es-
tablished obligations and purposes In a legalistic con-
tractual fashion rather than out of affective wamth. Ee 
is not aware that emotional warmth is what he seeks and 
what he is afraid of losing when he trie a to find a firm 
obligatory type of friendship-tie. It never occurs to him 
to dependently rely on the other person's outgoing love. 
He wants economic security to bolster his basic 
purpose of being able to offer enough to others, especially 
his children, so that they will accept him into close 
partnership. In the face of the conviction that he might 
be helpless in a potentially hostile world, he does not 
try to make the world less hostile and, in any case, would 
not believe that he could. Instead he tries to make him-
self less helpless, f irst , by entering into contractual 
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ties, and second, by being capable of taking care of him-
self . In terms of Spranger values he has made values 
central guide-lines for his life and has so fused and com-
bined them that they cannot be rank-ordered Intelligently. 
He Is quite interested in observing everything that 
happens as a global means of securing stimulation In a vi-
carious fashion, but 3uch stimulation is not associated with 
any of his conscious values. 
Medicine will , eventually, under the patient-doctor 
contract, yield him emotional warmth, but without entangling 
affective obligations on his part. His liking for solitary 
wandering seems to be an expression of autonomy in the 
above described sense of independence. 
Temperamental lindowxuent 
He seems to have a factual rather than a theoretical, 
intellectual approach. Because of his need to have objec-
tive knowledge of laws and conditions, he pays attention 
to them. When he is clearly dealing with imaginative 
material he freely indulges In a whimsical abstract sort 
of thought in which he selects just that part of the ma-
terial which appeals to him and then makes it into something 
exciting and different. 
In spite of his strong propensity for rules and 
limits he can appreciate and remember novel experiences 
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which fa l l beyond the usual conventions. I . e . , he does not 
feel morally obliged to ignore unconventional acts. He 
enjoys bright color and realism of style in pictures, but 
prefers them to depict legendary romantic content. He 
seems to be predominantly anal-retentive in character 
structure. 
Covert Structure 
PI feels the environment requires him to fulfil 
certain imposed expectations which he considers to fee 
monotonous. This leads him into a super-ego conflict be-
tween a l l the "wild oat" activities that mean play for a 
college student, and study. He lacks a whole cluster of 
needs which give satisfaction to most people, such as domi-
nance, exhibition, recognition, and exposition. To him, 
all aggression and autonomy are fundamentally asocial. 
Despite all these prohibitions on himself he manages 
to gain affective stimulation in sufficient quantities to 
keep from ?* drying up,n probably by voyeristic enjoyment of 
others* activities and escapades, by indulging In fantasies, 
and in contemplation of his future as a doctor. The In-
tensity of such stimulation is quite high. 
Though he readily defers to others, and feels him-
self physically and socially small, he nonetheless feels 
within himself a solid core, and has a.realistic assessment 
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of his own power. He sets limits on how far he can be 
bullied or pushed, willingly complying up to a crucial 
point where he feels his Integrity and self-esteem are 
being violated. 
Conflicts 
His main ix\tr a-psychic conflict seems to revolve 
around his genuine and temperamentally based sensitivity 
to everything exciting in the environment. Environmentally 
he is In conflict because he hungers for warm affective 
attachments and the path he has sot for himself will not 
lead to this, but he does not know it . Furthermore, at 
the present time his gratifications are deferred because 
he is not sure he will be admitted to medical school, in 
which case he will be forced to abandon the only plan of 
which he can conceive which will secure for him that which 
he wants. Keen academic competition for admittance to medi-
cal school means current deprivations and induces acute 
anxieties. 
Assessment 
Others probably see him as shy, socially negligible, 
socially correct - perhaps even over-correct for a member 
of a college population. The psychologist sees him as 
having selected an occupation which fits his melange of 
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needs-, Despite his overt shell and his withdrawing de-
fenses, the fact that he keeps his capacity to watch, reg-
ister, and enjoy the rich stimuli provided by the environ-
ment prevents him from becoming a repressed neurotic. Even 
so, he has not found modes and mechanisms for achieving 
warm social Integration. He is still an outsider looking 
in. 
Piys Musical Preferences 
Musical Background and Training 
Participation in Music. In addition to participa-
tion In the usual eight years of compulsory grade school 
music PI played for three years in his high school band 
and for two years was a member of a small instrumental 
ensemble. He played four brass instruments and for a brief 
period studied the clarinet. His only participation in 
vocal .music was as a member of the boys* glee club for one 
year. He also played in a lf-H Club orchestra. 
Family Musical History. All of the members of a 
rather large family except the father played one or several 
Instruments and mest of them sang. Music was often per-
formed in the home which contained a radio, phonograph, 
•and piano. 
Favorite Vocalist* A1 Jolson. 
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Favorite Insfcrumentalist , Harry James * 
Hank Order of Preferred. Tjpes of Music. Light 
classical, sweet popular, hot popular, h i l lbil ly , severely 
classical, folk music, hymns, 
Outstanding Musical Experience, Pi was moat im-
pressed when, aa a high school student, he heard for the 
first time a , ?live" symphony orchestra concert, 
Record Library, His record library contained 
approximately tan alburns which were all of semi-classical 
or Hit Parade popular type. 
Daily Log Yield, Five Preferred Recordings, Keston Musical 
Preference Test Scor© 
Daily Log, Pi turned in twenty-seven cards of which 
ten were descriptive of music heard in "live" concerts. All 
but 3even were descriptive of instrumental music, usually 
performed by large orchestras. Of the seven containing 
vocal music three were rated at the indifferent or slightly 
disliked level. Pi 's comments showed that he liked large 
instrumental groups, contrasta in dynamics, and, above a l l , 
extreme clarity in melodic, harmonic, and rhythmical struc-
ture. A wide range of musical types was represented in the 
cards, 
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Five Preferred Recordings* 
(1) Rhapsody in Blue - Gershwin 
(2) Minute Waltz - Chopin 
(3> "On the Trail1' from Grand Canyon Suite -
Orof e 
(Pi did not list a fourth and fifth choice,} 
Keaton Test of Musleal Preference, Pi made a score 
of 1 1 9 t o rank ninth highest among the twelve subjects. 
Interpretation of Musical Criteria Scores 
fone Color, Since Pi chose to listen to large-
orchestral ensembles in preference to vocal ensembles or 
solos of any sort, there did not appear to be any one tone 
color which was preferred, although plucked strings* the 
guitari and the piano were consistently rated high. Only 
a very few voices appealed to him. 
Staccato-Legato, Although Pi liked certain smoothly 
flowing, rather non-rhythmical pieces he ahowed a definite 
preference for staccato melodies with very staccato back-
grounds • 
Tempo, Here, too, there was a wide choice , but 
the majority were classified as allegro-presto, 
3edation-31imulation, The majority were mildly 
stimulative to stimulative., 
17k 
Dynamics, There were wide fluctuations in dynamics 
in moat of Pi*s choices, hut the majority v/ere classified 
at the loud and of the range. 
Harmonic Structure, Pi liked pieces which had a 
romantic, modern popular, or classical chord structure, 
although the latter did not appear in his free choices • He 
disliked impressionistic music. 
Rhythm, All free choices hut one contained pro-
nounced rhythms• His preference for a strong, rather 
simp1© and unvarying rhythmical pulse was corroborated by 
the fteston and Forty-Bight Excerpts tests. 
Formal Structure, Pi 's choices were characterised 
as being homophonic, of regular phrase structure, simple 
in form, and containing much repetition. 
Type, Type did not seem to be, as was true in 
nearly all other cases, a prime determinant of Pi 's pre-
ferences, Most of his choices were semi-classical and 
popular. Although he did not choose country-western often, 
he rated it high. Be was ambivalent toward severely classi-
cal music, rating it negatively as often as positively. 
Performance Media, Nearly all of Pi ! s choices 
were performed by large ensembles - moat of them orchestral. 
Solob rarely appealed to him, although he consistently 
rated piano aolos high. 
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Summary Statements 
PI lived in a musical home environment and showed 
much interest in instrumental music in high school, Hla 
preferences indicated a wide range of .musical types though 
most were semi-classical and popular* He preferred music 
which had a pronounced rhythmical pulse, was rather stac-
cato* stimulative, fast , rather loud, repetitive, and of 
simple form and phrase structure, 
BhD*3 Personality 
Overt Life-Plan 
Rho says she wants to work in a nursery school or 
child clinic , but it is apparent she would much prefer to 
get carried and raise a family. Her ideal husband would 
be intelligent, kind, understanding, fun-loving, and reli-
gious, This picture may be an amalgpua of both father and 
grandfather. The latter was specified aa being particu-
larly affectionate and indulgent. 
Values 
In Sprang©rfs terms the religious value is dominant. 
The social value ranks second, aesthetic third, theoretical 
fourth, political and economic last. Contentment and peace 
and harmony are the sain values which spark the rest. No 
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specific origin for this set of values can be found, but 
probably she was severely inhibited with respect to ex-
pression of aggression as a child. Interest in music* 
dancing, and clothes, fuse social and religious values with 
the aesthetic value. 
Temperamental Endowment 
Her intelligence is superior, with better verbal 
skill than visual-n^otor discrimination, Although her ca-
pacity for abstract thinking is good* she stays on a some-
what superficial level. In response to her motherfs pressure 
towaz*d academic achievement she learns what is ©xpected and 
customary, and paya attention to what is proper rather than 
being open to rich experiences. Stereotypy is the primary 
result. 
While she has fundamental oral cravings, they are 
unsatisfied and she has developed a sat of anal-retentive 
mechanisms to keep what she has. However, these mechanisms 
are backed by the force of her retentive mother, hence are 
disliked. Thus, while she ia predominantly oral, she has 
adopted the anal mechanisms foisted on hor, but without 
enthusiasm, and 3he looks back longingly to the oral, lost 
paradise as represented by the indulgent family males. 
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Covert Structure 
She seams to be genuinely low in needs for achieve-
ment, acquisition, recognition, and construction* I*e* * the 
outgoing, aspiring needs* Her real strivings revolve aroxuid 
her social life . Mhe wants recreation with groups of 
friends hut she fee Is she is unattractive and is sure she 
cannot compete for men with the other girls* 
Another consequence of her need for social inter-
action is that she finds herself, to hor surprise, lured 
from the group by her duty to a friend* Covertly, this ia 
a subtle repetition.of masculine rejection and she capitu-
lates, placing her friend !s ( r i v a l s , perhaps mother-
figure f s) welfare above her aff illative needs* 2?his is 
done, however, with such reluctance that she has vivid 
aggression fantasies. Despite these fantasias and perhaps 
with some guilt because of them, she does her duty of nur-
turing the friend* Covertly, there lis a firm conviction 
that she is unlovable and the last to be chosen in any 
competition* 
Her super-ego or moral code is taken over without 
thought from th© culture within which she has been reared 
and she is rigidly bound by it* She has no ego-ideal dis-
tinguishable from this code, hence no overt rebellion 
against any of the social mores* 
2 
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Sax and aggression are closely linked as cause and 
effect, and both are forbidden* Thus the only mechanism 
she has for meeting frustration is to plead for considera-
tion, help, and forgiveness, presumably for having committed 
the sin of being frustrated. This reinstates the frus-
trating situation rather than leading to any readjustment 
of the circumstances* As a result her ego is actually 
weak since she cannot find socially acceptable outlets for 
her needs and Impulses* However, although she does riot 
know how to get what she wants, her goals are fairly clear, 
and in this sense her personality has a certain brittle 
conslatency. 
Conflicts 
Rho seems to have no overt conflicts with the en-
vironment. Psychologically she is caught between obliga-
tions as defined by her super-ego and her emotional needs. 
Her relative freedom from active conflicts pax'tly stems 
from her lack of drive, and partly expresses the fact that, 
for her, either alternative would be worse than her present 
state of suspended animation* 
Assessment 
Others would probably see her as quiet, inoffen-
sive, intelligent, proper, religious, conscientious, and 
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lacking in drive. To the psychologist it appears that she 
does not get much need-gratification because of over-
rigidity . There seems to be no acute threat of psychosis, 
or even of severe neurotic symptoms despite the general 
neurotic structure. I f she is subjected to severe stress 
and adopts any neurotic symptoms, the3 a are likely to take 
the form of some sort of illness, perhaps psychosomatic. 
Rho1s Musical Preferences 
Musical Background and draining 
Participation in Music. In addition to eight years 
of grade school music Rho played a woodwind instrument for 
seven years in school bands, two years in a small ensemble, 
sang for four years in girls 1 glee club and mixed chorus 
and played piano well enough to accompany the boys* glee 
club. She also played and sang for church services. 
Family Musical History. Her parents1 attitude 
toward music was positive and music was performed in the 
home rtfalrly often.H The mother played the piano. There 
was a radio in the home. 
Favorite Vocalist. Bing Crosby. 
Favorite Instrumentalist. Artur Hublnstein. 
Hank Order of Preferred fyges of Music. Severely 
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classical , light classical, sweet popular, hymns, hot pop-
ular, folk music, hillbilly* 
Outstanding; Musical Bxpcrlance* Rho heard an all-
Bach concert of organ music performed by a renowned artist . 
Record Library* The home contained no phonograph 
and Rho possessed no record library. 
Dally Log Yield , Five Preferred Recordings, Keston Musical 
Preference Test Score 
Daily Loz* Hho returned thirty-one cards• Of 
these, s ix were vocal (three of which ware rated negatively) 
and the others ware large orchestral selections. Nearly 
all of her choices were classified as severely classical or 
popular classical. Piano music, particularly the concerto, 
held much appeal for her* The comments which appeared on 
the cards were not very explicit regarding what features 
of the music she thought ware especially affective* She 
listed melody, harmony, rhythm, changes in tempo, and in-
strumentation - in that order - as those features which 
appealed most* Her dislikes were more explicit ; she dis~ 
* 
liked certain vocal qualities, music which lacked clear-cut 
melodies (she comments that the faganini D Major Concerto 
has "too much technique" and "not enough melody1'), and 
f,cornyn instrimentation and "exaggerated rhythms'* found in 
country-western music. 
Five Preferred Recordings. 
(1) Jesu, Joy of Man1 s Desiring - Bach-Hess 
(2) Second Piano Concerto - Rachmaninoff 
(3) Fantasia Impromptu - Chopin 
(k) You'll Never Walk Alone - Waring arrangement 
(5) Concerto in A Minor for Piano and Orchestra -
'Or leg 
Keston Test of Musical Preference. Rho made a score 
of 62 .57 to rank third highest araont the twelve subjects. 
Interpretation of Musical Criteria Scores 
Tone Color. Her choices indicated that she much 
preferred bowed string and piano colors. Evan though much 
of this was heard through the medium of the symphony orches-
tra where string ton© is very prominent she preferred it 
over brass and woodwind tone colors which also are promi-
nent. She tended to rate percussion tone color considerably 
below either string, woodwind or brass tone color. The 
piano was much liked as a solo instrument. She rated vocal 
solos lower, although still positively, than any of the 
other subjects. The guitar was heartily dialiked, even 
when classical music was performed on it. 
Staccato-Legato. A few of Rho's preferences showed 
a wide variation with regard to staccato-legato but most 
indicated a definite tendency toward legato - more so than 
any other subject. 
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Tempo. The majority were classified as raodera to 
and more were classified as lento-andante than allegro-
presto. Many of those compositions highly rated were 
quite changeable in tempo. 
3eda11 on-StImulatlon. Although the variation was 
wide there was a slight tendency toward a preference for 
sedative music. 
Dynamlea. There was much variability in dynamics 
but the majority of Rho13 preferences ranged from ££ to ,nf» 
Harmonic otructure. Romantic* impressionistic, 
and classical chord structure was rated high. She usually 
liked pieces which had modern classical harmonies, and 
only occasionally liked those which had popular harmonies. 
She disliked pieces with simple harmonies. 
Rhythm. Only a few of Rho's preferences could be 
classified as having pronounced rhythms. Nearly all of 
her choices contained rhythmical pulses which were "hardly 
apparent" or " a p p a r e n t . T h e s e were characterized by a 
moderate amount of variability in pattern and complexity. 
Formal Structure. Her free choices were charac-
terized by much repetition of melodic ideas and many had 
T 
regular-irregular as well as regular phrases. Although 
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nearly all of her free choices were homophonlc she pro-
fessed to like polyphonic music very much - especially the 
music of Bach. A large proportion of her choices had been 
written in the larger forma and in many cases were quite 
complex. She was one of only a few of the subjects who 
listened to and rated highly, abstract as well as program-
matic composit ions. 
Type. Rho decidedly liked nearly all severely 
classical and popular classical music. Most semi-classleal, 
and a little Hit Parade popular music was rated somewhat 
lower. She disliked connoisseur1s popular and country-
western music. 
Performance toedla. Nearly all of her choices were 
performed by the large orchestra, or solo piano and orch-
estra. She rated vocal ensembles high but did not choose 
them in her daily listening. 
Summary Statement 
Rho liked nearly all classical music of all schools 
of composition and generally disliked sophisticated popular 
and country-western music. She liked the sound of the solo 
piano and particularly the bowed string tone of the symphony 
orchestra. Her preferences were characterized as being 
definitely legato, slow or moderately slow in tempo, 
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slightly sedative, generally lacking in a strong percussive 
rhythmical pulse, and more often soft or moderately loud 
than loud. Compared to the other subjects she showed an 
unusual liking for compositions written in the larger 
forms though the melodic ideas had to be clear-cut and 
repetitive enough to make such music under a t a ridable to her. 
Sigma1 a Personality 
Overt Life-Plan 
Signa wants to graduate with a degree in business, 
work in a men's clothing store as a salesman, and even-
tually own his own business. The present status of this 
ambition is a global failure. He wants to be integrated 
with a family, but he never says that he wants to start 
one. 
Values 
In rank order his Spranger values are: social, 
economic, political, aesthetic, religious, and theoretical. 
He wants to escape his own minority culture and climb to 
what he perceives as a higher culture. This is almost an 
overt striving as well as a value. His economic, political, 
and aesthetic values are blended as part of "the wider l i fe " 
he sees as representative of the culture to which he as-
pires. He values recognition and admiration, refinement 
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and lack of rowdyism, and physical comfort - especially 
warmth. 
His interests often serve aesthetic display, e . g . , 
a "flashy" car and fine clothes. Music serves both an 
autonomous sentience arid cultural acceptability while his 
record collection serves his need for luxurious expense. 
Temperamental Endowment 
Sigmafs intelligence is slightly below that of the 
average college student fs. His verbal ability is higher 
than his performance capacity and chiefly shows itself in 
a verbal knowledge of social structure and conventions. 
Bis approach toward creative efforts is one of constriction 
in the sense of good middle class tastes. He blocks sen-
sual, sexual, and aggressive urges. 
In pictures he prefers color, drama, and exciting 
stories which depict young love and fires. He prefers a 
picture content which is mystical or romanticised rather 
than realistic. 
Covert Structure 
Basically, Sigma wants recognition by attracting 
attention through exhibition. This Is the key to his al-
most compulsive attention to his dress and language, which 
Invariably are imposing. Though he would like recognition 
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for Intellectual achievements, he fears failure, and in 
fact, often does fall* He feels also that he Is at the 
mercy of aggression from society which might cause him to 
lose his beloved self and to fall even beyond the failure 
produced by his own lack of competence. 
He fears physical incapacitatIon and is a Laost 
hypochondriacal. This bodily anxiety Is undoubtedly rooted 
in sexual anxiety, stemming from his severe denial and re-
pression of all sex or^es to the point of disowning them. 
Indirectly, through passive submission to domina-
tion, he gets the recognition he craves In a masochistic 
form, i . e . , by being manipulated and used by someone else, 
he himself is thrust into the limelight, even if cast in 
the role of victim. However, he Is unaware of this indi-
rect satisfaction of his most basic need. 
In terms of personal history, everything is glo-
balised, summarized, distanced and repressed. His con-
striction has, In the first place, restricted the vividness 
of his awareness of his life , and, in the second place, he 
has repressed all but the bare events. His sensual needs 
are partially sublimated in aesthetic channels of music 
and dress. The compulsive care with which he dresses pro-
vides a species of sentient pleasure of an orderly 3ort. 
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Conflicts 
Sigma ha3 a fundamental conflict between his need 
to dominate and be recognized, and his need to defer and 
comply with authority. All his active needs for excitance 
conflict with the super-ego prohibition against spontaneity, 
bub not seriously, because of their low strength. His 
environmental conflicts are .common to those of his ethno-
logical group. 
Assessment 
At the time this man was interviewed he was passive -
affectively and motivationally, over-controlled, conven-
tional, and bent on meeting the standards of the majority 
ethnological group of which he is not a member. He has no 
great spontaneity and Is blocking what little he has. 
He is operating with obsessive-compulsive modes of 
behavior. Underlying this he has hysteroid repressions 
and sufficient occupation with bodily complaints to make a 
conversion reaction tempting. 
3ome of his tendencies arc fundamentally schizoid 
while his feminine attitudes are conducive to adopting a 
passive parasitic adjustment. So overt paranoid schizo-
phrenia Is present, however, though the personality struc-
ture is fertile soil for developing It . 
TABLE TL 
SIGMA1 S SCORES ON THE VARIOUS MEASURE OF IfDSICAL PREFERENCE 
CRITISION H* 
Daily Log 
AR* MPI* Q* PS* N 
Keston test 
AR MPI 
Forty-eight 
Sxcerpts 
N AR MPI 
Five Preferred 
Recordings 
K AR MPI 
TONE COLOR 
Piano h 8.00 5.U6 1? 2,63 11 0.91 
o . o o Plucked strings h 8,00 5.U6 25 2,32 8 8.63 1 
Bowed strings 6 8.33 8,87 91 2.3k 2h 8.33 3 8.67 
Brasa 13 7.69 16.39 9h 2.63 22 8,59 3 8,67 
Woodwind Hi 8.U3 20. h9 107 2.53 26 8.51* h 8.50 
Female solo voice 8 7.50 11. hi u 9,50 1 10,00 
Jfcle solo voice 6 7.00 8.06 5 8,60 
Female vocal ens. 1 8.00 1.50 l 8.00 
Male vocal ens. 1 6.00 1,09 2 7,50 
Mixed choral ens. 2 8.SO 3.00 
Guitar 1 9.00 1,36 1 U.00 3 8.00 1 8.oo 
Percussion 11 7,33 16,00 73 2.65 12 8.67 3 8,67 
STACCATO-LEGATO 
Prime raelody 17 U2.29 29.58 Uli. U8.21 1*7 50,18 h 51.98 
Background 17 65.3k 25.13 n)i 52.30 1*7 50.59 h 85.1*3 
Total effect 17 U8.55 36.09 11U 50.95 hi 50. CO h 51.98 
*N r Number, AR ~ Average Response, 1£PI a Musical Preferenoe Index, Q s Inter-quartile range, 
PS * Per cent Score* 
vO 
TABLE VI (Continued) 
Forty-eight 
2xcerr>ts 
N AR MPI 
Five Preferred 
Recordings 
N AR MPI CRITERION 
Daily Log 
N AR MPI PS 
Kestlon Test 
N AR 
TEMPO 
Predominant tempo 16 
Frequency of change 17 
SSDATIOu -STr<H3LAT10N 
Overall degree S-S 17 
Frequency ©f change 17 
DYNAMICS 
Predominant level 16 
Frequency of change 16 
HARMONIC STRUCTURE 
Chord structurei 
Simple 
Classical 
Romantic 7 8.11* 
Impressionistic 
Modern classical 
Modem popular 10 7.60 
Frequency of modu-
lation 17 
U7.8S 
U9.69 
kk.75 
1*9.72 
7k.50 
52.15 
35.93 
37.67 
35.11* 
38.2k 
25.00 36.06 
120 
119 
120 
120 
102 
118 
1*2.85 
57.15 
26.23 2k.91 
20 
61 
2 
1 
31* 
120 
2.60 
2.29 
2.50 
1.00 3.02 
51.61 
53.05 
52.1*6 
58.62 
55.ok 
1*5.91 
h7 h7 
h 7 
38 
1*1* 
15 
13 
8.00 
8.11 
8.33 
9. 
9 
8.77 
,00 
,00 
k9.52 
51.5k 
k9.5i 
k9.80 
50.00 
22.22 
55.55 
50.00 
21.87 
73.52 
52.22 
3 8.67 
1 8.00 
k3.95 k6 k6.70 k 50.00 
sO 
rj 
TABLE 71 (Concluded) 
Daily Log "eston Test forty-eight Five Preferred 
Excerpts Recordings 
CRITERION N AR MPI Q PS N AR MPI K AR MPI N AR UPI 
RHYTHM 
Prominence of pulse 17 31.1*6 25.29 120 51.06 1*7 1*9.1*1* h 5 0.67 
Variability of prcn. 17 5 0 . 0 0 38.66 120 53.17 1*3 50.96 h 0.00 
Var. of pattern 17 1*9.70 38.29 111 57.73 la 50.37 h 0.00 
Complexity of rhythm 15 1*7.70 36.57 111 52.79 1*0 50.95 h 0.00 
TYPE 
Severely classical 2 8 . 0 0 12.00 31 2 . 5 8 21* 8.1*2 
Popular classical 3 7.67 17.29 29 2.79 3 8.33 2 9.50 
Semi-classical 2 9.00 13.53 30 2 . 3 0 6 8.00 1 7.00 
Hit Parade popular 3 7.67 17.29 8 2.87 6 9.00 
Connoisseur's pop. 7 7.57 39.81* 22 3 . 1 8 6 9.00 1 8.00 
Country-western 2 8.00 
Novelty 
PERFORMANCE MEDIUM 
Solo J 
Female voice 6 7.67 68.65 h 9.50 1 1 0 . 0 0 
Male voice 3 7.00 31.31* 5 8.cO 1 9 . 0 0 
Piano 1 3 . 0 0 6 9.17 
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Sigma1s Mus ieal Preferences 
Musical Background and Training 
Participation in Music* Sigma*s musical background 
was quite meager* His only experience In school music was 
singing In a high school mixed chorus for twc years* For 
a short period he sang in a church junior choir* He has 
had no training on any Instrument* 
Family Musical History* Music was hardly ever per-
formed in the home although It afforded a piano* The 
father sang a little and played the cornet* The attitude 
of the parents toward Sig^a's musical training was negative* 
Favorite Vocalist* Gladys Swartbout. 
Favorite Ins tr urgent a I la t * Jaacha Heifetz* 
Rank Order of Preferred Types of Music* Hot popular, 
aweet popular, hymns, light classical, folk music, severely 
classical, hillbilly. 
Outstanding Musical Experience* Sigma heard a 
concert by a famous female opera star* 
Record Library* His library contained more than 
fifty recordings* Of these, thirty were vocal recordings, 
sixteen were classical, nine were serai-classical, and 
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twenty-eight were popular (mostly connoisseur's popular)* 
His collection covered an unusually wide range of aesthetic 
styles* Nearly all of the severely classical pieces were 
recordings of opera arias and art songs, usually performed 
by a female singer* The instrumental works were, almost 
without exception, richly rhythmical and colorful. 
Dally Log Yield, Five Preferred Recordings, Keston Musical 
Preference Test Score 
Pally Lo£. Sigma turned In twenty-seven cards of 
which nineteen were vocals and five were heard in live 
concerts. Classified according to type they covered a 
wide range, divided about evenly between popular and classi-
cal music. His comment indicated that he liked genuineness 
of feeling in musical performance and disliked "faked" 
styles and nwrongn tempi. He also liked rich tone colors 
and rhythms* The meaning of the words in music was Impor-
tant to him. 
Five Preferred He cor din,: 3. 
(1) Habanera from Carmen - Bizet {Gladys 
Sw&rthout) 
(2) Opus In Pastels - Kenton 
{3} Song of the Toreador from Carmen - Bizet 
(Merrill) 
(If) Jalousie - Gade (Performed by Boston Pops) 
(5) The Lord Will Make a Way - Dorsey (Sung by 
Juanita Jackson) 
Keston Test of Musical Preference. Sigma*3 score 
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was 115.26 which ranked, him seventh highest among the twelve 
subjects. 
Interpretation of Musical Criteria Scores 
Tone Color. Brass, woodwind, percussion and the 
solo female voice accounted for approximately two-thirds 
of the tone colors present in Sigma1s choices. He also 
listened to and rated highly, choral ensembles of many 
types, tiind instrument tone colors seemed to be more pre-
ferred than string instrument colors except guitar, which 
was consistently rated high. The instrumentation of the 
larger portion of the music was notable for its unusual 
voicing and color. 
Staccato-Legato. The melodies ranged from extreme 
staccato to extreme legato but In the majority of cases 
were heard over a decidedly staccato background. 
Tempo. Nothing of significance appeared regarding 
tempo, although most of Sigma fs free choices had a tempo 
of moderate or slower. There was a moderate amount of 
variation In tempo. 
5edation-Stimula11on. There were no strong ten-
dencies toward either extreme. Most of the free choices 
were classified as mildly stimulative. 
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Dynamics. Most of the music ranged between mf and 
f f . This was especially true of Sigma1s free choices. 
There was a moderate amount of variability. 
Harmonic Structure. 3Igrna1s free choices were all 
classified as having a modern popular or romantic chorda1 
structure. However, In the Keston and Porty-iiight Excerpts 
Test results there appeared to be no noteworthy differences 
of preference for any of the chordal structures represented. 
Rhythm, when classified according to prominence 
of pulse, variability of this prominence, and pattern, 
Sigma*s test results showed no marked tendencies. His free 
as well as forced choices showed variety in their rhythmical 
treatment. 
Formal Structure. All free choices were homo-
phonic, with mostly regular phrases, in simple song forms, 
and were almost exclusively programmatic. There was much 
repetition of phrases. 
Type. Sigma was one of the few subjects for whom 
type did not appear to be a prime determinant of musical 
preferences. He chose widely among all types except 
country-western and novelty. A sophisticated popular 
music lover would probably consider him discriminating In 
his choices of this type of music. His classical prefer-
ences were, in the majority, popular classics. 
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Performance Media. Here again Sigma showed a wide 
range of preferences, but he seemed expeclally attracted 
to the female solo voice. 
Summary statement 
Color tended to be the predominant consideration 
in S i g m a c h o i c e s . He was sensitive to styles of per-
formance, liking widely divergent styles, but also being 
quick to detect and react against pocr interpretations of 
these styles. Wind instruments, percussion ( i . e . , as part 
of the background) and voices, particularly the female 
voice, strongly aopealed to him. His preferences were 
rather uncomplex and conventional as far as musical form 
was concerned. Most of his free choices maintained a 
rather loud dynamic level, although there was a moderate 
amount of variability. 
Tau13 Personality 
Overt Life Plan 
Tau's ambition is to ffget to be a big man* and to 
"follow in his father's footsteps." He wants to go into a 
business, expand it into a big corporation, and then be 
free to leave whenever he pleases on hunting and fishing 
vacations with a few friends. Apparently his main conscious 
ambition is to be what he says his parents are, namely, 
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well-known and liked, consequently important. 
Values 
Most important to Tau is social and economic 
achievement of awards and recognition. The vulgar and 
cheap would normally be rejected, but would be tolerated 
if they were inescapable in his progress toward social 
position. Health is important to him. A clean, simple, 
outdoor nature, he feels, is wholesome and a refuge from 
the struggle and social pressure involved in getting to be 
a f,big man.n 
In order of importance his Spranger values are: 
political, social, economic, aesthetic, religious, and 
theoretleal. 
Taufs interests are largely utilitarian, e . g . , the 
Mright" political party, a beautiful, intelligent wife, 
handsome family, interest in sports, good grades, fraternal 
ties, and leadership In approved and popular community 
enterprises, would all serve to help him become a nbig man.!? 
Temperamental Endowment 
Tau is especially good In both motor coordination 
and speed. His full scale intelligence quotient is very 
superior, but his use of verbal concepts is undeveloped. 
His most creative and most efficient thought process is 
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theoretical-Integrative of the sort found in executives 
rather than the sort found in artists. Be makes rich 
creative use of the practical material at hand. 
He has a good capacity to Integrate his life and 
find reality-outlets for his needs. His memories show 
that he Is receptive to all sorts of stimulating experi-
ences. He seems to be egocentric and immature in that he 
cares deeply that others should like him while he does not 
truly like others unless they are sources of help. Bis 
moral code has been adopted with little critical thought; 
If society changed its views, sc would he. 
He is physically and temperamentally endowed with 
the necessary attributes to carry through his po3e of the 
typical outdoor American boy and future solid citizen, 
though this pose is forced and in reality Is an escape from 
underlying forbidden urges, acting as a means of allaying 
his anxieties and fears. 
Covert Structure 
Tau sees his parents1 Ideals for him as more than 
he can achieve. Matching his parents* achievements, rather 
than surpassing them, is his current need. His overt need 
to be friendly Is motivated by an Intense fear of losing 
love, a conviction that he cannot replace friends and 
family with other tics If be should lose them, and a belief 
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that ho would be helpless to achieve without their loving 
support. At the same time he has an Intense need for per-
sonal exhibition and recognition. He is just beginning to 
feel the need to break away from the domination of the 
father. 
Creative thought and attempts to Influence others 
are not used as ways to meet his social problems. He lias 
the necessary creative ability, but his verbal skill is 
low. Most serious of a l l , he doesn't seem to realize that 
he might win affection and approval by helping others. He 
has not discovered any social outlet for the two great for-
bidden needs of our culture, namely, sex and aggression. 
He is apparently not Interested in aesthetic outlets as 
such, and so cannot use these as sublimations for his 
sexual and aggressive urges. 
Unconsciously, he sees himself as physically and 
socially inadequate, deprived, coerced, unable to win 
friends of his own, in danger of being rejected for self-
assertion, and under critical scrutiny, but nurtured when 
he complies. 
Conflicts 
He has no foundation for self-respect and attempts 
to substitute respect from others. He wants affection and 
needs to be important, but has nothing to make himself 
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important. He wants to break away from parental control arid 
wants exciting stimuli, but is afraid he cannot cope with 
the resulting loss of loving support. He has no pressing 
environmental problems by grace of the protection of his 
fraternity. 
Assessment 
Most of his abilities could be put to use and most 
of his needs satisfied If he were a junior executive or a 
young political candidate with a machine to back him. To 
the psychologist he appears to be incurring anxiety, ten-
sion, and real conflict, since he chooses to follow the 
dictates of society at all costs. He is , in reality, 
somewhat timid and his friendliness is somewhat compulsive 
and indiscriminate. He pays a heavy price for social 
support, namely, the price of self-direction as a source 
of self-respect. 
T&u^s Kuaical Preferences 
Musical Background and Training 
Participation in Music. Other than six years of 
compulsory grade school music Tau had participated in no 
musical activities, in or out of school. 
Family Musical History. The parents1 attitude 
fABLE fIX 
TM*S SCORES ON THIS VAHI0U5 S^aJIttS OF MUSICAL PRSFSR3KCE 
Bail •7 Log Keston Tost £ 'orty-exg SKT" Five Preferred 
Sxcerpt ;s Recordings 
GRIT SHI OH H* AH* mpi* Q" PS* H AR MPI AS MPI N AR MPI 
TONE COLOR 
Piano k 7.75 U.27 19 2.89 S 5*50 
Plucked strings h 7.7$ h.27 25 2.60 7 6.29 2 8.00 
Bowed strings 6 6.83 5.96 91 2.2U 17 6.2k i 7.00 
Brass 18 7.11 17.66 92* 2.55 19 6.79 k 8.50 
Woodwind 18 7.11 18.22 107 2.51 22 6.68 k 8.5o 
Female solo voice 8 7.00 8.99 U 5.50 
Male solo voice 7 7.00 7.87 5 6.60 
Female vocal ens. 1 5.oo 0.78 
Male vocal ens. 3 7.33 3.26 3 5.67 1 8.00 
Mixed choral ens. 3 8.00 3.12 1 8.00 
Guitar 6 7.50 6.1*1 1 3.00 2 7.00 
Percussion 16 7.25 16.31 73 2.80 11 6.91 3 9.00 
STACCATO-LEGATO 
Prime melody 20 3k.h9 25.56 ILU 52,65 37 50.55 h 81.25 
Background 20 67.76 25.14 1XU 5Iu03 37 52.75 k 81*.00 
Total effect 19 50.82 16.62 11J| 3k. Z ? 37 52.09 h 81.25 
^W « Kiamber̂  AR s Average Response, MPI * MasIcaX Preference Index, Q % interquartile range* 
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TABLE V I I (Concluded) 
g e i t m i o ; ; 
Daily hoi 
N AR MPI Q 
mmm 
Prominence of pulse 19 
Variability of prom. 20 
Var. of pattern 20 
Complexity of rhrtfaa 19 
T I P S 
Severely classical 
Popular classical 
Send—clas si cal 
Hit Parade popular 
Connoisseur's pop. 
Country-̂ we stern 
Novelty 2 8.00 
2 
13 
3 
6.50 
7.15 
7.33 
68,15 25.08 
51.82 38.39 
ii6.85 36.07 
26.35 2U.90 
PS 
9.02 
6U.50 
15.27 
11.11 
jCeston Test 
H AH 
For^^i'f^xt' 
Excerpts 
: a h " 
120 
120 
111 
111 
31 
29 
30 
8 
22 
1.87 
1.62 
2.70 
3.50 
3.59 
60.22 37 
56.16 35 
56.73 33 
35.83 33 
lit 
2 
7 
6 
6 
2 
5.21 6.00 
6.86 
7.50 
6.5 0 
7.00 
50.36 
a? .62 
39.97 
ive Preferred 
Hecordinprs 
K Alt MPI 
83.99 
47.99 
U6.93 
0.00 
7.00 
9.50 
1 8.00 
P S R P O M S C i medium 
Female voice 
Male voice 
Piano 
6.83 
6.86 
h6.06 
33.9k luoo 
5-75 
6.60 
6.00 
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toward Tau1s musical training was indifferent* Music waz 
hardly ever performed in the home, even though the father 
sang a little and the mother had played the piano• The 
home contained a radio arid phonograph* 
Favorite Vocalist* Bing Crosby, 
Favorite In&trumentalist* Tommy Dorsay. 
Bank Order of Preferred Types of Music* Hot popular, 
sweet popular, hillbilly, folk music, light classical, 
hymns, severely classical* 
Outstanding Musical Experience* "None - just never 
interested* n 
Record Library* Tau1 a library contained only three 
recordings s a semi-classical, a Hit Parade popular, and a 
novelty piece* 
% i l y Log Yield, Five Preferred Recordings, Keston Musical 
Preference Test Score 
Daily Log* Tau turned In thirty-five cards, all 
but one classified as popular or novelty pieces. Twenty-
seven of them contained vocal refrains but Taufs comments 
Indicated that it was the instrumental background he was 
primarily Interested in* He never rated anything higher 
than 8 nor lower than 5* His comments also indicated that 
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he liked brass instruments (especially when muted},, the 
saxophone, guitar, and occasionally violins* 
Five Preferred Recordings * 
(1) Stardust - Carmichael 
(2) I*m Looking Over a Pour-Leaf Clover (Art 
Mooney arrangement) 
(3/ ^lue Danube {Spike Jones arrangement} 
( U Holiday for Strings - Rose 
(5) Twelfth Street Hag (Flayad by Varsity 
Ragtime Band} 
Keston Teat of Musical Preference* Tau made a score 
of 1)4.0*93, ranking next to lowest among the twelve subjects* 
Interpretation of Musical Criteria Scores 
Tone Color* Virtually all of Tau1s free choices 
were performed by dance bands 30 that there was a prepon-
derance of brass, woodwind and percussion tone color* He 
liked plucked strings, especially the guitar, and bowed 
strings only in certain Hit Parade pieces* He was rather 
indifferent to vocal music and liked the piano only when 
popular music was played on it* 
Staccato-Legato* The majority of his free choices 
had rather staccato melodies and decidedly staccato back-
grounds* fhe Keston and Forty-Sight Excerpts tests veri-
fied this* 
Tempo* On the whole he tended to prefer fast pieces 
to slow ones, both with steady tempi* 
ZOQ 
Sadat 1 on-Stliaulation* He liked a few selected 
sedative pieces, but generally preferred mildly stimulative 
or stimulative music* 
Dynamic®. 'There were definite indications that 
Tau usually chose music which was quite loud, although 
there was a moderate amount of fluctuation in the loudness 
level* 
Harmonic Structure* All of Tau*a free choices were 
classified as containing a modern papular chorda1 structure* 
He disliked or was indifferent to all other harmonic tex-
tures * He also preferred little or no modulation and 
showed an aversion for pieces in the minor mode. 
Rhythm* This w&3, perhaps, one of the prime deter-
minants of Tau*s choices* He exhibited a decided choice 
for pronounced and extremely pronounced rhythmical pulse 
in simple meters and unvarying patterns* 
Formal S t r u c t u r e * Tau preferred music which waa 
in simple homophonic forms, written with regular phrases, 
programmatic, and very repetitive. 
Ty;p$* He liked Hit Parade popular, novelty, some 
connoisseur*s popular, and a very little semi-classleal 
music* He heartily disliked severely classical and popular 
classical music. 
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Performance Media* The dance band was preferred to 
the exclusion of virtually any other medium of performance* 
Although many of his choices included solo voices, they 
did not appear, as has been noted, to appeal aa much as the 
instruments themselves. 
Summary Statement 
Tau showed a rather narrow interest in his prefer-
ences* Virtually all of 'them wore popular and novelty 
pieces which ware loud, simple in form, rather fast, re-
petitive, and, perhaps most significantly» had a pronounced 
or extremely pronounced rhythmical pulae* There appeared 
to be very little music which had more than a very moderate 
measure of appeal for him* 
UpsiIon13 Personality 
Overt Life-Plan 
tips H o n wants to be a doctor because of the aspira-
tions of his mother and the example of the family doctor. 
However, he will not be too diaappointed if he does not 
achieve this goal* His only reasons for becoming a doctor 
are because of the Influence of these people, and past ex-
periences in "seeing people pull through" when he was a 
medical corpsman In the armed forces* 
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Values 
Hps lion has no truly positive goals* lie wants to 
be normal, to make a good public appearance, to be socially 
acceptable, and just T*slid® through" in comfort* He keeps 
busy as a defense against nervousness* Th© relative order 
of Sprangar values are: social, economic, political, re-
ligious, theoretical, and aesthetic. 
Bis Interests in fishing and outdoor living seam 
to have been acquired from his father and the boy-scout 
ideal* His marriage seems to have bean motivated to a 
considerable extent by his m®d to gratify his oral and 
display needs* 
He likes the superficial glitter of lighthearted 
people who "cut up" and have a good time* He enjoys enter-
ing discussion©, but not seriously, or with the Intent to 
influence anyone* 
Upailon takes pleasure in light music, light art, 
and reflects in his interests, perhaps to a considerable 
extant, his neighborhood, his loyalty to the "school 
colors,n and socially acceptable outlets* 
Temperamental Endowment 
Upailon*a visual motor skill is quite high and his 
evaluation of a practical situation Is also vary good* In 
many ways his U f a organisation is that of an extrovert, 
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i*e», he takes hie stimulation from the environment and 
orients toward reality* Abstract conceptual ability In 
poor* 
lie can maka good use of the wide range of sansory 
experience, @*g*, bright colors and vivid Imagary* He 
registers the whole gamut of stimuli from the immediate 
environment provided nothing sexual or aggresaiv© is im-
plied. 
Covert Structure 
Unconscious ly, Hps lion wishes to come under tb& 
Influence of a paternal protector who will be nurturant 
and admiring* Ha hirasalf ha3 no need for affiliation, 
sex, or excitance of a sensual sort; therefore ha wants to 
receive attention and affection without returning it. His 
lack of socially approved Internal ethics disorganizes his 
attempt to portray himself as knowing the highest cultural 
levels. 
In order to get this nurturant paternal cover hm 
wants to be dominated by someone who will fuse their ag-
gression with nurturanca, therefore he- does not want 
autonomous self-direction. Hla mother defeated all his 
active interests and smothered his active desires in her 
attempt to bind him to her. 
This mother lova, or "smother" love, leaves him, 
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first , with a dislike of close emotional ties for anyone, 
secondly, with an Insatiable need for affection and approval 
from others - especially older .men, and thirdly, with a 
need for an easy-going existence without conflict or 
^nagging.11 
Ha has no real desire to help people. In his moti-
vation to get ahead at the lowest possible cost, h© will 
"cut corners" and admire pa op la who get something for 
nothing from members of an out-group. His ego strength 
is low and h© wants to live the life of a drifting parasite. 
However, he must maintain his status in the eyes of others 
to protect their Interest in him; therefore, ha shows much 
hollow pretentiousness. 
He says he believes he is capable of reaching any 
goals ha sets for himself if he applies himself properly, 
but actually he covertly sees himself as Ineffective, un-
manned, threatened with physical inadequacies, doing his 
level best if he manages to be average and normal, belea-
guered and beset with threats,, engaged in a constant de-
fense struggle, lacking in a consistent life-plan or model 
to follow, and without as many friends as desired. 
Conflicts 
Environmentally, there is a conflict between his 
feminine display techniques and his pose of all-around-
fellow. Also, hit revulsion from sexual and aggressive 
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stimulation makes it hard for him to take forward steps 
which will bring him the doctor*s life with its contact 
with these things. His weak ego makes him unable to 
tolerate frustrations and deny himself indulgences. I f he 
should ever reach his professed level of aspiration, he-
would have difficulty facing its responsibilities. 
Assessment 
Clinically, he appears ostrich-like in a kind of 
hysteroid denial of the deeper values and affective impli-
cations. He is .superficial in his life philosophy. His 
lack of repression and low intensity of sexual and aggres-
sive urges save him from any hysterical neurosis, while 
his insatiable need for social approval and reliance on 
others' opinions to tell him what to do or what he should 
think of himself, save him from psychopathic flaunting of 
normal ethics. This type of personality is often prone to 
alcoholism. 
Upsilon*a MualeaI Preferences 
Musical Background and Training 
Participation in Music. Upsllon participated in 
nine years of grade school music, played saxophone and 
clarinet in the school band and orchestra for six years 
and for five years in dance bands and a non-school concert 
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band* He sang for a©vera 1 years In a church choir arid 
studied voice privately for two years. 
Family Musleal History,, Music was often performed 
in the home, the mother singing and playing the piano and 
a brother the trumpet* A phonograph, radio and piano were 
in the home. 
Favorite Vocalist* June Christy* 
Favorite Instrxmenta11st* Johnny Hodges* 
Rank Order of Preferred Typas of Music. Hot popular, 
sweat popular,"light classical* severely classical, hymns, 
folk music* hillbilly* 
Outstanding Musical Experience* While playing in 
an armed services dance band Ops H o n was asked to play in 
a famous-name dance band for a single show. 
Record Library, Upsilonfs record library was quite 
extensive, the largest part of which was popular recordings. 
There were a very few semi-classical recordings.. 
Daily Log YiaId, Five Preferred Recordings, Keston Musical 
Preference Score 
Daily Log. Up a H o n turned In the least number of 
cards of any of the subjects• ka noted in Table VIII 
(p. 2lI|J, only one of the fourteen pieces was available on 
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recordings. Eleven were heard in live performances, five 
of these being performed by a radio concert band. His 
comment was concerned leas with the music itself than it 
was with a critical appreciation of excellence of perform-
ance and the lyrics of vocal compositions, which were best 
liked when they were sentimental or humorous. He noted 
and responded positively to excellence of ensemble in per-
formance. 
Five Preferred .Recordings. 
(1) Opus in Pastels - Stan Kenton 
{2} 1 Don't Know Why - furk~Ahl©rt 
{3} Stardust - Carmlcbael 
(I4J Deep Purple - Peter da Rose 
(5) "Any Wagner numbern 
Keston Test of Musleal Preference. Hpsilon made 
a score of 113.07* ranking sixth highest among the twelve 
subjects. 
Interpretation of Musical Criteria Scores 
Tone Color, Sine© most of Upsilon fs choices were 
confined to popular music there was a great deal of brass 
and woodwind tone color. Percussion was quite evident in 
the majority of his choices and the guitar had a strong 
appeal for him. Bowed strings ware consistently rated low, 
probably because they play such a prominent role in classi-
cal music -which ha rarely liked. 
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Staccato-Legato. He tended to prefer" staccato 
melodies except for a few sentimental, popular "mood*5 
pieces. Most of then had -a decidedly staccato background* 
Tempo. His preferences- showed no important ten-
dencies. 
Sedat1on-StimulatIon. His choices covered a wide 
range but he listened to, and rated higherf more stimulative 
music than sedative music. 
Dynamics. Other than a few rather soft, sentimental 
popular pieces his preferences tended toward the forte end 
of the loudness scale. 
Harmonic Structure. Nearly all of his choices were 
classified aa containing modern popular harmonies and a few 
containing simple harmonies* Iii 11 le else appeared to have 
appeal for him. 
Rhythm. Though the items in his list of Five Pre-
ferred Recordings did not indicate this* his Daily tog 
items and the results of the other two teats did indicate 
a strong liking for pieces with pronounced, variable, and 
complex rhythmical patterns. 
Formal Structure. All of his choices were homo-
phonic with regular or regular-irregular phrases* and most 
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were In simple song-forms. However, it was peculiar that 
he consistently rated low, pieces cast in regular large 
forma, but also cons latently rated high, pieces In irregular 
large forma. Phrases were usually repetitious and he pre-
ferred programmatic to absolute music. 
Tjpe. Upsilon definitely preferred popular music. 
He disliked a l l other types except a very few colorful and 
strongly rhythmical popular classical and semi-classical 
compositions. 
Performance Media. Dance bands and concert bands 
were the performance media of nearly all his choices. 
Summary Statement 
Upsilon preferred popular music which had a strong 
and often rather complex rhythmical pulse. This also 
seamed to be the prime determinant for his few choices from 
classical musical literature. H© liked music which, In the 
main, was stimulative, staccato, rather loud, and with pro-
nounced percussive elements. He chose the opposite sort 
of music only rarely, and then when it had somewhat senti-
mental lyrics. 
Phi 's Personality 
Overt Life-Plan 
Phi wants to be a nurse, travel extensively, and 
make new friends. She would be willing to accept marriage 
in a few years, provided she Is sure of herself and the 
right man. 
The origin of the nursing goal is obscure, but she 
would be expressing her religious need to help people. 
Also, nursing will let her change positions often enough 
so she can walk out of any too entangling friendships while, 
at the same time, she is guaranteed continuing supplies of 
,?big sister" surrogates in the various nurses' garters in 
which she would live. 
Values 
Among the Spranger values, the social value seems 
to be f irst , with religion a very close second, economic 
third and aesthetic value a close fourth. The aesthetic 
value aearns to be undeveloped rather than truly lacking. 
Political and theoretical values rank last. Phi believes 
that health Is a true value and more important than educa-
tion. 
The family was both close-knit and non-affectionate. 
The parent a pulled themselves up the socio-economic scale 
from the level of the grandparents, and Phi define3 se-
curity as having property and/or money; thus the economic 
motive leads to security and security leads to happiness. 
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Her musical preferences are appropriate to upward 
social mobility but may indicate a dawning aesthetic grati-
fication* Seeing new places seens to serve her needs, 
especially voyeristic needs, mora than any of her values. 
Temperamental Endowment 
Fhi*s intelligence is very superior and the highest 
in the group. She Is much more efficient with detailed 
factual material than In the realm of abstract thought. 
She lacks genuine artistic creative ability , but probably 
has excellent practical efficiency and common sense with a 
keen sense of expediency. 
She prefers realism of content in her aesthetic 
preferences, humor and oral content In pictures. A wide 
range of stimulation Is not used in her everyday experiences 
and she cannot allow herself to get Into a position where 
she might incur criticism for such experiences and expres-
sions. 
Her capacity to become personally involved in what** 
•aver she Is doing seems to be quite high despite her passive 
unwillingness to do much, and her claims of intellectual 
laziness?. 
Covert Structure 
Apparently Phi feels that when she is nurtured 
thar© is a price-tag attached wherein she is also robbed 
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and enslaved in certain ways.- She feels a reaction of 
hatred, desire to retain her time and money, a feeling of 
Insecurity, a fsar of the competition she meets, and a 
sense of loss of close home ties as though her parents had 
rejected her by sanding her away Into a disagree able sort 
of slavery (collage} to thaIr ambitions• If she could 
recieve affIllative recognition and nurturancc without the 
price-tag attached &h® would gladly give up autonomy and 
comply with a partner life-plan without feeling robbed 
in any way. Such an interpersonal relationship, however 
achieved, is the end state that sh©"most wishes to achieve 
as a life-plan and a fulfillment of all her being. 
Phi has a real temptation to welcome death as a way 
out of depressing situations caused by aggressive urges 
and, being barred from suicido by her religion, has an 
actual and compelling Interest in tha various ways In which 
death and/or injury can occur. 
Phi's sexual identification la ambivalent. In 
terms of choice of love-object sh© seems powerfully attrac-
ted by other women. In fantasy and in hero worship aha 
craved an older slater who would be affectionate toward 
her, understand her* and with whom she could talk over her 
problems* In terms of the dynamics described above, the 
type of relationship leading to happiness in her mind could 
ba with a woman as wall as a man. Her dangerous daydreams 
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of romantic .sex, experience are equally ambiguous. If she 
could find a male partner who was a benevolent despot* In-' 
dulglng her whims and correcting her whan she is wrong, 
she probably would easily settle down to heteroeexuality. 
Conflicts 
« 
Environmentally she gets into trouble because of 
the Inadequacy of her social techniques and/or social and 
family background for achieving har goal which is to f it 
into the sorority-type social group. By the same token she 
looks down on the group with which she can and does Inte-
grate successfully. 
She is In conflict with herself over her sexual 
feelings, the .outcome of which will be settled by the en-
vironmental chance of what sort of parson picks her up 
f irst . 
Assessment 
She appears to be in a chronic state of indecision, 
although there are several possibilities for eventual Inner 
personal adjustment. Nursing presents too much of a temp-
tation In terms of homosexual temptation. If she continues 
In her present state of dissatisfied confusion, she might 
well become a genuine neurasthenic or develop a serious 
psychosomatic Illness because of har emphasis on health 
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and i l l health, together with the passive death wish. I f 
the conflict and turmoil continues too long, she might even 
develop an Insidious hebephrenic reaction, or some other 
schisophrenic reaction, but this is not immediately Immi-
nent* 
Phi*,a Musical Preferences 
Musical Background and Training 
Participation in Music. Phi was enrolled in grade 
school music for five years., played a woodwind instrument 
In the school band for six years, and played the piano for 
thirteen years. She appeared In piano recitals, summer 
band concerts, and played accompaniments for her church 
choir. 
Family Musical History. Although her parents had 
a positive attitude toward Phi1s musical training and pro-
vided a radio, phonograph and piano, music was hardly ever 
performed In the home. lone of her family were musicians. 
Payor it e Vocalist. Thomas E*. Thomas or Nelson Eddy. 
Favorite Instrumentalist. Jose Iturbi. 
Rank Order of Preferred Types of Music. Light 
classical, severely classical, folk music, sweat popular, 
hymns, hot popular, hillbilly. 
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Outstanding las leaI Exper ience^ Phi saw a movie 
In which a famous pianist played popular classics from 
romantic musical literature. She also related hearing a 
symphony orchestra play two highly colorful and rhythmical 
dance-like popular classics which impressed her greatly. 
Record Library. The great majority of Phi's library 
contained popular classical* a few semi-classical and a vary 
few Hit Parade popular recordings. 
Daily Log Yield, Five Preferred Recordings, Keston Musical 
Preference Test Score 
Daily Log. Phi returned sixty cards of which more 
than two-thirds wore descriptive of classical music. Very 
few popular places ware rated positively and most of these 
were well-established popular songs from Cole Porter, Victor 
Herbert and Jerome Kern musicals. A few.pieces performed 
by a concert band were we11-liked. Har comments indicated 
that Phi liked "smooth flowing1* melodies but also a few of 
pronounced dance-like character# She seemed to atress th© 
importance of changes in tempi and mood. She liked **well 
built up" dynamic effects. Most singers, including well-
established professionals, ware criticised because they 
did not nput feeling1* into their voices. She disliked all 
country-western, moat popular and some classical music be-
cause it w&a ^monotonous.n 
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Five Preferred Hecordlngs. 
( ! ) Clair da Luna - Debussy 
(2) Piano Concerto in A Minor - Orleg 
(3) Bolero - Have 1 
(k) Piano Concerto Ho, 1 in B-flat Minor -
Tschailcowsky 
(5) Thame of Scheherazade from Scheherazade -
Rimskl-Korsakow. 
Ilea ton Test of Musical Preferences Phi made a 
score of ranking second highest among the twelve 
subjects. 
Interpretation of Musical Criteria Scores 
ffone Color. All except approximately six per cant 
of Phi1a casual listening was davoted to m a l e performed 
by large orchestras and occasionally vocal or piano solos 
with large orchestral accompaniment. Bowed string tone 
appealed strongly to her and she rated string ensembles 
and string orchestras even higher than she did the conven-
tional symphony orchestra. She was rather indifferent to 
solo voices and vocal ensemblesf liking them only moderately 
well and then only when they aang classical or occasionally 
sweet popular muaic* She de tasted the guitar, avan whan 
classical music was performed on it . 
Staccato~Laffltto« Phi1s choices showed much varia-
bil ity , but the great majority ware legato in style. 
Tempo» Although most of her preferences had a 
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rather alow tempo, she occasionally liked fust pieces. She 
conslatently rated low, pieces in moderate tempi. Approxi-
mately half of her choices were quite variable with regard 
to tempo. 
Sedatipn-Stiaiulatlon* No noteworthy trend appeared 
hare. Her choices varied widely, although the great major-
ity may be classified at either extreme with relatively few 
classified a & "mildly stimulative.11 
Dynamics. There ware more soft pieces among Phi's 
choices than loud one©, but in nearly ©very case there was 
much variability of the loudness lavol. 
Harmonic Structure. Compositions with an impres-
sionistic harmonic texture were consistently rated highest. 
Also rated high were those with romantic and classical 
chord structurea. She was ambivalent regarding modern 
classical chord structure and selected only a few lushly 
harmonic popular piecea. There was strong dislike for 
pieces with simple harmonies. Moat of her preferences 
contained much modulation. 
Rhythm. Other than a selected few dance-like 
classics and popular pieces Phi chose pieces which did not 
have a strongly pronounced rhythmical pulse. 
Formal Structure. Fhi did not choose polyphonic 
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music in her casual listening, but she rated it high In the 
forced choice tests. She liked music In all forms - small 
and large, regular and irregular. Phrases In her free 
choices were quite repetitive, although this was not vali-
dated by her responses In the Keston and Forty-Eight Ex-
cerpts tests where she preferred many pieces with only a 
moderate amount of repetition. She liked and chose abstract 
as well as programmatic music. 
Type. Phi rated popular classical music highest 
with severely classical music a close second. There were 
a few semi-class leal and extremely few popular pieces which 
she liked* She detested country-western music. 
Performance Media. Music performed by the large 
orchestra consistently rated highest. She liked the piano, 
but usually only when heard as a aolo Instrument in a large 
work with orchestral accompaniment. String ensembles war© 
extremely wall-liked. 
Summary Statement 
Phi1a listening was confined almost entirely to 
classical music performed by the large orchestra. She en-
joyed variability of tempo and dynamic level, but on the 
whole preferred music which was legato, slow and soft, 
without a strong rhythmical pulse. Her choices were unusual 
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in the sense that she preferred the extremes in tempo and 
loudness to the mid-point in the- scale of either. Harmoni-
cally, she liked Impressionistic, romantic and classical 
music, and disliked all simple, most modern classical, and 
nearly a l l modern popular harmonies. Vocal music did not 
appear to appeal strongly to her except when rather senti-
mental lyrics captured her fancy. 
Chi*3 Personality 
Overt Life-Plan 
Chi has no formulated vocational aspiration* con-
tending that he came to college to find out what his 
Interests are. He wants to make money In a paternal atmos-
phe re, 1 • e . , be told clearly what to do and then be left 
alone to do it without criticism. He had an undifferen-
tiated discipline pattern where anything he was told not 
to do was equally bad. He counted his father and grand-
father among his heroes and his family had npet" tales 
about how he worshipped hla father. 
Values 
Chi has never developed a hierarchy of values. He 
has various pleasant states that he enjoys such as being 
passively directed, a sensuous enjoyment of luxury, being 
passively admired, and being free from stress of effort. 
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He enjoys being in the company of strong masculine com-
panions, Me remembers things that have happened to him and 
around him rather than the things he has done. He has al-
ways had a comfortable home. 
Temperamental Endowment 
His intelligence is just barely in the superior 
range J his verbal capacity Is infected with indifference 
toward communicating his Ideas to others. He has a poor 
physical constitution, schizoid In habitus, and he has a 
wfunctional" heart murmur. He is open to a wide range of 
stimuli and is sensitive to most nuances of the environment, 
but his s e n s i t i v i t y is passive and he is over-compliant to 
stimuli from the outside, and In that sense is an extrovert 
In a child-like, dependent way. He would find it nearly 
impossible to refuse a request and a request is required 
to set him In motion. 
He orients toward realistic details, rather than 
toward intellectually stylized symboli&atlons. He dis-
likes irreality and jokes hinging on conventions In car-
toons. Vivifying characteristics are avoided In both 
pictures and cartoons unless nudes or males are involved. 
Covert Structure 
Covertly he sees his parents as making a puppet of 
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him for the sake of their own prestige. He reaeta with 
rebellious antisocial urges and feels a need to reject hi® 
parents, who reject him In return and become angry with 
hlnu He Is then in conflict between his rage and jealousy 
and his need to control himself for fear of losing, either 
Intentionally or accidentally, the loved object because of 
h±3 aggression. If he controls himself or If he aggresses, 
in either case, he is afraid of mental and physical muti-
lation as punishment for his Intentions, no matter how he 
rationalises his aggression. Masochistic fantasies take 
the place of his aggressive needs and usually Involve some 
sort of castration - either moral or physical. 
Chi does not show any needs for autonomy, dominance, 
construction, achievement, exposition, infra-avoidance, and 
inviolacy. He also lacks needs for play, order, retention, 
and sentience. The absence of these needs make depression 
habitual and induce his dysphoric, melancholic coloring. 
Sexually he seems to have a masculine Identifica-
tion but he has many feminine attitudes such as submission, 
display, and dependency. He has a good deal of bodily 
anxiety and seems to dwell almost lovingly on castration 
symbols. Apparently he is not conscious of his feminine 
strivings; If he were approached he might drift Into a 
homosexual adjustment aa the passive feminine partner. 
Any homosexual episode would arouse guilt and anxiety 
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feelings because of the social guilt he would thus incur, 
and because of the accompanying threat of loss of love. On 
the other hand,. If he were threatened by a sadistic, domi-
nating male, he would take masochistic pleasure in being 
analaved. 
Affectively he is labile and diffuse in emotional 
expression without direct and specific cause© for his 
moods and feelings. He Is strikingly lacking In inner In-
tegration, ego-Ideal, and capacity for self-direction. He 
has, therefore, no true super-ego. 
Conflicts 
He has som environmental conflict in that his 
grades are not good enough to pleas© his aspiring parents. 
His need to be deferent and compliant conflicts with his 
needs for asocial sources of excitement. His needs for 
recognition, acquisition and retention conflict with hie 
passive, compliant good humor. 
Assessment 
He has given' up his self as the price of remaining 
Immature. This lack of life-plan will get him into trouble 
precisely to the extent that he does not find stable people 
to direct him. His enormous lack of Internal organization, 
e . g . , that all things are equal to him in importance, gives 
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him a lack of psychological firmness and incapacitates him 
for self-direction and mature choices. His basic character 
structure demands that he stay on display and be noticed; 
if this need Is severely thwarted to the point where every-
one is absolutely Indifferent to him, hie behavior will not 
b© merely naive and Immature, but positively schizoid with 
paranoid overtones. If ha can find a secure long-lasting 
masochistic niche for himself* h© may gat by. 
Chi*a Musical Preferences 
Musical Background and Training 
Participation in Music. Chi1a only school music 
experience consisted of about five years of grade school 
classroom music. Ha did not play or sing in any organiza-
tion, in or out of school. 
Family Musical History. The parents1 attitude 
toward Chi *s musical training was indifferent and music 
was hardly ever performed In the hOi&©. only r&@xn.b6r of 
the family who played was a brother who was a drummer. 
There was a radio and phonograph in the home, but no piano. 
Favorite Vocalist. Vaugh&n Monroe. 
Favorite Ins tr ume nt a lis t. a&xssmy Kaye. 
Rank Order of Preferred Typ.o.a of Music. Sweet pop-
ular, light classical, hot popular, severely classical, 
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hillbilly , hymns> folk music. 
Outstanding Musical Experience, Bone was Hated* 
Record Library, Chi had no record library* 
iiaily Log Yield, Five Preferred Recordings, Hasten Musical 
Preference Test Score* 
Dally Log. Chi returned thirty-two 'cards, virtually 
all of which described Hit Parade papular pieces. Twenty-
nine of these contained vocal solos, twenty-two performed 
by male vocalists. His comments showed that he liked cer-
tain {male} vocal qualities and that he was also sensitive 
to the lyrics. He liked obvious, "tuneful* melodies and 
dialiked most fast improvisations which are typical of much 
connoisseur1a popular music* stating that the latter had 
"no tune11 and ** served no purpose. n 
Five Preferred Recordings. 
(1) My Foolish Heart (Performed by Billy 
fiekstine) 
(2) Slaughter on Tenth Ave. (Performed by 
Lannle Hayton) 
{3) The Thing (Performed by Tommy Tucker) 
Be My Love - Billy Eckstine 
(5) Always {Performed by Kathryn Grayson) 
Reston Test of Musical Preference. Chi made a 
score of 132.90 ranking third from the lowest among the 
twelve subjects. 
2lf2 
Interpretation of Musical Criteria Scores 
Tom Color• The most notable feature of Ghi*a 
preferences in tone color was his preference for the mala 
voice. Male vocal solos and ensemblea accounted for approx-
imately one-fifth of all colors present in his free choicest. 
This proportion greatly exceeded that of any of the other 
subjects who chose music performed, at least in part, by 
mala voices. There also appeared to be a strong preference 
for bowed string tone and a distinct dislike for piano tone. 
• Staccato-Legato. Legato pieces ware disliked less 
often than staccato places, but on the whole there appeared 
to be no important tendency.' 
Tempo. There ware no noteworthy tendencies with 
regard to tempo when all items were categorised according 
to this criterion. 
Seda11on-S11aula11Qn» Chi chose sedative more 
often than stimulative music although ha occasionally rated 
stimulative pieces quite high. The difference was slight. 
dynamics. The majority of his choices ranged from 
mp to f f , although there ware a fa?/ p or pp pieces which 
were well-liked. 
Harmonic Structure. All free choices had a modern 
popular harmonic structure* «hen forced to rate or choose 
among pieces composed of other harmonic textures, Chi st i l l 
rated modern popular high and all others consistently low. 
Rhythm. The prominence of rhythmical pulse did not 
appear to be a prima determining factor of Chi1s preferences. 
On the whole, he chose pieces which had a consistently 
prominent pulse and simple rhythmic patterns. 
Formal Structure. Since virtually all of his 
choices were Hit Parade popular pieces they were homophonic, 
in simple song-forms and were quite repetitive. His pre-
ferences were decidedly programmatic and he disliked nearly 
all abstract music. 
Type. As has been already noted, nearly all of his 
preferences were classified as Hit Parade pieces. He 
occasionally rated a semi-classical composition high but 
disliked nearly everything else, Including connoisseur*s 
popular music. 
Performance Media. Chifs free choices were pre-
ponderantly vocal (especially male solo voice) compositions 
with a popular orchestral accompaniment. 
Summary Statement 
Since Chi preferred popular music above all other 
73 
types this naturally precludes a compositional style typical 
of this sort of music* Hla preference for the male voice 
was unusual and atypical vhen compared to the preferences of 
the other subjects in this study. Melodic lines mere pre-
ferred which were repetitive and obviously "tuneful.* 
Subtlety In compositional style, even in popular music, was 
distrusted and consistently rated low. 
?a11s Personality 
Overt Life-Plan 
Pal wants a degree In education so she can work 
with young children, but preferably not as a classroom 
teacher* She states that If she thought she had the talent, 
she would be an occupational therapist* She hopes even-
tually to be married and have a family. Her assumption 
that it is good to have authority over children stems in 
part from her acceptance of her parents1 strict insistence 
that disobedience was the worst offense and that they 
11 knew be s t . K 
Values 
Psi*b main value appears to be religious colored 
by many ethical and moral ramifications. Her social value 
would be most important except that her Interest in people 
Is of a restricted kind, not broad as defined by 3pranger. 
21+5 
The other Spranger values are similarly restricted in their 
application to her j they rank in the following order: polit-
ical , economic, and theoretical. There &re no signs what-
soever of a genuine aesthetic Interest. 
She seems to 1 iico a 3imp la , placid life without 
contact with **evil,T| and to her, happiness consists in 
knowing that the best Is being done with what on© has. Her 
need to win approval, together with her conviction that she 
is striving, for righteousness, makes it seem natural to her 
that after she is trained sha should try to have authority 
and that this is a good goal to have. She has very few 
deep interests, but those she has uau&lly take the form of 
pas s ive enterta inment. 
Temperamental Endowment 
PbI has a high average intellectual endowment 
bordering on superior. Sha is slowed in her motor move-
ments to the point where it is suspected that her slowness 
may have boon augmented by a certain amount of affective 
depression. She draws faulty conclusions from the data in 
front of her when aha has to make abstract Inferences, es-
pecially when her emotions and fantasias are involved. Her 
common sense is quite low, and since she can rely neither 
on Integrative theorization nor on perception of the prac-
tical expedient, she tends to be intellectually arbitrary* 
2k 6 
She likes realism In her aesthetic preferences* She 
apparently reacts immediately and vividly to a limited 
range of experience, especially painful experience. 
Covert Structure 
While her overt life-plan is placid, moral, com-
pliant, and inoffensive, her covert needs and strivings are 
startlingly opposite. $ith Insistent arbitrary behavior 
and relative disregard for objective stimuli, she shows 
what tremendous pressure her concealed needs must have be-
hind them, urging expression In some, as yet 'undiscovered, 
form. She has a general concealed need for aggression and 
an inner state of anger. This produces in her a state of 
psychological and physical tension accompanied by exhaustion. 
She cannot get the affiliation she craves except 
when she Is masochistically submissive, for if she tries to 
break away from the parental pattern and express har own 
needs overtly, she simply is rejected by her fellows * This 
social rejection blocks any psychological progress. 
Psi has certain covert outlets, e . g . , in art she 
prefers nude and aggressive, story-telling, and exciting 
pictures. Her fantasies are filled with aggression and 
social successes. Actually, needs for achievement, ac-
quisition, and creative construction are absent In her 
covert personality* She does not seek recognition* nor 
2kl 
does she attempt to counteract failures In an active way. 
As a matter of fact , she does not even seek change* There 
la no observable need for play, excitance, self-exhibition, 
or other active sources of joy. Sex apparently is accept-
able only for procreative purposes. 
She lias no overt realisation of her need to reject 
authority, her rag© reaction, nor her desire to strike out 
on her own. Thus her ego is virtually non-existent J her 
super-ego ia very punishing but she has really escaped its 
control by 'being willing to be punished r&thor than change 
any of her passive, la&y, and aggressive ways- It is 
probably fortunate that aha has little libidinal drive 
since she could not control it in any way, not even intel-
lectually or by perceiving the conventional methods. She 
appears to have vary little affective expression or capacity 
for it . 
Conflicts 
Any real environmental conflicts are not known, but 
it ia probable that conflicts arise in her social inter-
action where she is subtly rejected, and in turn, subtly 
disappoints and rejects others. Actually, sh© is in con-
stant massive conflict between her overt front and her 
covert strivings. She is trying to handle this by re-
pressing and suppressing her covert needs, but probably the 
effort robs her of much energy. 
2^8 
Assessment 
She is possibly pre-s chiaophrenlc, unlntegrated* 
and has severe neurotic Imitations which keep her going 
around in a vicious circle with completely Ineffective 
mechanisms for breaking it up, and with no will to do so 
because she is not really aware of the extent to which she 
is suffering. Her career plan is quite inappropriate to 
her real needs, although if she could get married to an 
authoritarian husband she could probably become a success-
ful housewife. 
P s l M u s i c a l Preferences 
Musical Background and Training 
Participation in Music• PsI was exposed to eight 
years of grade school general music classes, played a 
brass Instrument in the high school band for six years and 
participated briefly in a choral group. Piano was studied 
privately for about a year. Extracurricular participation 
In music consisted of summer band concerts and a local 
talent operetta production In which Fsl played In the 
orchestra. 
Family Musical History. All of Psi 's family played 
at least one instrument and all were singers. The parents1 
attitude toward Psl1s musical training was of course 
TABLE X I 
p s i « s sams m urn v a r i o u s mimms o f m u s i c a l p r e p s ® ? ® 
C R I T E R I O N 
TONE COLOR 
Piano 
Plucked strings 
Bowed strings 
Brass 
Woodwind 
Female solo voice 
Male solo voice 
Female vocal ens. 
Male vocal ens. 
Mixed choral ens. 
Guitar 
Percussion 
S TACC AT0~LEGAT0 
Prime meloc^ 
Background 
Total effect 
Tes'tbr. |ost Forty-eTgSt ' 'Five 'Preferred 
Excerpts Recordings 
N AR MPI B AR MPI W AR MPI 
19 2.81* 11 6.6k 2 9.50 
25 2.76 8 6.13 
91 2.60 2l* 8.13 2 8.00 9h 2.50 22 7.itl 2 8.00 
107 2.33 26 7.50 3 8.33 
k 6.50 
5 7.hO 
l 8.00 
3 9 #00 1 10*00 
2 9.50 
1 3.00 3 U.67 
3 2,53 12 7.33 2 8.00 
50.66 1*8 It?-07 3 29.33 
Hit 50.89 1*8 it7.53 3 1*9.03 n i t ij.9.71 U6 U7.20 3 lt9.03 
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Upsilon, nearly all of the 
listening Psl did was to 
"live" concerts and radio 
programs• Fourteen Daily 
Log cards contained no iderj» 
tifying information as to 
the performer, fifteen were 
from '•live" radio programs, 
and eight were from "live" 
concerts attended by Psi. 
Of the remaining eight com-
positions which, presumably, 
were recorded, it was pos-
sible to secure only four 
for purposes of analysis. 
This was also deemed too 
small a number to warrant 
tabulation at this point. 
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positive, and although there was no phonograph In the home 
there was a radio and piano. Music was performed "fairly 
often11 in the home • 
Favorite Vocalist* Vaughan Monroe. 
Favorite InstrumentaI1st. Tommy Dorsey* 
Rank Order of Preferred Types of Music. Sweet 
popular, light classical, folk music, hymns, severely 
class i oa 1, hot popular, hillbilly. 
Outstanding Musical Experience. Psi observed a 
European group of singers and dancers perform native dances 
and folk songs. 
Record Library* No recordings were listed. 
Daily Log Yield, Five Preferred Recordings, Keston Musical 
Preference Test Score 
Daily Log. Pal returned forty-five cards, only 
four of them descriptive of music which was available on 
recordings. Psi was especially negligent In providing 
identifying information regarding the performers and thus 
made it impossible even to start a search for a recording 
of the listed title. More than half of the cards described 
music heard in live concerts, either in person or broadcast. 
Only six titles remained which could be found in listings 
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of recordings. Judging from what information was provided 
it is probable that the greatest portion of Ps i * s listening 
time was given to Hit Parade popular music. Her comments 
indicated that nme lody, "quality of voice,H and narrange-
mentn were the criteria by which the music was most often 
judged. 
Five Preferred Recordings. 
(1) Battle Hymn of the Republic - Stowe 
(Performed by the Fred Waring group) 
(2) Jesu, Joy of Man1s Desiring - Each 
(This was a choral-orchestral arrangement 
of the familiar chorale prelude) 
(3) Play Gypsies, Dance Gypsies - Selinsky 
(I4J Andante Cantabile - Tschaikowsky {Popular 
arrangement) 
(5) Slaughter on Tenth Avenue (Sidney Torch) 
Keston Test of Musical Preference* Psi made a 
score of 119*33 > ranking eighth highest among the twelve 
subjects. 
Interpretation of Musical Criteria Scores 
Tone Color. Male vocal ensembles, mixed choral 
ensembles, piano, and orchestral string tone were consis-
tently ranked high* Other tone qualities were ranked 
rather widely over the scale, indicating that probably 
they were not prima determinants of her preferences. 
Staccato-Legato. A wide range of preferences was 
noted. However, Psi rated staccato pieces low mora often 
than legato pieces. 
2$k 
Tempo, Generally this criterion did not yield any 
strong tendencies, although moderate pieces were usually 
preferred above those at either tempo extreme. 
Seda 11on-S tImulatIon. A small though definite 
tendency of preference for sedative music was observed* 
although there were a few wall-liked pieces that were 
judged to he stimulative* 
Dynamics* Psi preferred a moderate amount of fluc-
tuation In the dynamic level and showed a very slight pre-
ference for loud music. This can be accounted for In her 
free choices by the fact that she most often chose popular 
music which, as a type, la seldom performed below mf• 
Harmonic Structure. Tha great majority of the 
highest ranked places had a romantic or modern popular 
chord structure. A few Isolated well-liked pieces had a 
classical chord structure. The romantic ©lament was strong 
in a l l of Pal 's preferences* 
Rhythm. Prominence of rhythm showed no important 
tendency. Pew changes In rhythmical pattern or prominence, 
and simple or moderately complex rhythmical patterns were 
preferred. Places with complex rhythms ware disliked* 
Formal Structure. Nearly all of Pal 's choices were 
In simple song-forms arid contained regular phrases. 
255 
Type * Hit Parade popular and semi-class ical com-
positions im d© up nearly all of Psi fs preferences , her free 
choices being categorised in the former, She disliked 
country-western music and occasionally rated severely 
classical or popular classical music high. 
Performance Media. A wide variety of performance 
media was rated both high and low. However, the dance 
band and small orchestra, particularly with male soloists 
and ensembles, and occasionally mixed choral ensembles, 
performed nearly all of the music of her free choices. 
Piano was rated high, although it did not appear often in 
her listening list. 
Summary Statement 
Psi was a romanticist in her choices of music which 
most often were of the modern popular or semi-classical 
type. l;his music was best liked when it had a simple 
structural form, simple or only moderately complex rhythms* 
a moderate tempo, and moderate fluctuations in the loudness 
level - in short - music that was simple, romantic, and 
i 
slightly sedative. 
Omega*ff Personality 
Overt Life-Flan 
Omega1s eventual goal is to become a doctor, 
256 
specialising in surgery. Ha wants to practice In a small 
town in order to s e e the same people In his office several 
times. He wants a private plana so that he can take off 
when ha pleases. Marriage Is something ha feels ha should 
want, hut he speculates that if he had a laboratory he 
might not need to be married. He has fantasy-goals of 
being among the first to venture Interplanetary travel and 
of discovering acme new drug to cur© some hopeless disease. 
At present his academic record does not support his arabl-
t ions. 
Values 
Omega wants to be respected, but unlike some sub-
jects, neither social respectability nor fame as a leader 
are Involved. He positively rejects pretense, sublimation 
and social cover, but positively values freedom of sensual 
gratification. 
The rank order of Omegafs values according to the 
Spranger system is : aesthetic-sensual, economic, social, 
political, theoretical, and religious. 
His earliest vocational aspiration was to be a 
filer which represented adventure, glory, and autonomy; 
he st i l l cherishes this as a hobby. His second great 
interest is music which he appreciates not for Its aesthetic 
qualities but because of the socially acceptable excitement 
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which he obtains in a ft jam1* session with his *f buddies. * 
Being a doctor would serve his needs for prestige, 
lack of sexual repression, money, and excitement. He 
wants asocial sex experience as part of his general deaire 
for excitement; marriage, however, Is desired only because 
it would serve to provide social integration. 
Temperamental Endowment 
Omega has a superior intelligence which is especially 
adequate for abstract reasoning. His skill with words and 
his store of academic information is less adequate, suggest-
ing some lack of cultural background. He has a positive, 
and perhaps basic, temperamental craving for all types of 
stimulation. He is an extrovert in the sense that he en-
joys stimulation from the outside, although unlike others 
in this group he does not depend on the environment for the 
source of motive power. 
In organizing unstructured material he turns natu-
rally toward using facts and concrete potentialities j 
intellectual Integrations are an afterthought. He mani-
fests a strong hunger for participating in emotional 
situations and acts. 
Covert Structure 
Omega's covert need-structure is consistent with 
87 
his overt values and strivings; most of what has been con-
cealed or suppressed is usually subject to social disappro-
val. Preoccupation with concealment and avoidance of blame 
or harm is absent,, however* which suggests a kind of self-
confidence. 
There are certain things of which he can never gets 
enough, such as physical beauty, intelligence and maturity 
of use of intelligence, financial resources, congenial 
environment, Including close affective ties, and freedom 
to do as he pleases. His Intelligence is actually restricted 
by a lack of creativeness and cultural poverty* 
One source of excitement is an alertness to enjoy-
ment of sado-masochistic episodes. To him, heterosexual 
intercourse is unclean and debases the woman, i . e . * repre-
sents an aggressive outlet against women, who as a group 
are threatening. Women serve to deny the feminine compo-
nent in himself. In spite of this attitude toward hetero-
sexual Intercourse, his central need for excitement requires 
direct outlets rather than sublimations, the major outlet 
being sexual. 
He both likes and identifies with masculine figures; 
his only fear is that he himself is not masculine enough. 
This means that the female Is bound to be desired only as 
an outlet for aggression. He so strongly wants the respect 
of others, ©specially men, that homosexuality Is at once an 
£59 
attraction and a threat. He over compensates for his own 
tendencies by a strong effort to be heterosexual. On the 
other hand, promiscuous heterosexual relationships disgust 
him. Autoerotlc fixation Is probably present. 
His medical career is an appealing solution to these 
problems because It allows a socially acceptable sublimation 
for his homosexual voyeristic cravings, has the excitement 
of life and death, provides a social sublimation for aggres-
sive needs through surgery, affords the hope of recognition 
and respect, requires Intellectual maturity and wisdom, and 
he feels people will confide in him without attempting to 
Mcover up. n 
He has a strong ego-Ideal. He is basically nar-
cissism tic , desiring to be loved more than he desires to 
love others. 
Conflicts 
Environmentally our culture has not the structures 
to permit his needs expression. Much of his energy Is 
going into the attempt to express his needs. Internally 
he Is In conflict because he feels any form of homosexual 
expression will forfait him the respect he craves and the 
close emotional ties he wants. He has aesthetic-sensual 
interests in music but Insufficient creativeness to make a 
career out of It . His medical interest is non-academic in 
260 
motive power which makes it difficult for him to study* 
Assessment 
Omega has a strong ©go and a difficult set of drives 
to reconcile and express in this cultural setting. A ca-
reer as a doctor would be practically Ideal for him. His 
conflict is producing an uneasy social compromise adjust-
ment which is taking a toll of his energies. 
Omefra1 a Musical Preferences 
Musical Background and Training 
Participation In Music. Omega had two years of 
grade school general music, played for three years in a 
high school dance band and sang for one year in a chorus. 
He has played the guitar for eight years, the ukelele for 
two years, and has studied voice with a studio teacher for 
one year. His only extracurricular participation In music 
consisted of an occasional "jam session. n 
family Musical History. Omega's mother and an aunt 
were the only family members who performed music, occasion-
ally singing. His parents1 attitude toward his musical 
training was positive and music was performed In the home 
11 fairly often.11 The home furnished a radio and phonograph, 
but no piano. 
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Favorite Vocalist* Perry Como. 
Favorite Instrumentalist« Benny Goodman. 
Rank Order of Preferred Types of Music. Sweet 
popular, hot popular, light classical, folk music , hymns, 
severely classical, hillbilly . 
Outstanding Musical Experience. Omega heard a jazz 
concert by an ?'all~star cast'1 of famous popular musicians 
in an army sponsored show. 
Record Library, He possessed a somewhat large 
collection of recordings which were all of the popular 
music type except a very few semi-classleal pieces. Even 
the latter were usually performed by popular music singers 
and Instrumentalists in special arrangements. The popular 
music choices were about equally divided between Hit Parade 
and connoisseurfs popular music. A11-instrumental arrange-
ments outnumbered vocals about four to one. The performers 
were considered to be, with few exceptions, outstanding 
performers of "good11 jazz and their recordings displayed 
considerable technical proficiency and skill in improvi-
sation. 
Daily Log Yield, Five Preferred Recordings, Keston Musical 
Preference Test Score 
Daily Log. Considering the large record collection 
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Omega possessed and his enthusiasm for popular music In 
general, It was surprising that ha turned In only fourteen 
cards. He once mentioned however, that academic demands 
at the university restricted his opportunities for playing 
and listening to music as much as he would like. Only two 
of the fourteen cards were descriptive of a type of music 
other than popular. These were the only two rated nega-
tively and were descriptive of two classical compositions. 
His comment indicated a keen appreciation for unusual 
instrumental and vocal tone colors, clever arrangements, 
authoritative performances, "smooth melodies,11 and ^bouncy14 
rhythms. 
Five Preferred Recordings. 
(1) Stardust - Carmichael (Glenn Miller) 
(2^ Ave Maria - Schubert (Perry Como) 
(3^ I 1 1 1 Remember April - Stan Kenton (June 
Christy vocal) 
How High the Moon - Stan Kenton 
(5) Sing, Sing, Sing - Benny Goodman 
Keston Test of Musical Preference. Omega ranked 
lowest araong the twelve subjects with a score of 143*4®* 
(The "worst" possible score Is 159*6)* 
Interpretation of Musical Criteria Scores 
Tone Color. Omega liked brass and percussion Instru 
ments, piano and guitar, and male and female voices. 
Strings were acceptable only when they were part of an 
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arrangement of a popular music score but wore not tolerated 
when heard In the symphony orchestra and especially In the 
string ensemble. He had a decided preference for unusual 
colors produced by unorthodox voicing of dance band Instru-
ments and voices. This was a prime determinant of his 
preferences in the popular music category. 
Staccato-Legato. His free choices usually showed 
a preference for legato melodies with a rather staccato 
background* The total effect was legato a little more than 
half the time* In forced choices this appeared to be ne-
gated somewhat, although much of this was attributable to 
his preference for a type of music (popular) which overrode 
consideration of any other type of music, regardless of 
staccato-legato content or any other content. 
Tempo. When judged by this criterion the music 
showed no noteworthy tendency except that the tempo of the 
music he preferred was Invariably steady. 
Beda11 orx-Stirnulat ion. Omega's preferences varied 
widely when judged according to this criterion, although 
there might have been a slight tendency toward a preference 
for sedative music. 
Pynairilcs. The great majority of Omegafs preferences 
ranged from rnf to ff in dynamic level with the loudness 
level for any one piece most often variable. 
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Harmonic Structure* As would be expected, his 
preferences exhibited a modern popular chord structure to 
the exclusion of nearly all else, Very few of the forced 
choice items which contained an impressionistic or simple 
chord structure were ranked high* His preferences con-
tained little or no modulation* 
Rhythm* The prominence of the rhythmical pulse 
varied widely among those pieces ranked highest, but there 
was a slight tendency toward a pronounced pulse* Most 
often the pulse was consistently prominent and of unvarying 
and simple pattern. A few pieces with complex rhythms were 
we11-liked* 
Porma1 Structure* Nearly all compositions that 
were ranked high were written in a simple song-form, had 
regular phrases, and contained much repetition. 
Type* As has been noted above under **Daily Log11 
Omega preferred popular music almost to the exclusion of 
every other type. Semi-classleal music found little favor 
with him*' He heartily disliked serious classical inu&ic* 
Type appeared to be the most important single determinent 
of his musical preferences* 
Performance Media* Male and female solo voices, 
small mixed vocal ensembles, small female vocal ensembles 
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w i t h dance band accompaniment, and dance band instrumental 
pieces accounted for virtually all of Omega *s voluntary 
listening* 
Summary Statement 
Popular music, particularly connoisseurfs popular 
music, was the prime influencing factor in Omega1s prefer-
ences. Ha liked unusual tone colors found therein and 
usually was drawn to a Hsraoothf? melody over a moderately 
pronounced but rather uncomplex rhythmical background. The 
formal structure was simple and straightforward while the 
harmonic garb was often bizarre and exotic. 
It has been evident in this chapter that the in-
terpretation of any one musical preference score often had 
to be made in relation to the scores of other criteria. 
The manner of interpretation of the musical preference 
scores is quite similar to that of the Rorschach Personality 
Test scores; virtually all scores must be interpreted In 
relationship to many other scores - some more so than others. 
In some instances, contradictory data could not logically 
be reconciled, while in other instances there appeared to 
be a reasonable explanation of the contradictions. 
It will take many years to evolve a musical prefer-
ence test as sophisticated as, for example, the Rorschach 
Personality Test. In the development of new techniques 
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such as these, each step of the investigation reveals re-
finements and perhaps the necessity of major revisions 
which should be made. In the following chapter recaioaenda 
tions are made for the Improvement of the techniques. 
CHAPTER VI 
CRITICISM OP THE TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED 
It seems appropriate, at this point, to review 
critically the techniques used in this study with regard 
to the tests and measures employed, particularly the musi-
cal preference tests, their administration, and the means 
and methods used to record, collate, and extract data. 
The purpose of such criticism shall be to emphasize and 
recommend those features which have proved to be valuable 
and to discard those which have not, in the interests of 
more valid and efficient investigations in this area in the 
future. 
Criticism of the Psychological Tests 
The psychological tests are, for the most part, 
well-knowxi and respected by people In the profession, and 
the picture they provide of the subject1 s personality may 
be viewed with reasonable confidence in its validity. 
Since the battery of psychological tests used in this study 
chosen, administered, scored and interpreted by three 
professionally qualified persons in the field of psychology, 
it would seem proper to assume that the data thus provided 
is valid. Before the psychologists began their testing, 
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they ware briefed on the general nature and purpose of this 
study so that the psychological data could be presented in 
a form which would be understandable to the reader who is 
not extensively trained in the field of psychology. 
It appears now that it would have been advantageous 
to have had the psychologists predict each subjects musi-
cal preferences on the basis of what bad been learned about 
his personality. This would have established an interesting, 
and perhaps important, means of validation of the scores 
each subject made on the tests of musical preference. 
Criticism of the Measures of Musical Preference 
It will be remembered that three of the four mea-
sures of musical preference were devised especially for 
this study. The fourth, the Keston Test of Musical Prefer-
ence, was the only measure which had been constructed for 
a related but different purpose, that purpose being to rate 
subjects on a scale indicative of preference for aestheti-
cally tfgoodn music, as determined b^ une expert in "serious" 
classical music. This test had the advantage of having 
been somewhat better standardised than the other tests. 
The other three tests or measures war® so con-
structed as to be more pertinent to the problems in this 
study and at the same time were designed to attack the 
roblem from separate angles. 
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Daily 
The Daily Log jas considered to be one of the most 
valid measures of musical preferencest since It was pri-
marily a record of what the subject voluntarily listened 
to and an indication of his reaction at the time of listen-
ing. The major criticisms which may be directed against 
it are criticisms of its use rather than its inherent value. 
In some cases there were too few Daily Log items returned 
to the Investigator so that a comprehensive and detailed 
picture of the listener's choices could be noted. This 
could have been corrected by extending the period of time 
during which such information was being gathered. At times 
the recording listed on the card was not available for one 
reason or another. This made It Impossible to effect an 
analysis of the music. in spite of these obstacles, the 
Dally Log provided the bulk of the pertinent musical data 
collected for the study. 
Forty-ISl^ht Excerpts Test 
The Forty-Eight Excerpts Test was designed to pre-
sent a subject with a wide array of short excerpts, homo-
geneous in style and content, which he was to rate on an 
affective scale. After considering the data it provided, 
several major improvements appear to be needed. First, the 
test should have been more comprehensive and representative 
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of the gamut of musical literature. Second, it would have 
been advantageous to have had several sub-tests, each one 
a comprehensive and representative collation of musical 
excerpts of the same aesthetic type of music* Perhaps 
one or more types could have been combined; for example* 
popular classical with semi-classical excerpts, or semi-
classical with Hit Parade popular excerpts. The primary 
teat would have served to indicate whether a subject 
tended to us© aesthetic type, which many do, as the cru-
cial criterion for determining his preferences. After 
this was known the subject could have been presented with 
an array of varied musical excerpts from that particular 
aesthetic type or types he preferred, as well as an array 
from his most disliked aesthetic type. This would have 
helped to determine whether there were musical factors 
other than type which influenced preferences. 
It is not to be inferred that this test was use-
less; on the contrary, it provided much valid and reliable 
information. It is still considered a useful tool, but 
needs further refinement. 
Five Preferred Recordings 
The Five Preferred R e c o r d i n g presented the de-
sirable feature of a completely free choice to the subject, 
as did the Daily Log. The only restriction consisted in 
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the limitation to five recordings and, in the case of ex-
tended works, to those portions which were most affective. 
In the other tests and measures there were a great many 
either free or forced choice items which, when averaged 
and tabulated, tended to conceal or make Insignifleant 
the few extreme or spurious preferences. In the case of 
the Five Preferred Recordings there were only five compo-
sitions which, when averaged and tabulated, sometimes 
seemed to be at variance with the picture posed by the rest 
of the data. This, of course, had to be taken into con-
sideration whan interpretations were made. But even so, 
these five recordings represented the best-liked music of 
all musical literature; and it must be assumed that the 
subject's list was carefully selected. Thusf it repre-
sented a highly valid indication of his musical preferences. 
It would be revealing and advantageous in future 
studies to ask the subject to verbalize more concerning his 
likes and dislikes for the various items in all the tests, 
but especially about those in the Daily Log and Five Pre-
ferred Recordings. Verbalisations would be of great help 
in seeking answers to the question of Mwhytf a person pre-
fers what he does. It would be of less importance, but 
still helpful, to determine "what" is the nature of his 
preferences. This study has been concerned primarily with 
the latter. 
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Criticism of the Criteria By Which the Music Was Judged 
The criteria by which all music was judged were 
arbitrarily chosen, although such choices were based upon 
a logical frame of reference. Because esoteric criteria 
of music are often vague and debatable, they were avoided 
in favor of criteria which were concerned with more or lass 
objective characteristics of the music. It was not known 
at the outset which of these criteria would be pertinent 
or reliably informative concerning the individual's musical 
preferences. In order not to exclude unwittingly a cri-
terion which might prove to be Important it was decided to 
include all criteria which might possibly yield informative 
data. These criteria are those which might b© chosen by 
any individual professionally trained in music. 
It is now known that some criteria are of extreme 
importance in the assessment of musical preferences while 
others are of doubtful value, and still others may be dis-
carded in future investigations of this sort. Following 
are a l l the criteria used in this study with a brief dis-
cussion if their relative importance. The order of their 
appearance indicates generally the importance they seemed 
to have in this study. 
Type 
The aesthetic type of music was a prime determining 
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factor- of choice fox- a majority of the subjects. If a sub-
ject liked a certain -aesthetic type of music he liked It 
to the exclusion or near-exclusion of every other type of 
music. This was particularly true of those types far re-
moved from each other on the conventional aesthetic scale, 
such as severely classical music and country-western music. 
This was of such Importance that some of the tests should 
be altered in construction to capitalize on this common 
occurence. (Cf. pp. 272-273 for suggested changes In the 
Forty-Eight Excerpts Test). 
When aesthetic type did not appear to be a prim® 
determinant of musical preferences, then most often there 
were other features common to all aesthetic types which 
appeared to be of greatest Importance. Occasionally some 
of these features are combined In such a ?#ay that they are 
found only within a particular aesthetic type, which means 
that the subject is even more ^particular" or restricted 
in his musical preferences. 
Naturally, some aesthetic types, for example, Hit 
Parade popular and country-western music, predetermine the 
style and content of the music to such an extent that the 
results are stereotyped. This is particularly true with 
regard to the degree of regularity and simplicity found In 
phrase structure, the employment of harmonic devices, and 
rhythmical patterns. On the other hand, the more complex 
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and subtle the aesthetic type, the greater will be the 
variability when music is judged by these criteria. 
Rhythm 
Perhaps of the next greatest importance to the 
majority of the subjects was the effect of rhythm upon 
their preferences. This was especially true of the rela-
tive prominence of the rhythmical pulse to the tonal com-
plex of which it was an integral part* Rhythm appeared to 
be the primary unifying force for most subjects. As rhyth-
mical elements in the music became less apparent, and/or 
particularly when "Chey became more subtle and complex, 
those subjects who preferred the less complex aesthetic 
types of music tended to register more and more dislike. 
This does not mean that the subject who genuinely liked 
classical music necessarily rated it low when strongly 
rhythmical elements were present. When rhythmical elements 
were not strongly apparent, such subjects found other fea-
tures In the music which gave it meaning and direction. 
Staccato-Legato 
It is apparent* of course, that the interpretation 
of the scores of a particular criterion must not be made in-
dependently of scores of other criteria. For example, a 
staccato melody cannot exist except in relation to pitch, 
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duration, rhythmical pattern, tone color, and, perhaps, 
tempo* Most of the subjects tended to prefer, on the 
whole, either legato or staccato melodies. This does not 
mean that they preferred legato melodies to the exclusion 
of staccato melodies, or vice versa, but that the majority 
of their musical preferences tended toward on© extreme or 
the other. Such tendencies were more pronounced in the 
preferences of some subjects than in others. The judg-
ments made concerning the degree of staccato-legato for 
both the prime melody and Its backgound provided more 
sharply defined data than did the judgments concerning 
the total effect, since a legato melody averaged with a 
staccato background often fell at the mid-point (50.00) 
on the scale and revealed little of the true nature of the 
composition with regard to this criterion. 
Tone Color and Performance Media 
These two criteria are so mutually dependent that 
they are discussed here together.- Naturally, a dance band 
or symphony orchestra precludes a certain complex of tone 
color when viewed in its grossest aspects. As will be 
noted in the following chapter, tone color was an important 
determinant of preference for nearly half of the subjects. 
It was not so much a matter of the subject's like or dis-
like for a particular Instrument or voice as It was the 
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combination and voicing of instruments and voices typical 
of a particular aesthetic type of music. Harmonic struc-
ture also Is closely associated with tone color. This 
would seem to indicate that judgments of tone color would 
be more valid If criteria other than the listing of the 
presence or absence of particular Instruments were employed* 
Perhaps it would be better procedure to judge tone color 
in terms of combinations of Instruments or voices as well 
as In terms of single instruments and voices. 
Tempo 
It was somewhat surprising to note that there were 
>nly a few subjects who more or less consistently preferred 
music that was either fast or slow. The great majority 
seemed to prefer music which varied in tempo from one com-
position to another or within the same composition. In 
most cases It appeared then, that variety was preferable 
to sameness In tempo. Although tempo is an Important cri-
terion for the judgment of music, It appears to be less 
autonomous in its affect than has been widely assumed. The 
psychological impression of speed in music is particularly 
dependent upon other musical factors such as accent, loud-
ness level, note values, staccato and legato sound, and 
the prominence and conformation of the underlying rhythmical 
pattern. (Cf. pp. 92-95)* The wisdom of judging tempo on 
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the basis of the total psychological effect the music pro-
duced, regardless of the metronomic reading, has been 
s ubstant ia te d. 
Dynamics 
It was difficult , and In some cases impossible, to 
make a re liable appraisal of che loudness level as Iz 
actually was heard by the subject for those compositions 
appearing in his Dally Log and Five Preferred Recordings. 
Environmental conditions at the time the music was heard 
had a controlling effect on the loudness level. Personal 
preferences for loudness levels further complicated, the 
problem. Probably It would be advisable in future investi-
gations to set up a test situation where the individual's 
preference regarding this single aspect of musical per-
formance could be evaluated. 
Variability of the loudness level is often a marked 
characteristic of classical music and Is not often a charac-
teristic of popular music. The loudness level of the 
latter is seldom less than ruf. Judgments regarding such 
variability were of considerably more value in making an 
appraisal of preferences for loudness than was the judg-
ment concerning the "predominant or characteristic dynamic 
level. w 
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Sedation-St imulat Ion 
Sedation-stimulation is, In reality, a by-product 
of the dynamic characteristics of music - especially, 
staccato-legato, tempo, rhythm, and loudness level. It 
may be considered as a means of validation of the prefer-
ences for these last named characteristics; i . e . , a person 
who prefers legato, slow, non-rhythmical* and soft music 
prefers, in other words, sedative music. 
Since music may be sedative or stimulative because 
of unique and personal affective factors appearing in the 
total tonal complex, It cannot always be known what pieces 
will prove to be stimulative or sedative for the individual. 
The person making these judgments in an investigation such 
as this must, perforce, be wary of his own reactions lest 
the judgment be biased toward a contradiction of majority 
opinion. 
It is recommended that judgments be made only of 
the llover-all degree of sedation-stimulation.11 Judgments 
of the variability of this criterion are even more sus-
ceptible to individual bias because of their highly subjec-
tive nature and, in this study, at least, did not prove to 
be reliably informative. 
Formal Structure 
Judgments of the ffover-all formal structure,n 
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although quite objective, provided data v<>ieh was of much 
the same qualitative nature for all the subjects. This 
may be accounted for by the fact that the great majority 
of compositions which were readily available to the sub-
jects were horaophonic rather than polyphonic. Of much 
more value were the judgments made about the particular 
form in which the music was written. These were labeled 
simple song-form, complex song-form, regular large form 
and irregular large form. These categories c o l d have been 
improved had they been extended and renamed so that th© 
most common musical forms, other than song-forms, were 
included. Such forms are the sonata-allegro, rondo, theme 
and variations, and fantasia or free form. 
Judgments regarding the regularity of phrases, and 
especially the amount of repetition, revealed consistent 
patterns when the scores of the subjects were compared. 
Categorization of the music according to w hether 
it was abstract or prograiamatIc provided data which was 
inconclusive, largely because comparatively few abstract 
compositions appeared in the Daily Log and Five Preferred 
Recordings lists• Virtually all popular, country-western, 
and semi-classical music must be categorized as programmatic. 
Classical music seems to b© about evenly divided between 
these two categories. It will be seen then, that a prefer-
ence for a particular aesthetic type of music precludes 
into what category the music will fal l . 
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Harmonic Structure 
A preference for a particular aesthetic type also 
precludes the categorization of chord structure, although 
some aesthetic types, notably classical music, are written 
in a number of different harmonic styles. Popular music 
tends to fall into two different harmonic styles, each of 
which Is roughly homogeneous in content. For that reason, 
It would have been advantageous to have had two categories 
in place of the one labeled "modern popularn chord struc-
ture. They might have been labeled lfconventional popular" 
chord structure, and "progressive jazz11 or 11 unconventional 
popular" chord structure. 
Judgments concerning frequency of modulation had 
a limited value, again, wsnuch modulation" is most often 
found only In classical music and rarely in music of other 
aesthetic types. 
Judgments concerning mode and consistency of style 
were of no apparent value and may be eliminated in future 
studies of this sort. 
Pitch Range 
Pitch range did not prove to be of any value what-
soever, because virtually all of the music analysed extended 
over a wide pitch range (as defined on pp. 99-100) with the 
result that there was no opportunity to make comparisons of 
preferences for low, middle, or high tessitura. 
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So nance 
The same type of criticism is applicable to so,nance 
as was made for pitch range. There were extremely few com-
positions which were judged to be dissonant, and only a few 
more which were judged to be mildly dissonant. The prob-
lems involved in the subjective evaluation of dissonance 
have been discussed on pages 100-101. 
Summary Statements of Criteria 
It appears then, that for most persons, a preference 
for a particular aesthetic type or types of music is of 
primary Importance in directing their choices In music. 
Often such a preference precludes the presence or absence 
of certain characteristics of the music, notably harmonic 
and formal structure, and tone color. 
Also of great Importance in the affectiveness of 
music are Its rhythmical, staccato-legato, and tone color 
characteris tics. 
Of somewhat less Importance are the characteristics 
of tempo and dynamics. At least, it appears that judgments 
should be based more upon variability of these character-
istics rather than on a judgment of the over-all effect 
they produce for any given composition. 
Rhythm, staccato-legato, tempo, tone color, and 
loudness level are the primary determinants of the stimulative 
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or sedative affects of music. Occasionally a composition 
which Is judged to be sedative may actually -prove to be 
stimulative to an individual for unique and personal reasons 
The opposite may occur as well. However, these are com-
paratively rare occurences and if the music is judged in 
terms of its probable effect on the majority of people, It 
should prove to be a useful tool for investigation. 
Judgments of pitch rna/ge and sonance did not pro-
vide any data of Importance, largely because nearly all 
compositions were judged to be written In a "wide range* 
and in "consonant" harmonies. Comparisons could not be 
made because very few or no compositions fell in the other 
categories of pitch range or sonance. 
Criticism of the Techniques of lie cor ding, 
Tabulation, and Extraction of Musxcal Data 
Tbese techniques are, to the best knowledge avail-
able at this time, unique in their form and application. 
On the whole they tfould seem to prove to be satisfactory 
for preliminary investigations such as this. Some Improve-
ments may be noted, however, which appear in the following 
paragraphs. 
Reaction Forr 
This simple form served its purpose quite well. It 
asked for (1) a reaction, {2} identifying information 
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concerning what the music was and how and where It was 
heard, and (3) vhat features of the music were especially 
liked or disliked. The last request was either not clearly 
understood by iLOst subjects, or required a response which 
could not adequately be put into words. More detailed 
verbal instructions and illustrations would have helped the 
subject to express himself In a more pertinent and informa-
tive fashion. 
Master Sheet 
Revisions of the master sheet should be made In 
accordance with the criticisms noted In the preceding major 
section, which Is headed "Criticisms of the Criteria by 
Which the Music Was Judged. * (Gf. pp. 2 7 5 ^ 2 % ) . 
To record by hand a continuous trace which repre-
sents tempo, tone color, staccato-legato, and loudness 
level, requires a fair degree of skill which can only be 
acquired after several weeks of practice. Perhaps some of 
this work could be taken over by mechanical and electronic 
devices, for example, the graphing of loudness level could 
easily be accomplished with commercially available devices. 
However, in most cases it is better to rely upon the sub-
jective judgments of a trained person rather than the ob-
jective record, oeeause the data provided by a device would 
have to be reinterpreted in terns of the subjective 
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impressions of music upon which all listeners, In the last 
analysis, must rely. When music ceases to be a matter of 
subjective judgment it ceases to be an art* 
It would have been advantageous at times to have 
made a quick appraisal of the composition as a whole. If 
the judgments of all criteria had been briefed as much as 
practicable and recorded In a single small area on the 
master sheet, such an appraisal could have been made. 
The IBM Code System 
There Is little doubt that the use of IBM cards 
for the purpose of quick sorting arid easy tabulation have 
saved, literally, hundreds of hours in the handling of the 
data in this study. The use of such a system would seen* 
to be mandatory In investigations '.similar to ohis one where 
the subjects would number many times the twelve subjects 
involved here. 
Whenever samplings are large enough that some sort 
of sophisticated statistical analysis is appropriate, the 
IBM cards could easily be set up in such a way that elec-
tronic calculators could also be used. Weeks of labor in 
computation would thereby be saved. 
The technique of analysis of the music found on 
recordings, the noting of such data on the master sheet, 
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and the coding and transference of this data to IBM cards 
seems to have worked well. There are, of course, mechanical 
improvements which could be made from time to time as the 
need for them arises and as science and Industry develop 
devices which can serve the purpose* 
CHAPTER VI I 
INTSKPRETAT10K OP THfi RESULTS 
A great deal Is now known about each subject's 
musical l i fe , and the large mass of data which has been 
collected indicates, in a number of instances, fruitful 
paths for future and more elaborate studios in this area. 
In some cases they are mere inferences, while in others 
they appear to be so obvious that they should warrant in-
vestigation with much confidence in the probable outcome. 
Following is a discussion of the most noteworthy features 
which appear to be substantiated by the data. 
Congruence of Personality and Musical Preferences 
The fact that every subject fs musical preferences 
were what would be expected after a knowledge had been 
gained of his personality structure will not be s u r p r i s i n g 
to most people. The psychologist after one of his analyses 
probably could predict with considerable confidence the 
gross aspects of the subject's musical preferences. In 
future studies, these predictions could, in fact, serve 
as one means of validation of the musical tests. There 
Is a danger, of course. In a posteriori judgments regarding 
the congruence of personality and musical preferences , 
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being in reality mere intellectual Reductions or rational-
isations, based upon selected data which conveniently f i t 
a neat conclusion. That such a thing would be done In-
tentionally is unthinkable, but the hazard of good inten-
tions and deficient Insight remains* 
Occasionally there existed features of th© musical 
preference picture which seemed to be contradictory to the 
subject1s personality. This, however, did not occur often 
and in most cases could probably be accounted for by errors 
in the tests, especially the musical tests. On the other 
hand, such contradictions may not have been spurious, but 
may have existed because the data was Incomplete rather 
than inaccurate. Regardless of these few inconsistencies, 
major features of the Individuals musical preferences 
stood out, and were complementary to his personality 
structure. 
For the majority of the subjects a preference for 
a particular aesthetic type of music was such an over-
whelming factor that It determined, or at least strongly 
colored, the majority of scores. Por example, if a sub-
ject preferred popular music to the exclusion of any other 
sort of music, this meant that because popular music is 
stereotyped when judged by most of the musical criteria 
used In this study, there was little variability with 
respect to harmonic and formal structure. Such a subject 
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experienced a rather constricted range of musical stimuli 
considering the vast number which are available. 
Narrowness of musical Interests seems to be deter-
mined more by a poverty of musical or cultural background 
than anything else. Musical background is achieved through 
expansion and discrimination of the affective responses to 
musical stimuli. Sane subjects who had had considerable 
musical training In elementary and secondary school were 
still narrowly constricted In their choice of aesthetic 
types of music. The subject who assumes that any music 
of his preferred aesthetic type is good or affective and 
anything else Is not Is basing his assumption on a priori 
judgment, with the result that his musical interests re-
main narrow. 
£f f ect of Upward Mobility on Mus leal Preferences 
Upward mobility is here defined as the overt striv-
ing of the Individual to experience and become a part of a 
higher cultural and intellectual level as determined by 
his society. This striving reflects Itself In his choices 
In music as well as in other areas. The result Is that 
some of the indicated responses are spurious when genuine 
aesthetic values are weak or absent. Naturally, severely 
classical and popular classical music must be rated high 
to be compatible with his upward mobility. Lambda and 
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Phi, for example, who made the best scores in the Keston 
Test of Musical Preference were consciously striving to 
seek a higher cultural level and thus consistently rated 
classical music high and popular music low, but both 
possessed genuine aesthetic awareness. 
In spite of the conscious selective factor involved 
here it becomes difficult , if not impossible, to conceal 
true preferences provided the tests are searching and com-
prehensive. Factors such as tempo, dynamics, rhythm, 
formal and harmonic structure, and the like, are common to 
all music. Tendencies and saturation points may be noted 
and will form a pattern for any individual regardless of 
whether his preference for an aesthetic type is genuine or 
sham. 
The Helatlonshlp of feus leal Experiences to Meed Structure 
The axiom that people choose and respond to music 
according to transient alnd long-term needs seems to be 
aeIf-evident. The fact that transient needs vary quali-
tatively and In intensity is , perhaps, the prime reason 
why battery and long-term testing for musical preferences 
is an absolute requirement before the stable and all-
per-vadlng factors which shape and direct these preferences 
can be revealed. 
Needs may be felt and expressed at either the 
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conscious or unconscious level. The psychologists in this 
study have used the terms "overt life-plan" and "covert 
structure.n £ great many variables are present at both 
levels and not only vary qualitatively but often are, at 
least in part, in conflict. Overt strivings and covert 
needs may be at variance and when seriously at variance 
with little or no sublimation or rat ional ist ion present 
the individual exhibits neurotic or psychotic behavior. 
The need for musical experiences is weak or strong*, 
depending not only upon the strength of llbidinal drives 
and ego-goals but also to the extent which they are di-
verted and sublimated in aesthetic, aesthetic-sensual, and 
aesthetic-social channels. Both overt and covert needs are 
powerful influencing factors for the Individual In the 
amount of his exuerience with music, the type of partici-
pation, the relative constriction or expansiveness of 
musical experiences. His responsiveness to music for its 
own sake or because It serves as a vehicle for other, non-
musical purposes such as recognition, social approval, 
sublimation of llbidinal drives, or mere sensual revelry 
are also strongly Influenced by his needs. 
Perhaps examination of each subject's musical 
preferences with particular reference to his overt striv-
ings and covert needs may serve to illustrate the above 
discussion more clearly. 
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iieta had strong llbidinal drives but was without 
an ego-ideal, with the result that there existed much con-
flict between her covert needs and the demands of her en-
viroonent. She spent much time daydreaming of other 
pleasant times and places, and it was noted that her com-
ments concerning her musical preferences revolved around 
tha pleasant associational ideas the music aroused* Her 
musical preferences had a pronounced romantic content, 
although not of th© cloyingly sentimental sort* Her musical 
tastes were eclectic* which might well be expected of a 
person for whom cultural values were important only as a 
means of social acceptance. In any case, her aesthetic -
experiences bordered on the merely sensual since she co-
vertly felt a need for a warm, familiar, nurturant environ-
ment which would produce a state of euphoria* Music seemed 
to serve as a link with a fantasied, friendly past. The 
romantic lyrics , conventional, obvious melodies and har-
monies, and simple repetitious phrases of typical semi-
classical and commercial popular music are logical prefer-
ences of one whose aesthetic Interests served the major 
purposes of sentience and cultural acceptance. 
There were two major features of LambdaT s personality 
which were pointedly emphasized in her musical preferences• 
First, Lambda viewed cultural pursuits as both a means of 
indirect experiences with life and a worthy, socially 
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acceptable method fox* moving upward in her society. 
Secondly, having largely withdrawn from human ties, and of 
necessity having become more self-reliant, her covert needs 
were satisfied by narcississtic means to a large extent. 
Thus music, to which she spent many hours listening, served 
to facilitate her upward mobility and at the same time to 
stimulate within her, pleasant states of self-contained 
well-being. Her striving for a higher ciiltural level was 
reflected by her stated preference for classical music. 
Her preferences for classical music were quite unsophisti-
cated. Romantic, smooth-flowing music typified by much 
string color was the sort of music which most often induced 
a state of narcississtic gratification. Libidlnal drive 
was rather low, and what conflicts had existed were care-
fully sublimated through turning inward for her gratifica-
tions. 
Mu had low-strength libidinal drives and there 
appeared to be little or no conflict between overt strivings 
and covert needs, primarily because he would not stay in a 
situation productive of conflict. A blend of religious 
and social values was rated highest. The religious element 
was pronounced in his musical preferences. The Spranger 
aesthetic value was rated next to last. His musical prefer-
ences were again compatible with his personality, being 
mostly sedative and simple in form and content. It is 
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interesting to note that commensurate with his avoidance 
of conflict situations he also disliked dissonant, complex, 
heavily rhythmical, rapid, and staccato music which often 
is descriptive of conflict, struggle, and tension. 
Pi sought emotional warmth through the media of 
vicarious stimulation. He was very sensitive to exciting 
elements In his environment and at the sace time felt It 
necessary to repress many of the feelings which they 
aroused. His values were so dispersed and Ill-defined 
that It was Impossible to rank-order them Intelligently. 
In any case, the aesthetic value appears nowhere with dis-
tinction. PI 1s musical preferences were confined to th© 
M s t obvious, uncornplex compositions found in country-
western, Hit Parade popular, and semi-classical literature. 
His comments Indicated that absolute clarity of musical 
form and content were necessary prerequisites of the music 
which he rated highly. His choice of staccato, rather 
fast , heavily rhythmical, and loud music seemed also to 
serve his need for stimulation and provided a socially 
acceptable medium of response which did not need to be re-
pressed. 
Rhors personality was quite similar in most respects 
to Mu's personality; this similarity also was apparent in 
their musical preferences. Rho*s libidlnal drives were low, 
and since she sought contentment and harmony at almost any 
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cost, which 3he most often achieved through repression and 
submission, there appeared to be little conflict between 
her overt and covert structures. Although, like Mu, re-
ligious values we re rated highe s t $ &e s the tic va lue s were 
rated considerably higher than they were by Mu. This, 
together with a more extensive and discriminating cultural 
background may account for Hhofs preference for a more 
subtle and complex type of classical music than was Mu's. 
One of the few recognitions of ability Rho received was to 
have been selected to accompany school and church groups 
on the piano. Her mother both played and taught th© piano 
and, it will be remembered, was quite dominating. Perhaps 
this accounted for Hho's pronounced liking of piano music -
especially the grandiose concerto. Like Mu, the great 
majority of her musical choices were sedative and, even 
though at times written in the larger musical forms, were 
still clear-cut and conventional iri harmonic and formal 
structure. 
Sigma, product of an inferior cultural environment 
typical of his minority ethnological group, aspired to a 
higher cultural level and found in music a medium for satis-
fying two basic urges - cultural acceptibility and autonomous 
sentience. Aesthetic values were rated rather low and it 
was entirely probable that his interest in a rather wide 
range of aesthetic musical types was part of a more or less 
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• conscious pose compatible with his upward mobility. His 
sensual needs were partially sublimated in aesthetic chan-
nels* music ranking importantly. His musical choices were 
notable for their display of color. His hypercritical 
remarks concerning genuineness of performance seemed to be, 
in reality , complaints regarding a style of performance 
which did not reach and gratify the sensual in his person-
ality. This may also have been another attempt to attract 
attention through exhibition in the role of a sophisticated 
musical expert* It is not surprising that he often listened 
to and rated highly, music performed by members of his 
ethnological group. From the standpoint of musical form 
and content Sigma13 preferences were uncomplex and conven-
tional. 
rauf3 musical preferences were particularly re- : 
stricted and superficial. Aesthetic values were rated 
low and, for him, served only utilitarian purposes. Social 
and economic success was so energetically pursued that Tau 
was willing to let society call the pace even If it meant 
the sacrifice of his own self-respect and self-direct Ion. 
His llbidinal drives were strong, finding no sublimation 
in aesthetic channels. Environmentally there was no con-
flict because he lived among those who shared and approved 
of his values. Tau spent little time listening to music, 
and when he did, it rarely had more than a very moderate 
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appeal for him. The great majority of compositions, he 
rated at the level of indifference or lower. What little 
he did rate positively was extremely simple, repetitive, 
heavily rhythmical, loud, staccato, and very often satirical 
or whimsical where in the music served only as a vehicle for 
a rather adolescent type of humor. His Five Preferred 
Recordings showed an almost unbelievable lack of sophisti-
cation and aesthetic discrimination for someone who was 
pursuing a college education. 
Covertly, Hps lion had an insatiable need for approval 
and affection from others and a harmonious easy-going ex-
istence. He did not want, however, close emotional ties, 
and apparently felt no need for affiliation, sex, or exci-
tance of a sensual sort. He was sensitive to exciting 
stimuli in the immediate environment only when nothing 
sexual or aggressive was implied. Aesthetic values were 
rated lowest even though he assumed a pose of cultural 
sophistication. This was, in reality, merely an attempt 
to insure other poople*s interest in him. His musical 
preferences were superficial and restricted in style. He 
spent very little time listening to music, and when he did 
it was usually through the media of live performances such 
as musical shows, bar music, and at dances. Apparently he 
was more concerned with excellence of performance than he 
was with the affective implications of the music. Those 
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compositions which he rated high were nearly always staccato, 
loud, percussive, strongly rhythmical, often with complex 
rhythmical patterns, and were at the same time light and 
frivolous in confc«n** His choices were rarely dramatic, 
subtle, or of even moderately complex form. His admoni-
tion regarding what little music he voluntarily listened 
to seemed to be, "Keep It light and gay.11 
Even though aesthetic values were rated fourth by 
Phi in the Spranger system, the psychologists noted that 
they appeared to be undeveloped rather than truly lacking, 
and that her interests In music reflected both an upward 
mobility and a dawning appreciation of classical music. 
Because she experienced strong sexual and aggressive urges 
she attempted to deflect them in her overt actions by 
avoiding a wide range of stimulating experiences in her 
everyday l ife . Latent homosexual tendencies were in con-
flict witri her efforts to conform to the laws and mores of 
her society. In conformity with her upward mobility and 
developing aesthetic sensitivity, Dhi much preferred classi-
cal to other types of music. Ihis music varied considerably 
when judged by most of the musical criteria, but there was 
a rather definite tendency toward a preference for sedative 
music. Another corroboration of aesthetic growth was her 
liking for much abstract music and music performed by legit-
imate string ensembles. A peculiar facet of her preferences 
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was her preference for both fast and loud as well as slow 
and soft music while she rarely preferred music which fell 
between these extremes. The fact that she was developing 
a set of genuine aesthetic values, as evidenced by her In-
creasing enthusiasm for classical music, and had very high 
intelligence infers that there may be significant positive 
correlation between superior Intelligence combined with 
aesthetic values, and a preference for what is considered 
by the serious musician to be the best In musical litera-
ture . 
Chi displayed an "enormousn lack of internal organ-
ization, being passive, masochistic, immature* and giving 
evidence of latent homosexual tendencies. His llbidinal 
drives were low and he solved most of his conflicts by 
means of the behavior patterns mentioned above. He did so 
at the sacrifice of satisfying his needs for asocial sources 
of excitement, recognition, acquisition, and retention. He 
had no hierarchy of values; and mere sensual gratific&tion 
appeared to be the only evidence of an aesthetic value. 
His range of preferred musical types was very narrow, con-
sisting almost entirely of Hit Parade popular, music of the 
most conventional and banal sort. He noted and disliked 
complexity and subtlety in music, even when it .arely 
appeared in popular music. Most significant was his prefer-
ence for the male voice. There would seem to be a positive 
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correlation between this preference and homosexual tenden-
cies. His choices, when judged according to musical cri-
teria other than those which most readily identify the 
popular music type, showed no consistent or clearly defined 
tendencies. This may be attributable to his aforementioned 
lack of internal organization and lack of a hierarchy of 
values. 
It is fortunate, as the psychologists noted, that 
Psi had low libidinal drives considering her constant state 
of Inner anger and propensity for acting arbitrarily In 
contradiction to obvious and logical modes of behavior. 
Her aggressive urges were firmly repressed and she avoided 
conflicts by submitting to recognized authority. There 
did not appear to be a vestige of genuine aesthetic inter-
ests. Other than a preference for a sixuple, slightly 
sedative, and romantic type of music, Psi1a choices showed 
little coherence and few noteworthy tendencies. Music did 
not appear to be very important to her. Her comparatively 
frequent choice of mixed and male choral ensembles probably 
may be accounted for because of her frequent participation 
in church, school, and home music-making sessions. Lacking 
the necessary aesthetic values, her fairly extensive musical 
training and frequent exposure to musical experiences 
(probably of a very amateurish sort) had little effect on 
her musical growth and ability to extract affective 
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stimulation from music. Psl noted such incomplete Identi-
fying information on the Daily Log cards that only a very 
few of these compositions could be analyzed in detail. 
This may have been an unconscious expression of her aggres-
sion and arbitrary behavior in the face of explicitly de-
tailed Instructions. 
Omega had a strong and difficult set of drives with 
which to cope. His covert needs were compatible with his 
overt strivings and values since he strove to repress those 
urges which were asocial, not because of any moral or 
ethical inhibitions, but because uncontrolled expression 
of these would cut him off from society and thwart any 
attempts to achieve his ego-ideals. He had voyerlstlc 
homosexual cravings which found sublimation In his choice 
of career - that of a doctor. Music had been considered 
as a vocation at one time. Fie had strong sensual appetites 
and his highest value in the Spranger system was aesthetic-
sensual. Culturally, his background was rather poor. 
Music served primarily to arouse pleasant states of excite-
ment through the medium of tf jamw sessions. when not playing 
himsalf he chose popular music which was distinguished by 
the skill with which it was performed, especially in the 
matter of free improvisation. He reveled in exotic, bizarre 
colors produced by unusual voicing of instruments. Color 
seemed to be the prime determining factor in influencing 
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his preferences in popular music* Smooth melodies against 
a pronounced rhythmical and staccato background appealed 
to him. He much preferred direct outlets for his sensual 
drives to sublimations of them* He asked this investigator 
several tines if he knew of a dance band that had an opening 
for him. although he indicated that he could spare the 
time from a very demanding course of pre-medical studies 
to play in such a group, paradoxically he also indicated 
that he could not spare much time to listen to music. His 
musical preferences reflected his narcississtic nature and 
his craving for sensual gratification achieved in part, at 
least, through listening to or playing richly colorful 
music of a sophisticated popular type. 
Integrational Level of the Personality as Related 
to DeflnTtTveness of Muslea1 Preferences 
It may have been noted in the discussion of the 
previous section that there appears to be a relationship 
between how well-defined, coordinated, and self-determined 
the personality may be and the coherence and consistency of 
musical preferences. The person who has low drives and 
lacks ego-Idea Is or goals tends to show more Inconsistencies 
In his musical preferences, and has less of a concept of 
what his preferences really are. This becomes even more 
apparent when aesthetic values are rated low and when music 
has a weak valence for the individual. The l?strongern the 
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personality, or at least he more clear-cut and attainable 
are the goals of the individual, the xaore explicit and con-
sic tent seem to be the choices of music. If music truly 
serves dominant needs such as sensual gratification, social 
acceptibility, upward mobility, social Integration, or 
genuine aesthetic appeal, then the picture of the musical 
preferences for an individual who has these needs is much 
more clearly defined and Is more easily understood in terms 
of his total personality structure. 
delationships Between Musical Preferences 
Certain Rorschach Scores 
Much skill is required to administer arid interpret 
the Rorschach scores. Such skill usually can only be ac-
quired after securing considerable background in psychology 
and a year or so of intensive training In the Rorschach Test 
itself . The discussion which follows is a result of con-
ferences with the psychologists who did the testing, wherein 
they pointed out where logical relationships between 
Rorschach scores and certain features of musical preferences 
anight be found. 
Of particular promise for future investlgatIons Is 
tne apparent relationship between the c, "cP, and Fc acores 
and a preference for music which is exciting and colorful. 
These scores are the "surface texture" responses, and have 
to do with the subject's emotional life . Singly they 
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usually are not significant in themselves, but must be 
interpreted in relation to many or all other scores. The 
pure £ response Indicates a form of sensuality which is 
not controlled by reason or self-criticism. However, in 
the artist or craftsman It may reflect a professional In-
terest in the texture the blot seems to depict. When 
responses are given wherein texture is matched appropriately 
with form, it Is an indication that reason (F) Is present 
and is exerting a controlling influence over rampant sensu-
ality. As the influence of reason gradually becomes more 
apparent, there is a shift from c to c? to Pc. The In-
creasing influence of the P factor does not necessarily 
mean that sensuality has been transmuted Into an aesthetic 
feeling. It may mean that sensual appetites have found 
satisfaction in socially acceptable ways. This may be 
reflected in fastidiousness and love of "the good life" 
wherein good food, fashionable clothes, and general comfort 
and well-being are Important sources of satisfaction, 
quantity as well as quality of responses must be present 
before an Interpretation may be ventured that the subject 
has sublimated his sensual needs in aesthetic channels. 
In any case, it Is generally agreed that all £ combinations 
are a reflection of some form of sensuality. In Table X I I I 
the twelve subjects have been rank-ordered according to 
their cF and Pc scores. Scores were not given for pure c 
responses. 
TABLE XI I I 
SCORES OF THE c? AND Pc DETERMINANTS OP 
THE RORSCHACH PSSSOKALITY TEST 
Subject cP Fc Total 
Phi 0 6i 6l 
Lambda 0 30 30 
Chi 0 23 23 
Sigma 10 10 20 
Tau 6 12 ia 
Omega 13 h 17 
Psi 3 12 15 
Beta 0 12 12 
PI 0 10 10 
Ops lion k k a 
Rho 0 5 5 
Mu 0 k h 
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Several legitimate groupings of these subjects may-
be made , each group displaying an unusual consistency in 
both their combined c scores and the degree of excitement 
and color found in their musical choices. 
Aesthetic values ranked Importantly for both Phi 
and Lambda. They ware striving to reach a higher cultural 
level, this being validated by the many hours they spent 
in listening to classical music. Their Pc scores are high 
and since no cF scores are present, they represent an ad-
vanced refinement of sensual appetites* Probably they can 
both be considered to have sublimated sensual urges In 
aesthetic channels. They made the two nbestH scores In 
the Keston Tost of Musical Preference. Although they 
seemed to prefer a majority of their music to be sedative, 
It Is well-known that dramatic elements in serious classical 
music often produce a high level of exhilaration and ex-
citement. Dramatic elements are not always dependant upon 
fast tempi, pronounced rhythmical pulse, and a high over-
all loudness level. 
Chi, aigma, Tau, Omega, and PsI, who appear In the 
order named and below Phi and Lambda in the above table of 
combined c scores, seem to be a comparable group with re-
spect to both the aegree of sensuality present in their 
personalities and their preferences for excitement and 
color in music. Aesthetic values were rated low by this 
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group, with one exception. Omega*a aesthetic values were 
combined with marked sensual characteristics indicating 
that aesthetic outlets were used primarily and deliberately 
s 
for sensual gratification. *VIth the exception of a few of 
Sigma*s choices, this group preferred popular music. Sigma 
and Omega were especially charmed by unusual colors and 
lush harmonies. Omega was, perhaps, the most sophisticated 
in this regard. Tau, it may be remembered, listened to 
comparatively little music, but showed an atypical fondness 
for "novelty11 music. As a group they received pleasure and 
excitement from music which wus obvious, simple, and re-
petitive In form and content. The legato, romantic melody, 
scored In the harmonies of typical popular music, and heard 
against a u&ckground that was staccato and percussive pro-
vided a continuous, uncomplex stream of rhythmical color 
.which induced a state of euphoria at a simple perceptual 
level. The pleasant feeling-states Induced by this "bath 
of sound" are analagous to those produced by having onefs 
back scratched. 
In th© remaining group, which scored still lower, 
may be Included Beta, Fl , Kho, and Eu. Th© last two sub-
jects are especially alike in the combined c scores and in 
their musical preferences. It Is difficult to place 
DpsiIon properly. Although his total score was 8, he was 
the only one of this group to score In the cF column which 
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Is an indication of a lov^er degree of refinement than the 
Pc score. He may have more in common with the middle group 
than this lower group. This group seemed to be more alike 
in the low urgency of their sensual drives than they did 
in musical preferences. PI liked extremely simple but 
stimulating music - perhaps "innocuousf? adequately des-
cribes it . Beta once remarked to the Investigator that she 
really dldn11 know what sort of music she liked and doubted 
that he wo uld be able to "make much1' out of the data she 
supplied. Her choices, however, seemed to fit her person-
ality, but were quite eclectic with regard to most musical 
factors considered In this study. Music seemed to serve 
primarily as a means of arousing pleasant memories. Rho 
and Mu, who made the two lowest combined c scores, de-
cidedly preferred sedative music written with obvious 
melodies and in easily grasped forms. Most of their choices 
could easily be considered unexciting with regard to color, 
tempi, dynamics, and rhythm. 
It is not lntenued to give the impression that 
there was a perfect correlation between the combined c 
scores and the level of color or excitement present in the 
musical preferences of each subject. It is merely suggested 
here that a significant positive correlation might be ob-
tained if a larger number of subjects could be studied, and 
with some revision and improvement in the method of judging 
exciting and colorful elements In music. 
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Coneluaipns 
Personality is certainly reflected in the 
musical preferences of the Individual. Musical preferences 
as well as the personality are unique for every individual. 
2 . The more integrated the personality, the more 
consistent, well~defined, and stable will be the musical 
preferences. Although there may be some consistencies of 
musical preference in more or less unintegrated personali-
ties, it is difficult to delineate a complete pattern. 
3* The Individual chooses music according to his 
covert needs and overt strivings. The quality and quantity 
of musical choices seem to be dependent as well upon the 
presence or absence of aesthetic values and/or sensual 
appetite. 
i^. The musical choices of those individuals who 
are striving to achieve a higher cultural level are more 
subtle, complex, and reflect a higher aesthetic type of 
music. It appears that genuine aesthetic values must be 
present before the Individual can achieve such a level. 
Spurious preferences are relatively easy to detect. 
If the need for sensual gratification has not 
been too much repressed, musical preferences will be char-
acterized by much color and excitement. When such needs 
have been sublimated at the highest levels, the individual 
tends to respond affectively more and more to classical 
music. Where these needs are reflected merely In nar- L-
cississtic and voyeristic behavior, musical preferences 
are almost invariably characterized by uncomplex struc-
tural form, richness of tone color, a strongly rhythmical 
pulse, and at least staccato background, if not melody. 
6 . Individuals with low-strength libidinal drives 
seem to prefer sedative music which Is legato, lacking in 
a pronounced rhythmical pulse, rather low and unvarying in 
loudness level, and in simple, easily-grasped forms. This 
Is particularly true when weak libidinal drives are com-
bined with repression and sublimation of aggressive and 
sexual urges. Cultural background and the presence or 
absence of genuine aesthetic values may influence the choice 
of the aesthetic type of music, but the content largely 
remains sedative. 
7 . Preference for a particular aesthetic type of 
music is most dependent upon cultural background, strength 
of aesthetic values, musical training, and valence for 
music in general as a medium for satisfaction of the needs 
of the individual. 
8 . The quality of aesthetic preferences In areas 
other than music are of very similar quality In the area of 
music. For example, preferences for realism, strong color, 
and obvious form in the graphic arts are also determinants 
for choices in music. 
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9 . Of all the features of music which seem to de-
termine its stimulative or sedative qualities, the staccato-
legato feature appears to be of first importance. Since 
it is a feature common to all music regardless of aesthetic 
type, and since the subjects were especially well grouped 
according to basic personality structure when their musical 
preferences were judged by this criterion, it is probable 
that a more thorough investigation wherein staccato-legato 
is the prime variable would yield Interesting and signifi-
cant results. 
CKaPT&R VIII 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
Many of the affects of music on human behavior have 
been identified and documented. Because this is a compari-
tively new field of investIgatlon and also because of the 
extremely complex nature of the affects of music, only a 
beginning has been made toward what is hoped will become a 
valid and useful knowledge arid art. 
A very broad and basic area of investigation is 
concerned with the identification and validation of the 
relationships which may exist between personality types, 
or psychological variables within a given personality, and 
the nature of that music to r/hlch the Individual is es-
pecially responsive. The discovery and understanding of 
such relationships should prove to be helpful in shaping 
the practices, procedures, and interpersonal relationships 
In ti*e private studio, educational institutions, and re-
habilitation Institutions of various kinds, to mention a 
few. 
The Problem 
This study was concerned primarily with the devel-
opment of techniques which would permit thorough investigation 
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Into the musical preferences of the individual. Involved 
were the construction and administratIon of appropriate 
tests arid measures of musical preferences, and the coding 
and tabulation of the resultant mass of data in practical 
and pertinent form. 
Secondarily, this study was concerned with the com-
parison of the individual's musical preferences with his 
personality structure, as revealed by extensive psychologi-
cal testing, in an effort to discover areas which seem to 
give promise of significant results in the event of further 
Investigation. 
Review of Pertinent Literature 
Before evolving a technique for investigating the 
relationships between personality and musical preferences, 
the literature was searched for (1) information which would 
seem to indicate that such relationship did exist, and that 
an Investlgation in this area was warrantable, and (2) the 
techniques and criticisms of techniques employed by other 
investigators In an effort to establish a sound basis upon 
which to evolve the techniques pertinent to this study. 
It was discovered that there were virtually no 
studies extant which bore directly upon the first part of 
the problem. However, many of those studies which were 
related to this one indicated that the nature of the 
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individual* s responses to music was definitive and stable 
enough to warrant an investigation of them in relationship 
to his personality structure. 
It became apparent when searching the literature 
for appropriate testing techniques that more than a single 
test of musical preference would be needed if valid data 
were to be obtained. Furthermore, the various tests and 
measures to be employed should prove to be more effective 
If their immediate purposes varied enough that the problem 
of eliciting musical preference data could be attacked from 
several angles; and, since their ultimate purpose was iden-
tical, mutual validation of the data could be effected. 
Prom a perusal of the techniques most commonly. em-
ployed by psychologists in their research into the complex 
problems of human behavior, it became manifest that the 
best results were most often obtained when such problems 
were approached from at least several different angles. 
The use of a number of different but complementary analyti-
cal techniques has been especially effective in delineating 
personality structure. Since It was assumed that musical 
preferences are in some way related to the Individual1© 
personality, similar techniques were developed for the 
purpose of determining his musical preferences. 
The Subjects 
The twelve subjects used in this study were selected 
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from a large group of students who had sought counsel from 
a university guidance bureau. They were randomly selected 
from this group except for the following restrictions: 
there was an approximately equal number of men and women, 
and each sex was evenly divided between extroverts or out-
going personalities and introverts or withdrawn personalities. 
A larger group of subjects was not used because of 
£1) the necessity of Intensive study of each Individual, and 
(2) the study was concerned primarily with the development 
and testing of certain techniques of investigation of musi-
cal preferences. 
The Psychological Tests 
The psychological tests were selected, adnlnistered, 
scored, and interpreted by three qualified psychologists. 
The tests used were The Rorschach Personality Test, the 
Thematic Apperception Test, the c hs le r -B e 11 evue Intelli-
gence Scale, the Kiggs Literal-Indirect-i&eitlng (LIE) Test, 
and adaptations of the Murray-Harvard Aesthetic Preference 
and Humor Preference Tests. In addition each subject was 
interviewed by the psychologists. 
The psychological data was prepared in the form of 
a descriptive summary, which was in turn briefed for Its 
inclusion in the thesis. The raw scores of the psychologi-
cal tests appear in Appendix A. 
3X8 
The Musical Preference Tesbs and Measures 
All of the following tests except the Keston Test 
of Musical Preference were specially prepared for this 
study because no others were available which could serve 
the purposes outlined in the preceding paragraphs. 
Keston Musical Preference lest. The Keston test 
consists of one hundred and twenty short, recorded musical 
excerpts, thirty in each of four aesthetic categories: 
severely classical, popular classical, semi-classical, and 
popular. One test item contains one excerpt from each of 
these four categories. The excerpts are randomly presented 
to the subject and are ranked by him in the order of his 
preference. If he consistently ranks the severely classical 
excerpt f irst , the popular classical second, the semi-
class leal third, and the popular fourth, he will make the 
Mhestf! possible score. Lower scores are dependent upon the 
extent of the deviation from this sequence. 
Daily Log, iilach subject was asked to keep a daily 
record of the music to which he listened and then to record 
his reaction to the music on a specially prepared form by 
checking an affective scale ranging from a reaction of ex-
treme displeasure to one of extreme pleasure. He had, 
theoretically, an infinite number of musical compositions 
from which to choose, and those he reported on the form 
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were considered to be a valid sample of his genuine musical 
preferences. 
• Forty-Sight iSxcerpts Test. A specially prepared 
set of musical excerpts was recorded and presented to each 
subject for his reaction, which he recorded on the form 
described in the paragraph above. The excerpts were chosen 
to constitute an adequate sampling of all types of music 
which were readily available in live concerts, radio programs, 
and recordings. 
Five Preferred Recordings. Each subject was asked 
to list his five most preferred pieces of recorded music. 
As in the Dally Log preferences, these recordings were con-
sidered to be a highly valid indication of his genuine 
preferences. 
Questionnaire on Musical background. In order to 
help assess the effect of previous musical training, and 
personal and family attitudes toward music, each subject 
filled out a questionnaire. He was also asked to list all 
recordings in his record library. 
Extraction and Tabulation of Musical Preference Data 
The means and methods of the analyses of recordings, 
and the coding and handling of musical data represent what 
la believed to be a unique technique in this field of research. 
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Although the technique proved to be effective in this study, 
like any new research tool it should be reexamined and re-
fined so that its usefulness will be more assured. 
Analyses of the Recordings. All of the recordings 
of the tests and other recordings listened to by the sub-
jects, except those which were not available, were analyzed 
on the bases of the following criteria: tempo, tone color, 
staccato-legato, dynamics, pitch range, sonance, sedation-
stimulation, rhythm, harmonic structure, formal structure, 
aesthetic type, and media of performance. i>uch judgments 
were recorded on a form called a "master sheet." 
Judgments of tempo, tone color, staccato-legato, 
loudness level, pitch range, sonance, and mode were graphed 
by means of a continuous trace on a form calibrated In 
intervals of time. This portion of the master sheet was so 
designed that it could be used with the Messner "Phono-
scope , w an audio-visual device which greatly facilitated 
the analyses of the recordings. 
Coding of Data on IBM Cards. Al l of the data ap-
pearing on the muster sheet were coded and punched on IBM 
cards for purposes of quick sorting and easy tabulation. 
Each subject's reaction as he noted it on the affective-
scale form was recorded in the same way. 
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Tabulation and Scoring of the Data. Sortings and 
tabulations were made separately for each of the four musi-
cal tests and measures. Tabulations were made regarding 
the frequency of the presence or absence of the judgments 
made for each criterion, how they were categorized, and the 
ratings given by each subject. 
Such tabulations were recorded on another specially 
prepared form. I'hus a complete record was available of each 
subjects reactions to every recording Involved in the mus-
ical testing program, together with a detailed analysis of 
what was contained in the music. 
A measure of central tendency was computed for all 
those criteria which exist as continua, (tempo, staccato-
legato, loudness level, pitch range, sonance, sedation-
stimulation, and prominence of the rhythmical pulse). This 
was done for each subject and for each of the four musical 
tests and measures. An average response was computed for 
all other criteria, i . e . , those which do not exist as con-
tinua but must be judged In discrete categories. 
Presentation of Results 
The psychological data for each subject appeared 
in the form of a descriptive summary, and was organised 
under the following headings: overt life-plan, values, 
temperamental endowment, covert structure, conflicts, and 
assessment. 
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The musical preference data was presented by means 
of a table showing the musical preference scores of each 
subject and was followed by descriptive summaries of his 
musical background, attitudes toward music, and the scores 
he made on the musical preference tests and measures. 
Criticism of the Techniques Employed 
Keston Musica1 Preference Test* The purpose of the 
Keston test Is to determine the ^aesthetic quotient11 of an 
individual. He is asked to rank-order four different aes-
thetic types of mus ica 1 excerpts in terms of his preferences. 
This purpose it accomplishes quite well, except possibly, 
that some experts In serious music would question whether 
a particularly fine example of jazz should not be ranked 
above many semi-classical compositions on an aesthetic 
scale. 
The Keston test was particularly useful as a means 
of validating aesthetic values as they appeared In the 
personality structure. It was of less value In providing 
musical data other than data concerning preferences for 
aesthetic typo. The two most Important reasons why it 
could not serve well In this capacity are, (1) It contains 
excerpts which are limited to orchestral ensembles, no 
vocal compositions being included, and (Z) the subject Is 
forced to rank-order the f ̂  : *xc&rots in each test Item 
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regardless of how much he may like or dislike them as a 
whole. Thus the scores cannot be interpreted in the same 
way as the scores for the other musical preference tests. 
Daily Log. The daily record each subject kept of 
the music to which he listened proved to be one of the most 
important sources of data. The Daily Log provided a valid 
indication of the quantity of music to which each subject 
listened, and also made it possible to analyse the music 
qualitatively* The effectiveness of the Dally Log could 
be Improved, however, If it were possible to record the 
music the subject heard in live concerts and live radio 
broadcasts so that It could be analyzed, as were the phono-
graph recordings to which he listened. Another improvement 
would consist of a longer testing program for those few 
subjects who listen to music so Infrequently that it be-
comes difficult to ajnass sufficient data from which valid 
conclusions may be drawn. 
Forty-flight Excerpts Test. The purpose of the 
Forty-Eight Excerpts Test is believed to be sound. The 
data it provided was of much value In analyzing the sub-
j e c t s musical preferences. However, It is realized now 
that the test needs to contain a more comprehensive and 
valid sampling of musical literature before its potential 
ties can be :nore fully realized. 
The test could be greatly Improved If It were to 
consist of a primary test which would categorize the sub-
jects according to their preferences for the aesthetic 
types of music, followed by one or several sub-tests each 
of w- ich would contain Items widely representative of the 
particular aesthetic musical type or types preferred by the 
subject. This would be a major task of test construction. 
Nevertheless, the task should be undertaken in view of the 
possibilities of eliciting valuable Information which the 
Forty-Sight excerpts Test has already revealed. 
Five Preferred Recordings. The five most preferred 
recordings which each subject listed were of relatively 
minor Importance In assessing his musical preferences. 
There is little doubt that they were a valid indication of 
his true preferences, but the scores they provided were too 
few In number to warrant more than superficial statistical 
treatment. The Information provided by the Five Preferred 
Recordings was interesting and pertinent, however, and the 
data they yielded, although not profound, made some contri-
bution toward the assessment of the subject's musical pre-
ferences. 
Questionnaire on fciusical Background. The primary 
value of the questionnaire was that it provided information 
which supplemented the biographical data which appeared in 
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the psychological descriptions. The value of the question-
naire could he greatly Increased if It war© expanded, and 
perhaps took the form of an Interview wherein much more 
detailed information could be obtained concerning the sub-
ject's attitudes toward music. The subjects in this study 
verbalized very little regarding their musical likes and 
dislikes. It would be advantageous in the future to em-
phasize the Introspective technique somewhat more as a 
valuable means of supplementing the data provided by the 
musical preference tests. 
Criteria of the Musical Judgments. Data concerning 
the following criteria were found to be of value: tempo, 
particularly variability of tempo; tone color; staccato-
legato, es p e d a i l y of the prime melody and background, but 
not the total effect; dynamics; sedation-stimulation, over-
all effect only; harmonic structure, but excluding mode, 
consistency of style, and frequency of modulation; formal 
struct lire, especially amount of repetition, but excluding 
the categorizations of abstract and programmatic music; 
rhyt hm; a nd t ype . 
Data concerning the following criteria were found 
to be of little or no value: sonance and pitch range. 
Karrv^r Interpreting the Results 
Jach subject's personality was discussed In relation 
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to his musical preferences. Coarruencies and discrepancies 
ware noted. The approach was primarily that of establishing 
what appeared to be logical relationships between certain 
personality variables and noteworthy features of the musical 
preferences. These analyses, together with the criticisms 
of the techniques employed in this study, formed the bases 
for the conclusions. 
Conclusions 
It is, of course, not warrantable to attribute 
universality to the conclusions which follow. The reasons 
for this are probably obvious. In the first place, statis-
tical certainty of such conclusions was not possible because 
of the small number of subjects, and In the second place, 
at the time the study was made there were no standardized 
tests of musical nreference available. It should also be 
remembered that the primary purpose of this study was to 
evolve techniques, where techniques did not then exist, for 
identifying relationships between musical preferences and 
personality, and to test the efficacy of the proposed tech-
niques through Intensive study of a limited number of sub-
jects. 
1. Aesthetic type of music appears to be the prime 
determinant of the nature of musical preferences of the-
majority of people. 
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Of almost equal importance to aesthetic type of 
music, and in sane cases of even greater importance, are 
the effects of certain dynamic musical elements on musical 
preferences. These are: rhythm, stace&to-lag&to, tone 
color, and to a lesser extent, loudness level and tempo. 
3# Variability of tempo and loudness level most 
often Is preferred to steadiness of tempo and loudness 
level. This becomes more apparent as the rhythmical pulse 
becomes more subtle and complex and as it recedes into the 
background. 
Ij.. Data concerning sedatlon-stimulatIon serve well 
as validations of the subject's musical preferences, par-
ticularly with regard to his preferences for rhythm, staccato-
legato, loudness level, and tempo. 
5 . Data concerning harmonic structure will be 
strongly affected by the preferred aesthetic type of music. 
On the other hand, the analysis of chord structure sometimes 
reveals preferences for a particular harmonic style which 
affects musical preferences as a whole, regardless of the 
presence or absence of a preferred aesthetic type. 
6 . Data cuncernlng mode, consistency of composi-
tional style, and frequency of modulation did not appear 
to be significant to the results of this study. 
7* Data concerning the amount of repetition, the 
particular musical form Involved, and the regularity of 
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phrase structure arc important la delineating the individ-
u a l ^ musical preferences. 
8 . Whether music is abstract or programmatic and 
homophonlc or polyphonic appeared to be of little importance 
In this study, largely because practically no polyphonic 
and relatively few abstract compositions were chosen by the 
subjects, 
9 . There are so few compositions readily available 
to the typical listener which are other than "wide1' in 
pitch range, arid "consonant" in sonance, that these two 
criteria do not appear to be of much importance In studies 
such as this. 
10. Musical preferences are unique to the Individual 
and an analysis of them mus b be made on an individual basis . 
11. Deviations from an expected pattern of musical 
preference for a given individual can probably be accounted 
for in most instances because of the unique and personal 
associations the music arouses. 
12. The reasons for preferences of certain vocal 
qualities appear to be hidden deeply and are therefore 
difficult to ascertain. 
13. Well constructed, standardized tests of musical 
preference are probably essential before more specific re-
lationships can be established between personality and 
musical preferences. 
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lif. Preferences for classical music are more de-
pendent upon a response to the beauty and aesthetic value 
of the music for themselves than they are dependent upon 
extraneous cultural factors. 
Individuals who aspire to become part of a 
higher cultural level tend to choose classical music as a 
means of securing acceptance. 
- l6. Music serves as an escape more often for the 
withdrawn personality than for the outgoing personality. 
17. Musical preferences are more stable, consistent, 
and easily defined In the well-Integrated personality than 
In the unintegrated personality. 
18. There appears to be a positive relationship 
between sensual appetite and music which is noteworthy for 
its color and stimulative qualities. 
19. Sedative music is often preferred by individuals 
who have weak libidinal drives. Such music usually is re-
petitive, simple, and conventional in form. 
20 . Qualitatively, musical preferences tend to be 
validated by preferences in other aesthetic areas. 
21 . Musical preferences are almost invariably di-
rectly related to the personality. 
22. The Individual chooses music according to his 
needs. 
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implications 
The foregoing conclusions give rise to some impli-
cations which should be of value in many situations where 
music is the medium of contact between individuals. These 
implications may serve to expand or reinforce the basic 
philosophy of those persons who are attempting to teach, 
entertain, elevate, or heal through the ar£ of music. In 
some instances implications are of a quite specific and 
practical nature. 
Anyone who Is attempting to teach music should take 
into account the unique character of the individual's musi-
cal preferences. It is true that in many respects the in-
dividual's musical preferences are identified with the 
societal group within which he moves; to thi3 extent the 
teacher can consider the group rather than the individual 
as he guides him In his musical experiences. However, the 
teacher can only produce the most profound results when he 
knows and takes into account the unique musical preferences 
of the individual. This will have a direct bearing on his 
choice of musical materials as well as the manner In which 
they are presented. 
W ' Since the individual chooses music according to his 
needs, it is especially important that the teacher and the 
hospital musician be aware of them. Such professional 
persons properly must spend much of their time working with 
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individuals through the medium of music. It Is In this 
close, personal relationship that the musician can do his 
most effective work. 
The entertainer and concert artist nearly always 
must seek to produce an affective group response, yet within 
the group allowing the Individual to respond In his unique 
and personal way. 1'hls is also true for the teacher when 
he Is working with groups rather than, the Individual. 
There Is evidence that musical training alone, even 
if rather extensive, will not necessarily produce a genuine 
liking for the finest In musical literature. Some music 
educators apparently have been derelict in their duty to 
reveal to the student, wherever possible, th© beauties of 
great music. Their emphasis has been on technical training 
and mere entertainment rather than an expanding, discrimina-
tive series of worthwhile musical experiences. The music 
educator must, of course, be realistically aware of the 
variation in capacity from one individual to another for 
genuine aesthetic musical feeling. 
From the standpoint of mental hygiene, this study 
has underscored again the role which music can play in 
helping the individual function more effectively and accept-
ably in his environment. If the musician possesses some 
degree of psychological understanding of those individuals 
with whom he works, this should be of help to him as he 
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attempts to employ music In ways which will more effectively 
bring about desirable changes within such Individuals. 
I In closing, it Is hoped that some contribution has 
been made toward an understanding of the role which music 
plays in the life of the Individual. It should be empha-
sized again that the individual's musical preferences are 
directly related to his personality. Both personality and 
musical preferences are unique for every individual, al-
though they do contain elements which are identifiable in 
other, similar personalities. An understanding of the 
individual's personality as well as his musical preferences 
is essential if he is to be most profoundly affected through 
the art of music. 
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Lambda 7 1 1 7 7 17 
Mu 9 6 7 2 8 1 5 
Pi 1 0 13 8 3 1 1 2 1 
Hho U 7 U 3 6 12 
Sigma 8 9 6 II 8 1 5 
Tau 6 9 6 1 9 1 6 
Upsilon 13 9 1 1 0 17 
Phi 3 1 0 7 3 8 1 6 
Chi 1 0 7 3 5 15 
Psi 6 12 7 U 8 19 
Omê a 7 6 6 2 6 1 2 
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TABLE XVIII 
SENTiiNCft (LITERAL—INDIRHCT-EXGIT2NG) TEST 
Subject Rating Score: 1% E% 
Total 
Score 2$ 
Beta Kxclting-Indiroct ia 29 30 67 
Larafcda Indirect l (9 28 23 53 15 
Ml Exciting & Literal 51 2h 25 73 52 
Pi Exciting & Literal Sh 17 29 32 k 7 
Rho Literal-Indirect 59 22 19 59 32 
Sipia Exciting-Indirect 1*8 25 27 1»6 26 
Tau Exciting-Indire ct 38 28 3k 18 39 
Upsilon Literal-Exciting 58 18 2k 29 ia 
Phi Median in all three 50 25 25 6k 52 
Chi Literal—Exciting $h 18 28 28 68 
Psi Lit; ral-Sxcit ing 57 17 26 27 ia 
Csnega Exciting U6 21 33 36 30 
APPENDIX B 
The Keston Test of Musical Preference 
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MUSICAL SELECTIONS D CLOSED IN THE TEST 
Item No. 
1 A. Egmont Overtime Beethoven 
B. Plnlandla Sibelius 
C. Light Cavalry Overture von Suppe 
D. Don
1t Be That Way 
?. A. Flngal fs Cave Mendelssohn 
B. Merry Wives of Windsor Nlcolai 
rt 
O « With a Song in My Heart Kostelanetz 
D. Stompin1 at the Savoy 
3 A . Scherzo from Midsummer 
Night's Dream MendeIssohn 
EU Spanish Rhapsody Chabrier 
c . Adlos Muchachos Morton Gould 
D. Song of India Tommy Dorsay 
k A • Romeo and Juliet Overture Tscbaikowsky 
Ase * s Death from Peer 
Gynt Suite Grieg 
C. iit Dawning Cadman 
D. Mood Indigo Duke Ellington 
5 A. &ine Kleine Nachtmusick 
(last movement) Mozart 
B. Dance of the Hours from 
La Oioconda Ponchielli 
C. Serenade Drigo 
D# You1re the Cream in My 
Coffee 
6 A* Symphony No* Ij. 
(1st movement) Brahms 
B. Russian Sailor's Dance 
from the Red Poppy Gliere 
C. Dance of the Chinese Doll Rebikoff 
DU Qne-zy Two-zy Kay Kyser 
7 A. Symphony No• $ in E minor 
(1st movement) Dvorak 
B* Orpheus in Hades Offenbach 
C. Poet and Peasant Overture von Suppe 
D. Oh Lady be Good 
10 
11 
Item Ho. 
8 A* 
B. 
C. 
D. 
Q A* 
B. 
C. 
D. 
A • 
B. 
C. 
Dm 
A* 
B* 
C. 
D . 
A . 
B* 
C. 
D* 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D P 
A. 
B. 
C* 
Dm 
Am 
B. 
Cm 
Dm 
12 
13 
I!L 
15 
Symphony Mo. 39 In & flat 
(last movement) 
La Rouet Oraphale 
Pirouette 
Stumbling 
Px*elude to hct I I I of 
Lohengrin 
Pomp and Circumstance 
Parade of the Wooden 
Soldiers 
Back o* Town Blues 
Symphony No. 101 in D 
(last movement) 
Overture to La Scala di 
Seta 
Le Secret 
Traffic Jam 
Symphony No* 3I4. in C 
(last movement) 
Petite Suite 
Galt^ Parisienne 
The One That Got Away 
Suite for Strings 
(Prelude) 
Pas30 a Sie (Dance) 
In a Monastery Garden 
Dusk 
Afternoon of a Faun 
horning from Peer Gynt 
Suite 
Clellto Linda 
Maria Elena 
Symphony No* 7 in A 
(last movement) 
Dances from Galento 
In a Persian Market Place 
Artistry Jumps 
Overture to the Marriage 
of Figaro 
Symphony In C 
(1st movement) 
Look for the Silver Lining 
Tuxedo Junction 
Mozart 
SaInt-Saens 
PInck 
Wagner 
Elgar 
Jessel 
Louis Armstrong 
Haydn 
Rossini 
Gautier 
Artie Shaw 
Mozart 
Debussy 
Offenbach 
Poote 
iiosslnl 
Ke teIby 
Duke Ellington 
Debussy 
Grieg 
Morton Gould 
Tommy Dorsey 
Beethoven 
Kodaly 
KateIby 
Stan Kenton 
Mozart 
Bizet 
Kern 
Glenn Miller 
353+ 
Item No 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
£3 
A. Francesca Da Rimini 
B. William Tell Overture 
0 . Indian War Dance 
D. Stompy Jones 
A. Concerto Grosso In D 
B. Rondo from Suite In F 
sharp minor 
0 . Sans Soucl Polka 
D. Green iiyoa 
A* Symphony in D minor 
{last movement) 
B. Bronze Horse Overture 
C. In a Clock Store 
Dm Brazen Little Raisin 
A . Symphony No. 7 In A 
(2nd movement) 
B. The Last Spring 
C. Habanera from N&toma 
D. Dancing in the Dark 
A« Classical Symphony In D 
(last movement) 
B. MIgnon Overture 
C. Mexican Hat Dance 
Dm Esquire Jump 
A. Symphony No. 35 In D 
(last movement) 
B. Overture to Donna Diana 
C. Electrofor Polka 
Dm Suite N O . 6 
A. Don Juan 
B. La Porza del Destlno 
Overture 
Cm Dream Tango 
D. Sneaking Out 
A . Concerto for Violoncello 
and Orchestra 
(1st movement) 
B. Zampa Overture 
C. Neapolitan Nights 
Dm Linger in My Dreams a 
Little Longer, Baby 
Tschalkowsky 
Kosainl 
Skllton 
Duke Sllington 
Hande1 
Dohrmnyi 
J. Strauss 
Jimmy Dorsey 
Franck 
Auber 
Orth 
Phil Harris 
Beethoven 
Grieg 
Herbert 
^rtie Shaw 
Prokofleff 
Thomas 
Morton Gould 
Leonard Feather 
Mozart 
Reznicek 
J. Strauss 
Artie Shaw 
R. Strauss 
Verdi 
Malderon 
Krsklne Hawkins 
Dvorak 
Herold 
^amecnik 
Louis Armstrong 
62+ 
Item No 
21+ 
25 
26 
2? 
28 
29 
30 
A* Symphony No. 3 in P 
(1st movement) 
B. Semiramlde Overture 
C. Badinage 
D. A Blue Serge Suit with a 
Belt in the Back 
A. Symphony No. 88 in G 
(last movement) 
B. Intermezzo from Jewels of 
the Madonna 
C. Al Fresco 
D. The Steam is on the Beam 
A. Variations on a Theme by 
Haydn 
B. Valse from Goppelia 
C. La Roslta 
Dm It Couldn1t be True 
A. Concerto for Violin and 
Orchestra 
(1st movement) 
Brahms 
Rossini 
Herbert 
Haydn 
Wolf-Ferrari 
Herbert 
Johnny Green 
Brahms 
Delibes 
Vladimir Sellnsky 
Glenn Killer 
Beethoven 
B. Carmen Excerpt Bizet 
C. Poem© Pibich 
Dm Drink Hearty "Red" Allen 
A. Air for the G string Bach 
B. Romance Tschaikowsky 
C. Speak to Me of Love Lenoir 
D. Chlo-e Duke Ellington 
A. Toccata in D minor Bach 
B. Russian and Ludmilla 
Overture Glinka 
G. Chanson Frlml 
D. King Porter Benny Goodman 
A . Double Concerto in A 
minor (1st movement) Brahms 
K War March of the Priests 
from Athalie Mendelssohn 
c. Jeux dfenfants Bizet 
D. That Wonderful Worrisome 
Peeling Erskine Hawkins 
355+ 
MUSIC PJiUFiSRENCii TEST 
There are ten Items in this test. Each item con-
sists of four musical excerpts, A, B, C, and D played con-
secutively with a pause between each. You are to rank these 
four excerpts in the order In which you liked them best. 
In each group you may choo3e only one excerpt as best, one 
excerpt as second best, and so forth. Therefore, you must 
place only one letter in each space. This must be done in 
every case even though you may occasionally doubt your 
choices. When the test has been completed, there must be 
one letter in each preference space on the sheet. 
Because it is difficult to keep the excerpts in 
mind, a work column has been provided. If you refer to the 
xampla below, you will understand ho?/ the work column Is 
be used. 
like beat D 
like second best B 
like third best A K 
like least C / / 
1. D 
fairly sure ^ 3 . if 
EXAMPLE 
I T U not sure at all A ^ 
8. 
9- ~ 
A'hen excerpt A Is played, place the letter A in 
space $ in the work column. It is placed here because the 
other letters will ran^e above or below 5 depending upon 
your preferences. When excerpt B is played, let us suppose 
you liked it better than excerpt A. You would then place 
the letter B in space 3 In the work column because you must 
allow some space between for the letters C and D If you 
should happen to need It . Nov/ let us suppose that upon 
hearing excerpt C you liked excerpt C less than A or B. You 
would then place the letter G in space 7 , again allowing 
space between for the letter D if you should happen to like 
D better than C but not as much as A. However, let us 
suppose that you liked D best of all . You would then place 
the letter D above A , B , and C In space 1 or 2 . Whan you 
have the letters In the order which suits your preferences, 
simply copy them carefully in that order in the column to 
the"left , i . e . , like best, like second best, etc. 
Undoubtedly, some excerpts will be familiar to you 
and others will not. If an excerpt is familiar to you, 
place a check ^ after that letter and be sure to keep that 
check with the letter when you copy the list . Thus, In the 
example above, A and C are familiar excerpts, but B and D 
are not. Note that the checks occur in BOTH the work column 
and the f inal preference column. 
Very likely you will be more certain of your pre-
ferences for certain of the Items than for others. To show 
how sure you feel about your choices, place a check mark in 
the space provided. In the example above, let us suppose 
we were fairly sure that we preferred the excerpts in the 
order indicated. You wil l probably find that It becomes 
easier to rank the excerpts as you get more practice* 
This test requires a sincere effort on your part* 
Concentrate as hard as you can because the test Is d i f f icult . 
Keep In mind that there are no right or wrong answers; It 
Is simply a question of how YOU feel about the music. There-
fore, above a l l , be honest with yourself. Otherwise the 
test Is a waste of time for all concerned. 
PRACTICE 
I f S I — 
like best 
like second best 
like third best 
like least 
fairly sure _ 
not sure at all 
U 
2. 
3* 
7 . 
8. 
9. 
J 
MUSIC PR3PKRENCE TEST 
Answer Sheet 
Name 
School 
Date 
Grade 
ITEK HO. 1 like best 
like second best 
like third best 
like least 
fairly sure 
not sure at a l l 
ITKM NO. 2 lika best 
like second best fairly sure 
like third best _ not sure at all 
ilk© least 
ITQM RO. J l i k e h e s t 
like second best fairly sure 
like third best not sure at al l 
like least 
(Mote: The remainder of the answer sheets follow the form 
given on this page and it is not considered necessary to 
duplicate them* further). 
APPENDIX C 
The Forty-Eight Excerpt3 Test 
359+ 
MUSICAL SELECTIONS RCLUDED IN THE TEST 
Ko. Title 
1 Tallin1 My 
Troubles to My 
Old Guitar 
2 Symphony Ko. 
Op. 36 
(q-th movement) 
3 Double Talk 
4 Fetes 
5 La Campanella 
6 Battle of Jericho 
7 Quartet Ko. lff 
op. 1 8 , no. li 
(1st movement) 
8 Willow Weep for 
Me 
Composer -
Arranger Performer(s) Recorder 
Jimmy Caoitol 
Aakeley 5i4.-i4.Ol87 
(String band) 
Tschaikowsky 
Debussy 
L i 3 Z t 
Beethoven 
Symphony 
orchestra 
John Kirby 
(Dance band) 
Symphony 
orchestra 
Piano solo 
Yale Glee 
Club 
String 
quartet 
Stan Kenton 
(June 
Christy, 
vocal) 
Victor 
l67^2-B 
Columbia 
35998 
Victor 
20%-A 
Victor 
11-9025-A 
Columbia 
3 6 I A 
Victor 
4511-A 
Capitol 
20087 
9 Nuages 
10 Chorale for 
Brass, Piano 
and bongo 
Debussy 
11 Quintet, Op. 1 6 3 Schubert 
(2nd movement) 
12 filegie Massenet 
13 Cantata Ko. 78 Bach 
(Part lis We 
Hasten . . . ) 
Symphony 
orchestra 
Stan Kenton 
(Dance band) 
String 
quintet 
Victor 
I58l4-A 
Capitol 
10183 
Victor 
16932-B 
Art Tat urn Decca 
(Piano solo) 25199~* 
Women* 3 Victor 
chorus with 11~9126~~ 
orchestra 
68 
No.. Title 
34 Roumanian 
Rhapsody, 
Op. 11, No. 1 
15 La Cump&rsita 
l6 Reverie 
17 Parade March 
No. 1 
1(3 I ' l l See You In 
My Dreams 
Composer -
Arranger 
lines co 
Performer(s) Recorder 
Debussy 
Symphony 
orchestra 
Xavier Cugat 
(Dance band) 
Piano solo 
Goldman Band 
Blng Crosby 
with dance 
band 
Victor 
12-OO69-B 
Victor 
276003-A 
Victor 
12-0066-B 
Columbia 
36530 
Decca 
2li721-B 
19 Minuet 
20 The Fire-bird 
Suite (Dance of 
King Kastchei) 
21 Pools Rush In 
22 Sonata, Op. 27 , 
(3rd movement) 
23 All the Things 
You Are 
24. Divertimento in 
E flat major, 
(K. 563) 
25 Cocktails for Two 
26 American Polk 
Rhapsody 
Haydn 
Stravinsky 
Beethoven 
Mozart 
Clare 
Grundman 
Segovia 
(Guitar) 
Symphony 
orchestra 
Jo Stafford 
with dance 
band 
Piano solo 
Decca 
2^248-A 
Victor 
I6699-A 
Capitol 
B08 
Victor 
11-9518-B 
Kostalanetz Columbia 
(Dance orch.} IL268-M 
String trio Victor 
II-8550-B 
Art Tat urn Decca 
(Piano solo) 25202-A 
Concert band Boosey & 
Hawkes 
21ldL 
361 
Ho* Title 
27 ttM,ApparIM 
from Martha 
28 A Media Luz 
29 Some Enchanted 
Evening 
Composer -
Arranger 
Flotow 
Performer(s} Recorder 
Bjoerllng 
with orch. 
Marek Weber 
(Dance band) 
Perry Como 
with dance 
band 
Victor 
13790-A 
Columbia 
36571 
Victor 
20~3if02-A 
30 Sonata No. 7 , 
Op- 8 3 
31 Triple Fugue in 
& flat major 
32 Careless Love 
33 ttark Eyes 
3^ Svmphony No. 6 
(4th movement) 
35 Serenade In C f 
Op. 10 
{Part lis Romania) 
Prokofieff 
Bach 
36 "Les Dragons 
d* A lea la 
from Carmen 
37 Standchen, Op. 
106, Ko. 1 
38 Aufenthalt 
39 Show Me the Way 
Back to Your 
Heart 
4.0 Symphony Ko. 5 
(2nd movement) 
Tschalkowsky 
Dohnanyi 
Bizet 
Brahms 
Schubert 
Piano solo 
Organ 
Yale Glee 
Club 
Charlie 
Ventura 
(Dance band) 
Symphony 
orchestra 
String trio 
Symphony 
orchestra 
Klpnis with 
piano 
Marian 
Anderson 
with piano 
Victor 
11-91Q2-A 
Victor 
1I-8528-A 
Columbia 
36^63 
Victor 
2G-3770-A 
Victor 
7302-E 
Victor 
11-8180-A 
Victor 
6 8 7 3 - B 
Victor 
14310-B 
Victor 
ll-9836-B 
Eddy Arnold VJctor 
(String band) 21-0083-B 
Tachalkowsky Symphony 
orchestra 
Victor 
11-9202-A 
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Ho. Title 
Symphony No. 6 , 
Op. 68 
(/4 th movement) 
Cantata No. 4 
(Part IV: Jesus 
Christ us • . . ) 
i{3 Mannln Veon 
(Part I I I ) 
Iflf Lous iana Hayr I de 
45 Symphony No. 1 
(2nd movement) 
Ij.6 Mam'selle 
47 Prelude.to Act 
I of Lohengrin 
I4.8 MI1 He Pas tore11 
from LfAmero 
Composer -
Arranger 
Beethoven 
Bach 
Haydn Wood 
Performer(a) Recorder 
Brahms 
Wagner 
Mozart 
Symphony 
orchestra 
Robert Shaw 
(Male chorus 
v/Ith orch.) 
Concert band 
Raymond Page 
(Dance orch.) 
Symphony 
orchestra 
Frankie Laine 
with dance 
band 
Symphony 
orchestra 
Lily Pons 
with orch. 
Victor 
l6ij.7lj.-B 
Victor 
10-1270-B 
Boosey & 
Hawkes 
2122 
Victor 
3 6 3 8 I - A 
Victor 
8979-A 
Mercury 
50^8 
Victor 
679 
Columbia 
x c o 3 2 8 0 9 
(2nd side) 
APPENDIX D 
Questionnaire on Musical Background and Attitudes 
72+ 
Name Address 
Sex Age Graduate of what high school?^ 
1 Porm&l Training in Music 
1. How many years of your eight or nine years in grade 
school did you have classroom music? 
2 . Indicate in the spaces provided how many years you 
participated In each of the following musical ac-
tivities : 
Band Small instrumental 
Orchestra _ ensemble 
Boys 1 glee club Small vocal ensemble 
Girls 'glee club Dance band ^ 
Mixed chorus Other (specify) 
3* Indicate what Instruments you play (or have played) 
at least well enough to perform simple tunes: 
Instrument Years played 
if. Have you ever had private voice lessons? 
How many years? 
5* what musical activities not connected with school 
did you participate? 
Describe briefly: 
1 1 g&Mily Musical History 
1* What members of your immediate family (especially 
those who were living under the same roof when you 
were growing up) could play an instrument, at least 
well enough to perform simple tunes, or liked to sing? 
365+ 
Family member Sarin? Played? (what) 
(father, sister, etc . ) 
2 . What was your parents1 attitude toward your musical 
training? Check one: 
Positive Negative Indifferent 
3 . Was there a radio in your home? Phonograph? 
Piano? 
How often was music performed by you and/or your 
family in the home? Check one: 
Hardly ever Fairly often Often 
I I I Musical Attitudes 
1. Everything considered, who is your favorite vocalist? 
2 . Everything considered, who is your favorite Instru-
mentalist? 
3* Listed below are seme of the most commonly recog-
nized types of music. Indicate with a number nltt 
the type you prefer most often, with a number T!2lf 
the type you prefer next most often, etc . , until 
all the types of music have been ranked. As an 
example of cach list the title of one piece, if you 
can. 
Type flank Title of example 
Hymns 
Hillbilly 
Hot, fast, popular 
Slow, sweet popular 
Folk music 
Severely classical 
Light classical „ 
1}.. Suppose that by some peculiar chain of circumstances 
you were somewhere for several years where you were 
completely shut off from hearing any music other 
366+ 
than that provided by your own voice, but that you 
could take with you a phonograph and five musical 
recordings. Vvhut fJvc recordings would you choose? 
List them in the order of your preference. Please 
list specific titles , composers, and performers 
whenever possible. It should be possible to locate 
your choices In record catalogues, either olfi or 
new. Consider each choice as If it were the only 
one. Do not lot previous or subsequent choices 
Tnfluence the choice of that particular one. He-
member, this Is the only music you will hear for 
several years. Do not list whole operas, oratorios, 
or evon symphonies, (if some of these be your 
choices) but try to narrow it down to a specific 
section or part of these large works. 
Record maker 
Title Composer Performer and number 
1st _ _ _ 
2nd " " 
?rd ~ Z Z Z Z Z Z 
4th " ~ z z z n 
5th ~ • ; ; 
Everything considered, v/hat was the concert or 
other musical experience which stands out in your 
memory as the highlight? Indicate the situation 
briefly and describe the music as specifically as 
you can. 
Record Library 
List the recordings you have in your record library 
by title , composer, (or arranger) performer, record 
maker and number, whenever possible. Indicate by 
number your three favorite recordings. These re-
cord In- s may not actually be owned by you, but you 
should have had a part In selecting them yourself, 
or if selected by someone else, at least be record-
ings that you might have selected yourself. 
APPENDIX E 
The Master Sheet 
Gradual change 7 
Sudden change 8 
Both gradual & sudden 9 
D.Amplitude of change in sonancej 
Small change 10 
Large change 11 
Doth small & large 12 
SEDATIOI - STIMULATION 
A.Overall degree of sedation-
stimulation: 
Sedative 1 
Mildly stimulative 2" 
Stimulative 3" 
B•Frequency of change in 
sedation-stimulation: 
No change 1; 
Infrequent change 
Frequent change 6" 
C.Speed of change in sedation-
stimulation: 
Gradual change 7 
Sudden change 8' 
Both gradual & sudden 
D.Amplitude of change in 
sedation-stimulation• 
Small change 10 
Large change 11" 
Both small & large 12" 
E.Changes of polarity in 
sedation-stimulation: 
Constantly increasing 
stimulation 13 
Constantly decreasing 
stimulation lli 
Atonal ( 
Modal 8 ~ 
B.Mode* 
Major 9 
Minor ICT^ 
Alternately major-minor H _ 
C•Consistency of style: 
Consistent style 
Inconsistent style 13__ 
D.Frequency of modulation: 
No modulation Hi 
Little modulation 1$ 
Much modulation 16— 
RHYTHM 
A.Prominence of rhythmical pvlne 
Hardly apparent 1 _ 
Apparent-not pronounced 
Pronounced 
Extremely pronounced 
B•Variability of the prominence 
of the rhythmical pulse: 
Consistently prominant 5 
Small changes 6"" 
Large changes 
C.Variability of rhythm patterfTT 
Constant pattern 8 
Few changes 
Many changes 10 " 
D«Complexity of rhythm & meter? 
Simple 11 
Moderately complex 12""" 
Complex 13 
Variable-simp • to comp. llr~ 
Ai^ernateiy reg. & irreg. o 
C.Form: "" 
Simple song-form 7 
Complex song-form 8 
Regular large form 9 
Irregular large form 10 
D.Amount of repetition: 
No repetition 11 
Some repetition 12 
Much repetition 13~ 
2.Abstract or programmatic: 
Abstract lU 
Programnatic 
TYPE 
Severely classical 
^Popular" classical 
Semi-classical 
Hit Parade popular 
Connoisseur's popular 
C ount ry-we stem 
Popular sacred 
1 
2— 
1 -
7 
PERFORMANCE MEDIUM 
Orchestra 1 Solo male v, 
2 Piano solo 
3 String solo 
k — Woodwind " 
5 Brass solo 
String orch* 
Band 
Mixed chorus 
Male chorus 
Female chorus 6 Accordion 
String ens. T ^ Hillbilly b. 
Woodwind ens* 8 Dance band 
Brass ens, 9 Organ 
Small vo c. e n s 3 O r e h . acc. 
Solo female Piano acc. 
12 
13-" 
1 1 = 
16 
I F 
19 
20 
21 
2T~ 
